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Abstract
Ad hoc networks have attracted much attention from the research community
over the last years and important technical advances have risen as a consequence.
These networks are foreseen as an important kind of next generation access networks,
where multimedia services will be demanded by end users from their wireless devices
everywhere. In this thesis, we specially focus our research work on mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs) and on vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), two kind of ad hoc
networks over which interesting multimedia services can be provided.
The special characteristics of MANETs/VANETs, such as mobility, dynamic
network topology (specially in VANETs), energy constraints (in case of MANETs),
infrastructureless and variable link capacity, make the QoS (Quality of Service) provision
over these networks an important challenge for the research community. Due to that,
there is a need to develop new routing protocols specially designed for MANETs and
VANETs able to provide multimedia services.
The main objective of this thesis is to contribute in the development of the
communication framework for MANETs and VANETs to improve decisions to select
paths or next hops in the moment of forwarding video-reporting messages. In this
way, it would be possible to have a quick answer to manage daily problems in the city
and help the emergency units (e.g., police, ambulances, health care units) in case of
incidents (e.g., traffic accidents). Furthermore, in case of VANETs, a real scenario must
be created and thus we have analysed the presence of obstacles in real maps. Also, in
case of an obstacle found between the current forwarding node and the candidate next
forwarding node, the packet is stored in a buffer, for a maximum time, until a forwarding
neighbour node is found; otherwise, the packet is dropped.
To improve the communication framework for MANETs, we propose a new routing
protocol based on a game-theoretical scheme for N users specially designed to transmit
video-reporting messages. Our proposal makes the network more efficient and provides
a higher degree of satisfaction of the users by receiving much more packets with a lower
average end-to-end delay, lower jitter and higher PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio).
In addition, we propose a geographical routing protocol for VANETs that considers
multiple metrics named 3MRP (Multimedia Multimetric Map-Aware Routing Protocol)
[1]. 3MRP is a geographical protocol based on hop-by-hop forwarding. The metrics
considered in 3MRP are the distance, the density of vehicles in transmission range,
the available bandwidth, the future trajectory of the neighbouring nodes and the MAC
layer losses. Those metrics are weighted to obtain a multimetric score. Thus, a node
selects another node among its neighbours as the best forwarding node to increase
the percentage of successful packet delivery, minimizing the average packet delay and
offering a certain level of quality and service. Furthermore, a new algorithm named
DSW (Dynamic Self-configured Weights) computes for each metric its corresponding
weight depending on the current network conditions. As a consequence, nodes are
classified in a better way.
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Finally, we propose a new routing protocol for VANETs named G-3MRP (Game
Theoretical Multimedia Multimetric Map-aware Routing Protocol) [2] based on a game-
theoretical scheme for N users to transmit video-reporting messages in an urban
scenarios. G-3MRP is based on 3MRP and uses up to three neighbour nodes through
which the three types of video frames I, P and B will be sent. The metrics used are the
same as in 3MRP. G-3MRP achieves a higher degree of satisfaction of the users who
receive much more packets with a higher average of PSNR, compared to 3MRP+DSW.
We have also analysed the issue of detecting obstacles in real maps for VANETs in
urban scenarios. For this purpose, we have developed our REVsim [3] tool so that our
proposed routing protocols can easily be building aware, thus avoiding nodes behind
buildings to be chosen as next forwarding nodes. Also, our simulations are more realistic.
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Resumen
Las redes ad hoc han llamado mucho la atencio´n por parte de la comunidad
cient´ıfica en los u´ltimos an˜os, adema´s de los importantes avances te´cnicos que han
surgido. Estas redes se preve´n como un tipo importante de redes de acceso de nueva
generacio´n, donde los servicios multimedia sera´n requeridos por los usuarios a trave´s
de sus dispositivos inala´mbricos desde todas partes. En esta tesis, centramos nuestro
trabajo de investigacio´n especialmente en las redes mo´viles ad hoc (MANET, Mobile
Ad hoc Network) y las redes vehiculares ad hoc (VANET, Vehicular Ad hoc Network).
Las caracter´ısticas especiales de las MANETs y las VANETs, como la movilidad, la
topolog´ıa dina´mica de la red (especialmente en VANETs), las restricciones de bater´ıa
(en caso de MANETs), la ausencia de infrastructura y la capacidad variable del
enlace inala´mbrico hace que la provisio´n de la calidad de servicio en estas redes sea
un reto importante para la comunidad cient´ıfica. Debido a esto, existe la necesidad
de desarrollar nuevos protocolos de encaminamiento especialmente disen˜ados para
MANETs y VANETs capaces de proporcionar los servicios de multimedia requeridos.
El objetivo principal de esta tesis es proveer mejoras en la comunicacio´n para las
redes ad hoc MANET y VANET para mejorar las decisiones a la hora de seleccionar
los pro´ximos caminos o nodos, respectivamente, en el momento del env´ıo de las tramas
del v´ıdeo y de esta manera ser´ıa posible tener una respuesta ra´pida para resolver los
problema diarios en la ciudad y ayudar a las unidades de emergencia (por ejemplo,
polic´ıa, ambulancias, unidades de salud) en caso de incidentes, como accidentes de
tra´fico. Para analizar adecuadamente nuestras propuestas sobre VANETs hemos
disen˜ado un entorno de simulacio´n realista que incorpora la presencia de edificios en
mapas reales. En el caso de que haya un obsta´culo entre el nodo actual y el candidato
para ser el pro´ximo salto el paquete se almacena en un buffer, durante un tiempo
ma´ximo, hasta encontrar un nuevo candidato; en caso contrario, se descarta el paquete.
Para mejorar las comunicaciones en las MANETs, proponemos un nuevo protocolo
de encaminamiento basado en teoria´ de juegos para N usuarios especialmente disen˜ado
para enviar mensajes de v´ıdeo.
Esto hace que la red sea ma´s eficiente, y as´ı se consigue un mayor grado de
satisfaccio´n de los usuarios al recibir muchos ma´s paquetes con un menor promedio
de retardo de extremo a extremo, variacio´n de retardo (jitter) y mayor PSNR (Relacio´n
Sen˜al a Ruido de Pico).
Adema´s, se propone un protocolo de encaminamiento geogra´fico basado en el reenv´ıo
de salto-a-salto para VANETs llamado 3MRP (Multimedia multimetric Map-Aware
Routing Protocol) [1] que incluye diversas me´tricas. Las me´tricas consideradas en 3MRP
son la distancia al destino, la densidad de veh´ıculos en el rango de transmisio´n, el ancho
de banda disponible, la trayectoria futura de los nodos vecinos y la pe´rdida de paquetes
en la capa MAC. Estas me´tricas se ponderan para obtener una puntuacio´n multime´trica
final. As´ı, un nodo puede seleccionar el mejor nodo de reenv´ıo entre todos sus vecinos
para aumentar la probabilidad de e´xito de entrega de paquetes, minimizando el retardo
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medio de los paquetes y ofreciendo un cierto nivel de calidad de servicio. Por otra parte,
se ha disen˜ado un nuevo algoritmo capaz de dar a cada me´trica su correspondiente peso
en funcio´n de las condiciones actuales de la red. De esta forma, los nodos se pueden
clasificar de una mejor manera.
Por u´ltimo, se propone un nuevo protocolo de encaminamiento para VANETs
llamado G-3MRP (Game Theoretical Multimedia Multimetric Map-aware Routing
Protocol) [2] para enviar mensajes de v´ıdeo basado en teor´ıa de juegos para N usuarios
en escenarios urbanos. G-3MRP se basa en el protocolo de encaminamiento 3MRP.
G-3MRP utiliza hasta tres nodos a trave´s de los cuales los tres tipos de cuadros de
v´ıdeo I, P y B sera´n enviados. Las me´tricas utilizadas son las mismas que en 3MRP.
G-3MRP logra una mayor grado de satisfaccio´n de los usuarios mediante la recepcio´n de
muchos ma´s paquetes de v´ıdeo y con un mayor nivel de PSNR, que la anterior propuesta
3MRP+DSW.
Tambie´n hemos analizado el problema de deteccio´n de obsta´culos en mapas reales
para VANETs en escenarios urbanos. Para este propo´sito, hemos desarrollado nuestra
herramienta REVsim [3] de tal forma que puede estar fa´cilmente integrada en nuestra
propuesta de protocolo de encaminamiento para que las simulaciones sean ma´s realistas.
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Resum
Les xarxes sense fils ad hoc han captat molt l’atencio´ per part de la comunitat
cient´ıfica en els u´ltims anys, a me´s dels importants avenc¸os te`cnics que han sorgit.
Aquestes xarxes es preveuen com un tipus important de xarxes d’acce´s de nova
generacio´, a on els serveis multime`dia seran requerits pels usuaris a trave´s dels seus
dispositius sense fils desde tot arreu. En aquesta tesi, centrem el nostre treball
especialment en les xarxes mo`bils ad hoc (MANET, Mobile Ad hoc Network) i en les
xarxes vehiculars ad hoc (VANET, Vehicular Ad hoc Network).
Les caracter´ıstiques especials de les MANETs i les VANETs, com la mobilitat, la
topologia dina`mica de la xarxa (especialment en VANETs), les restriccions de bateria
(en cas de MANETs), l’abse`ncia d’infrastructura i la capacitat variable de l’enllac¸ sense
fil fa que la provisio´ de la qualitat de servei en aquestes xarxes sigui un repte important
per a la comunitat cient´ıfica. A causa d’aixo`, hi ha la necessitat de desenvolupar nous
protocols d’encaminament especialment dissenyats per a MANETs i VANETs capac¸os
de proporcionar els serveis de multime`dia requerits.
L’objectiu principal d’aquesta tesi e´s proveir millores en la comunicacio´ per a les
xarxes ad hoc MANET i VANET per millorar les decisions a l’hora de seleccionar els
propers camins o nodes, respectivament, en el moment de l’enviament de les trames
del v´ıdeo. D’aquesta manera sera` possible tenir una resposta ra`pida per resoldre els
problema diaris a la ciutat i ajudar a les unitats d’emerge`ncia (per exemple, policia,
ambula`ncies, unitats de salut) en cas d’incidents, com ara els accidents de tra`nsit. Per
analitzar adequadament les nostres propostes sobre VANETs hem dissenyat un entorn
de simulacio´ realista que incorpora la prese`ncia d’edi cis en mapes reals i en el cas que
hi hagi un obstacle entre el node actual i el candidat per a ser el pro`xim salt el paquet
s’emmagatzema en un buffer, per un temps ma`xim, fins a trobar un nou candidat; en
cas contrari, es descarta el paquet.
Per millorar les comunicacions en les MANETs, proposem un nou protocol
d’encaminament basat en teoria de jocs per a N usuaris especialment dissenyat per
a enviar missatges de v´ıdeo. Aixo` fa que la xarxa sigui me´s eficient, i aix´ı s’aconsegueix
un major grau de satisfaccio´ dels usuaris en rebre molts me´s paquets amb un menor
retard mig extrem a extrem, menor variacio´ del retard (jitter) i major PSNR (Relacio´
Senyal Soroll de Pic) .
A me´s, es proposa un protocol d’encaminament geogra`fic basat en el reenviament
hop-by-hop per a VANETs anomenat 3MRP (Multimedia Multimetric Map-Aware
Routing Protocol) [1] que pre`n en consideracio´ mu´ltiples me`triques. Les me`triques
considerades en 3MRP so´n la dista`ncia a destinacio´, la densitat de vehicles en el rang
de transmissio´, l’ample de banda disponible, la trajecto`ria futura dels nodes ve¨ıns i la
pe`rdua de paquets a la capa MAC. Aquestes me`triques es ponderen per a obtenir una
puntuacio´ multime`trica. Aix´ı, un node pot seleccionar el millor node de reenviament
entre tots els seus ve¨ıns per augmentar la probabilitat d’ e`xit de lliurament de paquets,
minimitzant el retard mitja` dels paquets i oferint un cert nivell de qualitat de servei.
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D’altra banda, s’ha dissenyat un nou algorisme capac¸ de donar a cada me`trica el seu
corresponent pes en funcio´ de les condicions actuals de la xarxa. Aix´ı, els nodes es
poden classificar d’una millor manera.
Finalment, es proposa un nou protocol d’encaminament per a VANETs anomenat
G-3MRP (Game Theoretical Multimedia Multimetric Map-aware Routing Protocol) [2]
per a enviar missatges de v´ıdeo basat en teoria de jocs per a N usuaris en escenaris
urbans. G-3MRP es basa en el protocol d’ ecaminament 3MRP. G-3MRP utilitza fins
a tres nodes a trave´s dels quals els tres tipus de quadres de v´ıdeo I, P i B seran enviats.
Les me`tricas utilitzades so´n les mateixes que en 3MRP. G-3MRP aconsegueix una major
grau de satisfaccio´ on dels usuaris mitjanc¸ant la recepcio´ de molts me´s paquets de v´ıdeo
i amb un major nivell de PSNR que amb 3MRP + DSW.
Tambe´ hem analitzat el problema de la deteccio´ d’obstacles en mapes reals per a
VANETs en escenaris urbans. Per a aquest propo`sit, hem desenvolupat la nostra eina
REVsim [3] de tal manera que pot estar fa´cilment integrada en la nostra proposta de
protocol d’encaminament per a que les simulacions siguin me´s realistes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This Chapter is devoted to give a brief introduction to this PhD thesis. Besides, the
general objectives of the thesis are defined.
1.1 Overview
During the last decade, video-streaming over the Internet has been established as a well-
known service with many successful applications such as video conferencing, surveillance
systems, news on demand, etc. The technical communications platform to provide these
video-streaming services and other multimedia applications to the increasing number
of mobile end users is a reality thanks to the recent developments in mobile computing
devices and in wireless networking. Nevertheless, there are still many challenges to
face in order to provide video-streaming services with sufficient quality to the end
users. These challenges are caused by limited resources (i.e., CPU power, bandwidth,
storage capacity and battery), a dynamic environment (i.e., availability of resources)
and a higher error rate (i.e., bit errors, route changes, connection loss). Furthermore,
theses challenges are specially difficult in 802.11 networks in infrastructureless mode,
where nodes may act as servers, clients and routers. These networks may cover large
geographic areas and they operate without any existing infrastructure. In this thesis
we will focus on mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and on vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs).
A Mobile Ad hoc NETwok (MANET) is a group of self-organized wireless mobile
nodes (MNs) able to communicate with each other without the need of any fixed network
infrastructure nor centralized administrative support. Applications for MANETs
include data communication during emergency response in remote areas, or where a
disaster (e.g., an earthquake) has fully or partially destroyed the existing infrastructure.
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Other applications for MANETs may improve the quality of life of citizens in their
daily behaviour. Given the high percentage of citizens that carry at least one smart
communications device in their pockets or bags, that are capable of capturing and
presenting video content, it is most likely that a significant percentage of the network
traffic that in the future will be transmitted will be video. As an example, Cisco
estimates that by 2019, 80% of the mobile data traffic will be video [4]. There are
numerous applications for video-streaming over MANETs. In rescue operations for
example, a firemen could wear a head-mounted camera and transmit live video from
their location to the remote command control center, giving a better overview of the
situation. Another example could be during sports events by sharing video streams
received from cameras carried by sportsmen. Another example could be a situation
when an accident happens and dynamic sensors (e.g., citizens with smart phones) could
make a short video of the accident and send it through the MANET. This would
help to have a quick answer by warning other emergency units and citizens and as
a consequences it could even save lives. Many research problems must be tackled to
make video-streaming applications in such environments a reality.
Regarding vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), they can be considered as a subset
of Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) [5] where nodes are vehicles. VANETs have
been studied extensively in the literature during the last decade. The development
of VANETs was highly motivated by a large number of interesting applications for
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [6] [7]. In these networks, nodes are vehicles
which can communicate with other vehicles directly forming vehicle to vehicle (V2V)
communications or communicate with fixed equipment next to the road, referred to as
roads ide unit(RSU), forming vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communications.
V2V and V2I communications can provide a wide range of information to drivers and
authorities. Smart VANET vehicles have the ability to collect, process and disseminate
information about themselves and their environment to RSUs or to other neighbour
vehicles in their transmission range by integrating on-board devices such as network
interface, different types of sensors and GPS receivers [8, 9].
VANET applications can be classified into:
• Safety applications: These applications use the wireless communication between
vehicles (V2V) or between vehicles and infrastructure (V2I), in order to improve
road safety and avoid accidents. The main goals are save people’s lives and provide
a clean city environment in order to upgrade citizens’ daily life.
• Comfort/entertainment applications: These applications aim to enhance traffic
efficiency and mobility in the city, improve drivers and passengers comfort levels
(e.g., making the journey more enjoyable). Furthermore, weather and traffic
information can be provided to drivers or passengers so they can be alerted about
bad whether or traffic jams. The nearest restaurant to the driver’s location or a
near hotel location and their prices can also be consulted. In addition, passengers
can send or receive instant messages, play online games and access to the Internet.
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In this thesis work we focus our research on the provision of video-streaming services
over MANETs and VANETs in smart cities. For instance, upon the occurrence of an
accident, a camera mounted on a vehicle could make a light and short video of the
accident and send it through the VANET to alert the emergencies service (e.g., 911
or 112). In this way, a good management of video-reporting messages after accidents
would lead to an immediate call to health units and ambulances. The prevention of
accidents is one of the most important goals in smart cities, and nowadays Information
and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and citizens play an essential role to enhance
this issue.
1.2 Objectives of the thesis
The main motivation of this thesis is to contribute in the development of ad hoc
communication technologies for multimedia services such as video-streaming. We focus
our work on both mobile and vehicular ad hoc networks in urban environments. The
today reality of smart cities opens a new type of interesting services. Nonetheless, the
design of routing protocols to transmit video-reporting messages over ad hoc networks
presents challenging issues that it is necessary to tackle.
In this thesis we aim at designing a framework to report the occurrence of incidents
in the roads of the city to fast alarm authorities, which is an important goal in smart
cities. To achieve this objective, efficient routing protocols specially designed for ad hoc
networks are needed.
To achieve this general objective in MANETs, we have developed a new routing
protocol based on a game-theoretical scheme for N users to improve the performance of
video-reporting messages over MANETs. As a starting point, the multimedia multipath
dynamic source routing protocol (MMDSR) [10] was the base for this development.
This way, instead of sending the most important information always through the best
available path, users play a strategic routing game where these information will be sent
through one of the two best paths according to a certain probability p∗.
Regarding VANETs, we have developed approaches to improve the routing operation
specially designed for video reporting services in smart cities. As a starting point, the
geographic protocol GPSR (Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing) [11] was the base
in all our proposals of routing protocols for VANETs. As the establishment of an
end-to-end path is not suitable in VANET scenarios due to the high mobility of the
nodes (i.e, vehicles), it is not advisable to use any topology-based routing protocol,
such as DSR (Dynamic Source Routing protocol) [12]. Besides, we have improved
the hop-by-hop forwarding decision by using decisive metrics to choose the best next
forwarding node. Furthermore, we have included a map-aware capability through the
development of a tool named REVsim [3] so that each vehicle is aware of the presence of
buildings around. This way, vehicles behind obstacles can be prevented to be selected
as next forwarding nodes. In addition, our simulations are more realistic by mimicking
what would happened in real life since buildings may attenuate the signal and even
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block a packet being forwarded to a neighbour vehicle behind a building. In addition,
we have included a buffer to store packets as a mechanism to reduce packet losses
in case that no neighbour was around or because an obstacle was detected between
the current forwarding node and every candidate node to be the next hop. Finally,
we have included a game theoretical forwarding scheme to the new proposal routing
protocol for VANETs so that instead of sending the most important information always
through the best available forwarding node, users can play a strategic routing game
where these information will be sent through one of the two best available forwarding
nodes according to a certain probability p∗
We have used the NS2 simulator to carry out the simulations of our proposals.
Moreover, we have used real maps in our simulations so we can approximate our results
to a real scenario that can be presented in a real life.
1.3 Organization of the thesis
This thesis is organized in seven Chapters. In Chapter 2 an overview of the main
available video platforms is presented. Next, we detail which QoS parameters have
been used to evaluate and design our proposals. Besides, we discuss the main available
tools to analyse the video performance.
In Chapter 3, a new routing protocol based on a game-theoretical approach is
proposed to transmit video-reporting messages in MANETs. The end-to-end path
routing protocol used is an improvement of the multipath multimedia dynamic source
(MMDSR) [10]. In addition, we have included our game-theoretical forwarding scheme
to finally calculate the probability p of sending the most important video frames (i.e.,
I+P frames) through the best available path. Finally, we present the comparison
between the case of using our game-theoretical approach against the case of non using
it for different number of sources.
Chapter 4 deals with the development of a tool able to detect buildings efficiently.
Buildings in a real map could attenuate or even block the signal. Due to this fact, it
is extremely important to take into account obstacles that can actually be found in
any real map. To achieve that, a tool named REVsim [3] has been developed and a
validation of our proposal has been made.
In Chapter 5, a new routing protocol based on multi-metric decisions is proposed to
send video-reporting messages in VANETs. We explain each one of the considered
metrics. The forwarding decision is based on a global multimetric score. Later,
simulation results are shown as well as the comparison to other protocols with two
different vehicles’ densities.
In Chapter 6, a new routing protocol based on game-theoretical approach is proposed
to send video-reporting messages in VANETs. The geographical routing protocol used
is the 3MRP, which was presented in Chapter 5 (Multimedia Multimetric Map-Aware
Routing Protocol) [1]. We define parameters to develop our game-theoretical model to
finally calculate the probability p of sending the most important video frames (i.e., I+P
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frames) through the best available forwarding node. Finally, we present the comparison
between the case of using our game-theoretical versus the case of non using it for 2
sources.
Finally, conclusions, publications generated from this thesis and some future work
guidelines are exposed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Video-streaming services over
ad hoc networks
2.1 Introduction
During the last decade, the number of users who require multimedia services has
increased exponentially being one of the most required services. In recent years, ad hoc
networks have attracted much attention from the research community and important
technical advances have arisen as a consequence. These multi-hop networks are foreseen
as an important kind of next generation access networks, where multimedia services will
be demanded by end users from their wireless devices everywhere.
Therefore, there is a necessity for the research community to work on proposing
efficient frameworks able to provide QoS in ad hoc environments. This requirement
is fundamental to success in the deployment of video-streaming services over ad hoc
networks. In this Chapter we describe the employed technologies associated to the
development of the different approaches proposed in this thesis. We briefly summarize
the IEEE 802.11 wireless communications standard with an emphasis on its QoS
extension (IEEE 802.11e), as well as on the QoS extension designed specifically for
vehicular environments (IEEE 802.11p). Furthermore, we give a brief explanation
about H.264, H.265 video formats and the MPEG-2 standard that we have used to
compress and transmit the video frames. Later, we list and describe some applications
and protocols (e.g., RTP/RTCP) which give some QoS support for video-streaming
services. Next, we detail the QoS parameters used to evaluate our proposals. Moreover,
we describe the main video metrics to analyse the performance of our proposals.
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In our framework we decided to use MPEG-2 hierarchical scalable multi-layer
encoded video format [13] due to its low CPU (Central Processing Unit) decodification
requirements. In any case, our framework could easily be used with other video formats
after including a few changes of adaptation.
2.2 Technologies employed
In this section we briefly describe the adopted technologies associated to this thesis in
the development of the different proposals.
2.2.1 Overview of infrastructureless wireless communications
In the following subsection we will summarize the IEEE 802.11 standard focusing on
two specific QoS-aware extensions which are IEEE 802.11e (for MANETs) and IEEE
802.11p (for VANETs).
2.2.1.1 The IEEE 802.11 standard
The IEEE 802.11 standard [14] is the most widely used technology in wireless local area
network (WLAN) since the late 90’s. It introduced the basic medium access control
(MAC) technique named distributed coordination function (DCF) which uses a carrier
sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism to transmit data
packets. This mechanism is based on listening to the medium before sending the packet.
If the medium is clear for a certain time DIFS (DCF Interframe Space), then a node
can send its packet. Furthermore, to avoid collisions, DCF also makes use of a binary
exponential backoff algorithm to minimize collisions if two nodes try to send a packet
at the same time. Also, when a node senses that the medium is idle for a DIFS time,
it will initiate a random wait between zero and the value of a contention window (CW)
value previously defined. If during that period the medium remains idle, then the node
sends the packet and waits for the corresponding acknowledgment (ACK). The ACK
packet has the highest priority, and it is sent after waiting for a SIFS (Short Interframe
Space) period during which the medium is idle. The SIFS period is shorter than the
DIFS. If the node does not sense the ACK, it assumes that the packet did not reach
the next node due to a collision. In order to minimize the probability of suffering a
collision again, the node restarts the process by increasing the contention window using
a binary exponential backoff algorithm (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of the CSMA/CA mechanism.
IEEE 802.11 defines different network structures such as the BSS (Basic Service Set)
and IBSS (Independent Basic Service Set). The BSS mode (i.e., infrastructure mode)
requires an Access Point (AP) to establish the network. Every node connects only
with the AP and, therefore, every communication has to go through the AP. However,
the IBSS mode (i.e., ad-hoc mode) does not need any AP and therefore, nodes within
communication range could spontaneously establish a communication.
2.2.1.2 The IEEE 802.11e standard
To provide QoS in ad hoc environments, the IEEE 802.11e [15] was proposed to provide
QoS at the MAC layer. QoS in the MAC layer is fundamental in contention-based
wireless networks to achieve traffic differentiation in terms of both throughput and delay.
The improvement with respect the standard IEEE 802.11 is due to the substitution of
the DCF function by the new enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA). EDCA is
compatible with the original DCF function. Using EDCA, high-priority traffic has a
higher probability to be sent than low-priority traffic. For example, a station with high
priority traffic has to wait less than a station with low priority traffic before sending
its packets. EDCA defines four traffic access categories (AC): background (ACBK),
best effort (ACBE), video (ACV I), and voice (ACV O). Modifying both the arbitration
inter-frame space (AIFS) and the contention window for each category it is possible
to achieve the differentiation and prioritization of the packets corresponding to each
category. Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show the standard values for AC.
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Table 2.1: EDCA contention window values.
Access Category CWmin CWmax AIFS
Background 15 1023 7
Best Effort 15 1023 3
Video 7 15 2
Voice 3 7 2
Figure 2.2: AIFS, CWmin and CWmax for each traffic category.
2.2.1.3 The IEEE 802.11p standard
VANETs have theis special wireless standards due to their special characteristics.
Basically, IEEE 802.11p [16] combines IEEE 802.11a and the IEEE 802.11e QoS
extensions. That is, it makes use of the same basic technology as IEEE 802.11a, and
includes as a default sending mechanism the IEEE 802.11e QoS extensions. The IEEE
802.11p uses the licensed intelligent transportation system (ITS) at 5.9 GHz (5.85-
5.925 GHz), which provides a free spectrum frequency band where vehicles and RSUs
are allowed to transmit.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) spectrum.
The dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) spectrum is divided into seven
10 MHz channels with a transmission speed ranging from 6 to 54 Mbps, see Fig. 2.3.
The central one is the control channel (CCH) and is restricted to safety-critical
communications only. However, the first and the last channel are reserved for special
uses. The four rest channels are service channels (SCH) available for both safety and
non-safety usage and a 5MHz guard band. Moreover, there are differences in DSRC
regulations between Japan, Europe and U.S.A. In 2008, the electronic communications
committee (ECC) reserved five channels of 10 MHz. These channels are placed in the
frequency band between 5.875 and 5.925 GHz which is not exactly the same as in the
US. For non-secure ITS applications, ECC recommends the use of the spectrum between
5.855 - 5.875 GHz. The transmission power in this band is limited to 33 dBm.
2.3 Overview of digital video coding techniques
overview
The need to compress digital images has been clear since they were created due to
the large amount of data needed to store an uncompressed image. Regarding a full
resolution uncompressed image, it could seem possible to store, although storing video
sequences without compression is almost a mission impossible in practice. For example,
assuming a traditional frame-rate of 25 frames per second, the amount of data needed
to store one hour of high definition video is about 560GB, as shown in Equation
(2.1). Furthermore, if we compress each image on its own, this would reduce the
previous amount, but small enough to be stored in today’s typical storage mediums.
Thus, to solve this problem, video compression algorithms have exploited the temporal
redundancies in the video frames. This means using previously encoded or decoded
frames to predict values for the next frame. In this way, data can be compressed with
such a rate so that storage becomes feasible.
1920 · 1080︸ ︷︷ ︸
pixels
· 3︸︷︷︸
byte/pixel
· 25︸︷︷︸
frames/seconds
· 3600︸︷︷︸
seconds
= 559.872.000 bytes ' 560 GByte (2.1)
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The development of these standards is mostly being related to two organizations
which are the ISO/IEC motion picture experts group (MPEG) and the ITU-T video
coding experts group (ITU-VCEG). The ISO video coding standards are indicated in
this way MPEG-x (MPEG-1, MPEG-2, ...), while the ITU-T ones are indicated as
H.26x (H.261, H.262, ...). This section is an overview of the two video coding standards
from the ITU-T video coding experts group (ITU-VCEG), the advanced video coding
(H.264/AVC) and the High Efficiency Video Coding (H.265/HEVC) standards and from
the ISO/IEC Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) MPEG-2, which is the one used
in this thesis.
2.3.1 MPEG-2 format
MPEG-2 [17] is a standard method finished at the end of the 90’ to transmit digital
video and audio in a compressed format using less bandwidth than with the analog
method. MPEG-2 solves many of the problems found in MPEG-1, such as resolution,
scalability and handling of interlaced video. It gives much better picture up to
HDTV -High Definition TV- levels. It was officially adopted by the ISO (International
Organization for Standardization) under the catalog number ISO 13818-1. MPEG-2
requires less CPU power than MPEG-4, although MPEG-4 is more powerful.
Three types of frames form the MPEG-2 encoded as follows:
• Intra-coded Pictures (I-Pictures).
• Predictive-coded Pictures (P-Pictures).
• Bidirectionally-predictive-coded Pictures (B-Pictures).
These three types of pictures are combined to form a GoP (Group of Pictures),
e.g. 15 frames each. A GoP has three types of frames: I, P and B, and has a unique
frame-pattern in a video repeated in each GoP. I (Intra-coded) frames encode spatial
redundancy, they form the base layer, provide a basic video quality and carry the
most important information for the decoding process at the receiving side. The whole
GoP would be lost if the corresponding I frame was not available at decoding time.
P (Predictive-coded) and B (Bidirectionally-predictive-coded) frames carry differential
information from preceding (P) or preceding and posterior (B) frames, respectively.
Considering these characteristics, we have assigned different priorities to the video
frames according to their importance within the video flow. Therefore, I frames should
have the highest priority, P frames the medium priority and B frames the lowest one.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a GoP, as well as the dependent relationship between
frames at decoding time.
Furthermore, each picture is divided into slices, macroblocks and blocks (see Figure
2.5). Each slice may contain one or more adjacent macroblocks. Slices are important
to manage errors. For example, if the bitstream has an error, the decoder can skip to
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Figure 2.4: MPEG-2 GoP structure.
Figure 2.5: MPEG-2 Structure.
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Figure 2.6: MPEG-2 Macroblock.
the beginning of the next slice. Thus, if we have more slices in the bitstream, a better
error concealment can be obtained.
In the MPEG algorithm, the block represents the smallest coding unit of 8x8 pixels
and can be one of those three types: luminance (Y), red chrominance (Cr), or blue
chrominance (Cb). However, in MPEG2 videos are coded in YCbCr format (YUV)
where the Y is the brightness (luma), Cb is blue minus luma (B-Y) and Cr is red minus
luma (R-Y). A macroblock is the basic coding unit in the MPEG algorithm and is
a 16x16 pixel segment in a frame. It consists of four Y, one Cr, and one Cb block
as shown in Figure 2.6). These features help us to better understand the MPEG-2
video-streaming flows that we will transmit through adhoc networks.
2.3.2 H.264 (Advanced Video Coding)
H.264/AVC was developed by the MPEG together with the ITU-VCEG. The first
version of the standard was completed in May 2003. Since both groups have their
own way of naming new compression standards, MPEG-4 AVC is also called H.264,
which is the name given by ITU-VCEG.
The MPEG-4/H.264 standard was created to offer a high compression rate, but
at the cost of a high complexity. Comparing MPEG-4/H.264 standard to earlier
ones, the compression gain is achieved by many small improvements, such as: better
motion compensation, image segmentation into finer blocks, improved entropy encoding
schemes and a new deblocking filter. The MPEG-4/H.264 standard is not a single
standard, but rather a family of standards. It consists of a set of compression tools,
which can be used or not, based on a selected profile. To satisfy the user’s needs, several
profiles have been designed. For example, the baseline profile offers a low compression
rate and some error resilience, while maintaining a low complexity. On the other hand,
the main profile offers high compression gain at the cost of a high complexity. As
a consequence, MPEG-4/H.264 can be used in different fields from storing videos on
Blu-ray discs to stream videos on websites such as Youtube or Vimeo.
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2.3.3 H.265 (High Efficiency Video Coding)
H.265/HEVC, also known as MPEG-H Part 2, is a new standard for video compression
that has the potential to outperform the performance than earlier standards such as
H.264/AVC. The first version was presented in 2013. In comparison to AVC, HEVC
offers about double data compression ratio for the same level of video quality, as well
as it notably improves the video quality at the same bit rate.
The new H.265 video coding is very similar to previous standards such as H.264 and
MPEG-2. The two main differences between H.264 and H.265 are: increased modes
for intra prediction and refined partitioning for inter prediction. This also means that
H.265 requires more computing power to encode the video.
Regarding inter prediction, the most significant change is the size of the macroblock
in H.265. H.265 pictures are divided into coding tree blocks (CTBs) instead of into
macroblocks. CTBs can be 64x64, 32x32 or 16x16 depending on the stream parameters.
Each CTB can be divided recursively in a quad-tree structure, all the way down till 8x8.
For example, a 32x32 CTB can consist of four 8x8 regions called coding units (CUs),
which are the basic unit of prediction in HEVC. Those CUs can be 64x64, 32x32, 16x16
or 8x8. Due to that, H.265 ensure the highest level of compression efficiency, and
support for parallel processing.
2.3.4 Video compression technique used in this thesis
As said before, video compression techniques are used to reduce the amount of data of
digital video images so they can be stored in today’s typical storage mediums. However,
applying video compression to any video file may cause losses to the video quality,
depending on the compression type used.
If the compression is lossy, we might have errors in the reconstructed data (i.e.,
the original data is only reconstructed approximately) which makes it possible the
achievement of high compression levels. Conversely, if the video is compressed in a
lossless way, we will obtain the original data but te compression levels will not be high.
In this thesis, we used MPEG-2 as the coded video format, due to its simplicity and
enough video quality for the purpose of the video-reporting service in which we focus
our research work. Nevertheless, our proposals could be easily used with MPEG-4 just
after including some few adaptation changes. Nevertheless, it is not an objective of our
research to go further in the kind of video coder used, since we will not investigate this
topic.
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2.4 QoS protocols to support video-streaming ser-
vices
In this section we briefly explain some common protocols with QoS support used to
assist the provision of QoS in video-streaming services.
Regarding network services, many ways are used to characterize the QoS. QoS refers
to the ability of a network element (e.g., an application or a router) to provide some
level of assurance to a consistent data delivery.
Moreover, all protocols that were thought to be used over wired networks can not
be directly applied in wireless ad hoc networks due to its inherent dynamism which
produces frequent link breakages. Due to that, providing QoS over ad hoc networks
generates challenges to those developers of new proposals where all the OSI layers of
the protocol stack could cooperate between each other, which is known as cross-layer
design.
2.4.1 RTP/RTCP (Real Time Protocol/Real Time Control
Protocol)
RTP/RTCP [18] is one of the most widely used transport protocols to provide some
QoS support to multimedia services. Video data is encapsulated in RTP packets and
then sent over the network using UDP. Normally, RTP/RTCP is usually used over
UDP/IP.
RTCP packets carry control information regarding the streaming of media. RTP
packets contain various fields listed in the following:
• CSRC (Contributing SouRCe Identifier) 0 to 15 items, 32 bits each. The CSRC
list identifies the contributing sources for the payload contained in this packet.
The CC field gives the number of identifiers. When a number of RTP streams
pass through a mixer, the CSRC is used. A mixer can be used, for example, in a
conference to combine data received from different sources and send it as a single
stream to reduce the needed bandwidth.
• SSRC (Synchronization Source Identifier) (32 bits). This field represents the
RTP packet stream source. SSRC is unique and randomly chosen. Sources must
calculate new SSRCs in case of collision. In order to identify the stream of RTP
packets for each media of the same session, different SSRC numbers should be
used.
• CC (CSRC count) (4 bits). The CSRC count contains the number of CSRC
identifiers that follow the fixed header. This number is higher than one if the
payload of the RTP packet contains data from several sources.
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• PT, (Payload Type) (7 bits). This field indicates the encoding type for audio
(e.g., PCM) or video (e.g., MPEG2, H.264, etc.). Furthermore, it describes the
data format in detail such as the coding method implemented in the audio and
video streams.
• SN, (Sequence Number) (16 bits). This field is increased in each packet.
With this field, the application can detect losses and also can recover the
synchronism between the audio and the video flows. The temporary space and
the sequence numbers space are the same for all the packets that belong to the
same synchronized source.
• Time Stamp (32 bits). In each RTP packet, the timestamp is increased. The
application may use this field to synchronize a stream or to synchronize several
streams among themselves (e.g., audio and video streams for the same session).
RTCP control protocol provides QoS information about an RTP session. RTCP
distinguishes several types of packets as following:
• Packets to report about the data reception quality (RR, Receiver Report)
• Packets to inform about the data delivery (SR, Sender Report)
• Packets to inform about the session participants (SDES, Source Description)
RTCP-RR packets are sent periodically to the source from the destination node.
The feedback information is given to each source, and it consists on:
• Fraction Lost: Fraction of packets lost in the RTP stream since the last report.
• Cumulative number of RTP packets lost: Total number of RTP packets
lost.
• Extended highest sequence number received: The highest RTP packet
sequence number received.
• Interarrival Jitter: It informs about the network congestion state.
• Timestamp of the last SR packet received by that source.
• Last SR timestamp: The elapsed time between the last SR packet received
from a source and the moment of the current transmission of the RR relative to
the same source.
Regarding the RTCP traffic, it should be lower than the 5% of total session
bandwidth, according to the RFC-3550 [18]. In our simulations RTCP packets were
sent each 1 second to fulfill that recomendation.
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2.5 Network performance metrics
In this section, we list the most common parameters typically used to measure the
performance of an ad hoc network when multimedia services (e.g., video-streaming) are
transmitted.
2.5.1 Delay
Average packet delay is defined as how long it takes for a packet in average to travel
from source to destination. This delay is due to several reasons:
• Processing delay: It represents the time that nodes take to process the packet
headers.
• Queuing delay: It represents the time that a packet spends in the queues of the
routers along the forwarding path.
• Transmission delay: It represents the time to send the packet’s bits through
the wireless link.
• Propagation delay: It represents the time it takes for the signal to reach its
destination.
In the simulations we run during the research work of this thesis, the packet delay
is measured by analyzing the trace file generated by NS-2 at each simulation.
2.5.2 Delay jitter
Delay jitter (also known as Packet Delay Variation (PDV) [19]) is defined as the
mean variation in packet delay of consecutive packets being transmitted through the
same network. The effects of PDV that may disturb the video quality when a required
video frame is not available to be decoded can be reduced by a properly sized buffer
at receiver. Nonetheless, this buffer will add an extra delay before the media starts
playing. For interactive real-time applications (e.g., VoIP) PDV can be a serious issue
and therefore those applications may need QoS-aware enabled networks to provide a
high quality channel.
In our framework we include a delay jitter computation algorithm in the RTCP
protocol. It is an estimation of the statistical variance of the inter-arrival time of
incoming RTP packets, measured in timestamp units. For example, if we transmit
audio sampled at 8000 hertz, the unit is 1/8000 seconds. The interarrival jitter
Jitternew is defined as the smoothed mean absolute value of the difference between
the sending interval at a source and the interarrival time at a receiver. The value of
instantaneousjitter can be computed using Equation (2.2) where senti is the RTP
timestamp from packet i, reci is the time of arrival in RTP timestamp units for packet
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Figure 2.7: Jitter calculation.
i, senti−1 is the RTP timestamp from packet i− 1 and reci−1 is the time of arrival in
RTP timestamp units for packet i− 1.
instantaneous jitter = |(reci − reci−1)− (senti − senti−1)| (2.2)
Jitternew = Jitterold + (instantaneous jitter − Jitterold)/16 (2.3)
The current value of Jitternew is sampled each time a reception report is released.
It is proposed that the change in this jitter estimate could indicate congestion before it
leads to packet loss. The RTP/RTCP implementation of our framework computes the
delay jitter using Equations (2.2) and (2.3), according to the RFC-3550 for RTP [18].
2.5.3 Packet losses
In wireless networks different reasons could lead to lose packets, such as: saturated
network links, collision, link breakages, poor signal power strength, among others.
Packet losses are defined as the percentage of packets lost (Psent - Preceived) divided
by the total number of packets sent (Psent) by the source, according to Equation (2.4).
Here, Preceived is the number of packets received. In this thesis, we have also computed
the packet losses of each type of video frame, i.e., I, P and B frames. This is due to the
different priorities that each type of video frames have according to their importance in
the video stream.
%Ploss =
Psent − Preceived
Psent
· 100 (2.4)
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2.6 Video performance metrics
To measure the video quality obtained at the receiver side (i.e., the destination node),
objective and subjective measures may be used. Objective measures use algorithms
to compute numerical values over the received video sequences, whereas subjective
video quality methods are able to measure the video quality that is perceived by
the human visual system (HVS). The subjective video quality methods are based on
groups of trained/untrained users that watch the video content and provide ratings for
quality [20]. In addition, to meet the ITU-T recommendations for subjective quality
evaluation, the tests must follow strict evaluation conditions such as including conditions
on viewing distance, room illumination, test duration, and evaluators’ selection [21].
Basic subjective measures have also been provided in our research work, used in Chapter
3 and explained in details in Appendix A.
In the following, we list some of the most used video performance metrics:
• MSE (Mean Square Error): It is the mean of the squared differences between
the values of pixels in two images.
• PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio): The only difference between MSE and
PSNR is that PSNR is the logarithmic representation of MSE. This metric is used
in our performance evaluations. In the next subsection, we explain in detail its
description.
• VQM (Video Quality Measure): VQM was developed by the institute
for telecommunication science (ITS). It provides an objective measurement for
perceived video quality by measuring the perceptual effects of video impairments
including blurring, jerky/unnatural motion, global noise, block distortion and
color distortion to combine them into a single metric.
• SSIM (Structural Similarity Index): SSIM was first presented in [22]. The
difference between the previously described methods and SSIM is that SSIM uses
structural distortion measurement instead of the error-based method. SSIM was
designed to improve traditional methods such as PSNR and MSE, which have
proven to be quite inconsistent with human visual perception. However, SSIM is
more complex to b obtain compared to PSNR.
All these metrics described above, were mainly designed to test video compression
codecs, where only degradation of the compressed data is presented. Nonetheless, in our
framework frame losses are also present due to congestion in the network, collisions and
other effects. Due to that, we have implemented a basic forward error correction (FEC)
technique that consists on substituting a last frame by another previously received.
Basically, we identify each one of the lost frames and substitute them by the last received
one of the same type (i.e., I, P or B). In the next subsection we will describe briefly
PSNR, as a video performance metric used in our thesis due to its simplicity.
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2.6.1 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
Over years, the image and video processing research community has been using the
mean squared error (MSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as basic metrics
to measure the subjective quality of experience of users. PSNR is the logarithmic
representation of MSE. The reasons for the popularity of these two metrics is due
to the simplicity for computing their formulas. Both are simple to understand and
implement to be computed. Basically, the higher the PSNR, the better the quality of the
reconstructed picture. The lower the value of MSE, the lower the error. Furthermore, to
compute the PSNR, we first must calculate the mean-squared error between an original
picture, Poriginal, and its corresponding decoded picture, Pdecoded, both of size MxN
pixels, following these Equations:
MSE =
(
1
M ·N
)M−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
n=0
(Poriginal(m,n)− Pdecoded(m,n))2 (2.5)
PSNR(db) = 10 · log R
2
MSE
(2.6)
Where R is the maximum possible pixel value of the input picture. For example, R
is 255 in our case (R = 28-1) when the pixels are represented using 8-bits per sample.
2.7 Conclusions
The number of users of multimedia services is expected to continue increasing and due to
that it is essential to develop architectures able to provide QoS over ad hoc networks,
which is still an open challenging issue. In our framework we decided to work with
video format MPEG-2 due to its simplicity and enough video quality for video-reporting
messages about incidents in the city. In this Chapter, digital video coding techniques
and QoS support for video-streaming have been explained. The protocol stack with
QoS support RTP/RTCP has been described. In addition, the most important network
performance metrics have been defined and the way to compute them as well. Due
to its simplicity, PSNR has been selected to take measures of the video quality in our
simulations. In addition, the typical QoS metrics (e.g., losses, delay and jitter) to carry
out the performance evaluation of our proposals, have been described.
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Chapter 3
A Multi-User
Game-Theoretical Multipath
Routing Protocol to Transmit
Video-Reporting Messages
over Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
In this Chapter we propose a multipath routing protocol to provide video-reporting
messages over MANETs using a novel multi-user game-theoretical approach. This new
approach could be used in smart cities where management and prevention of accidents is
one of its most important goals. Finally, simulations show the benefits of our proposal,
taking into account the mobility of the nodes and the presence of interfering traffic.
The content of this Chapter has been published in [23] and [24].
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3.1 Introduction
A Mobile Ad hoc NETwok (MANET) is a group of self-organized wireless mobile
nodes (MNs) able to communicate with each other without the need of any fixed
network infrastructure nor centralized administrative support. MANETs suffer from
link breakages due to nodes that move and have limited battery life, which produce
changes in the network topology. In addition, the transmission range (TR) in such
mobile devices is limited, so multi-hop paths as well as efficient routing protocols will be
needed. Each MANET node will operate both as a terminal host and as a forwarding
node. MANETs should adapt dynamically to be able to maintain communications
despite of these issues [25].
MANETs have attracted much attention from the research community over the
last years and important technical advances have risen. These multi-hop networks are
foreseen as an important kind of next generation access networks, where multimedia
services will be demanded by end users from their wireless devices everywhere. In many
situations and areas, users may spontaneously form an infrastructureless operation ad
hoc network to share their resources and contents. Besides, MANETs can be used
together with existing cellular networks forming a hybrid cellular ad hoc network as
MANETs can extend the coverage, capacity and interconnectivity of current cellular
networks [26].
Multimedia services require Quality of Service (QoS) provision. The special
characteristics of MANETs, such as mobility, dynamic network topology, energy
constraints, infrastructureless and variable link capacity, make the QoS provision
over these networks an important challenge. In particular, instead of using fixed
network configuration parameters, a better solution would be to adjust the framework
parameters according to the current environmental conditions.
Our research in this Chapter focuses on the deployment of an efficient multipath
routing protocol to provide video-reporting messages over MANETs. In this Chapter,
we aimed to design a dynamic selection of data forwarding paths using a game-
theoretical forwarding algorithm in a multipath multimedia routing protocol MMDSR
that we present in section 3.3. Our contribution seeks to enhance the overall
performance of the video-reporting service.
The rest of the Chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 includes some relevant
related work. In section 3.3 we summarize the features of our multipath routing
protocol. Section 3.4 gives a brief explanation of the game-theoretical proposal.
Section 3.5 describes analytically our novel game-theoretical model to transmit video-
reporting messages over MANETs. Section 3.6 describes a method to calculate a specific
parameter of the model. Simulation results are shown and analyzed in section 3.7.
Finally, conclusion is given in section 3.8.
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3.2 Related Work
Routing is the process of selecting the best path or paths in a network through which
data will be forwarded. Forwarding paths are not necessarily the shortest ones, but
rather they could be selected seeking to improve the service performance. Proposals
of routing protocols for ad hoc networks similar to our work can be classified in four
categories: (a) single path routing; (b) general multipath routing; (c) multipath routing
used to transmit video; and (d) game-theoretical algorithms used in the routing. In the
following we summarize some representative works related to our proposal for each
category.
(a) Regarding single path routing, many protocols were designed in the last
years for MANETs [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] based on improvements of
basic and widely referenced ad hoc routing protocols such as ad hoc on-
demand distance vector (AODV) [34] and dynamic source routing (DSR)
[12]. Based on AODV, [27] incorporates an admission control scheme and a
feedback scheme to satisfy the QoS-requirements of real-time applications;
[28] adds a route fragility coefficient (RFC) as a metric to find stable
routes; [29] proposes an efficient algorithm to balance energy consumption
among all participating nodes; and [30] provides n backup routes in case
of link failure instead of one. On the other side, based on DSR, [31]
presents a pragmatic scheme to establish and sustain trustworthy routes
in the network; [32] introduces a new route maintenance strategy called
distance based route maintenance (DISTANCE) to prevent link failure;
and [33] uses the ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm producing
a significantly improvement in terms of packet losses, end-to-end delay,
routing overhead and energy consumption.
(b) Some works like [35, 36, 37, 38, 39] tackle the congestion problem present
when the MANET is heavily loaded, since this factor negatively affects the
packet losses. To cope with this issue, multipath routing protocols were
proposed to alleviate congestion, optimize the use of the scarce MANET
resources, increase the packet delivery ratio and improve the offered quality
of service. For example, authors in [35] proposed the congestion-adaptive
routing protocol (CRP) to prevent congestion. Simulation results show
that CRP improves significantly the packet loss rate and the end-to-end
delay compared to AODV and DSR. In [36], the authors introduced a
type of service aware routing protocol (TSA) which uses both the packet
type of service and the traditional hop count as route selection metrics.
This proposal tries to avoid congestion by distributing the load over a
potentially greater area. A linear load balancing protocol using multiple
paths is proposed in [37], where n routes are sorted in increasing order
of their hop count and have assigned priority values so that the shorter
the path the higher the priority of the path to be selected to distribute
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the transmitted packets. In [38], the authors introduced a mechanism
to find a primary forwarding route using the basic AODV engine and an
alternative backup path to be used when the main route is broken. The
backup path excludes nodes already used in the primary path, so that they
are node-disjoint paths. The work [39] presented the Fibonacci multipath
load balancing protocol (FMLB) for MANETs to distribute transmitted
packets over multiple paths through the mobile nodes using an algorithm
based on the Fibonacci sequence.
(c) Multipath routing protocols offer interesting benefits to increase the
available bandwidth, which is suitable to transmit video over ad hoc
networks where the bandwidth is a scarce resource. Several works
such as [40, 41, 10, 42, 43] presented interesting approaches to transmit
video flows over multipath frameworks. In [40], the authors analyzed
the topic of multipath routing for multiple description video coding in
wireless ad hoc networks. They found that genetic algorithms (GAs) are
effective to address this type of cross-layer optimization problems. They
demonstrate using numerical results the superior performance of their
GA-based approach. In [41] the authors proposed an optimal routing
algorithm to distribute video over multiple paths seeking to minimize
congestion and to improve the video quality. In [10] the authors designed
an adaptive multipath multimedia dynamic source routing (MMDSR)
protocol able to self-configure dynamically depending on the state of
the network while taking into account the special features of the video
frames to distribute them over the multipath scheme. The authors in
[42] proposed an extension of multipath optimized link state routing
protocol (MP-OLSR) named fuzzy-based quality of service MP-OLSR
(FQ-MP-OLSR) integrating two fuzzy systems. The first is used to
calculate a multi-constrained QoS metric based on delay, throughput
and signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) while the second
is applied to adapt cost functions used to penalize paths previously
computed by the Dijkstra’s algorithm. Simulation results showed that
FQ-MP-OLSR achieves a significant improvement in terms of QoS and
quality of experience (QoE). The work in [43] presented a QoS-aware
routing framework combining three QoS mechanisms, i.e., cross-layer
communication mechanism, session admission control and QoS-aware
multipath routing to achieve an efficient video transmission over MANETs.
Simulation results showed the improvement obtained in terms of video
quality.
(d) Concerning the application of game theory in the routing for ad hoc
networks, works in the literature deal mainly with two important issues:
proposals that include incentives to encourage nodes to cooperate [44, 45]
and proposals that apply game theory to attain a QoS-aware framework
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[46, 47, 48]. In the case of MANET nodes that do not belong to
a single authority, nodes do not have a common goal and seek to
maximize their own utility trying to save their limited resources by
reducing packet forwarding for others. Besides, mobility in MANETs
causes hard challenges in the provision of the QoS required to distribute
multimedia data. In [44], an analysis of cooperation incentives provided by
reputation systems, price-based systems and an incentive strategy using
game theory was presented. Also, the authors proposed an integrated
system combining the previous strategies. Results clearly prove the
benefits of the integrated system over the individual reputation system
and the price-based system in terms of cooperation’s effectiveness as
well as in selfish node detection. In [45], the authors presented a
novel incentive scheme for probabilistic routing which stimulates selfish
nodes to participate. Results showed a 75.8% gain in delivery ratio
compared to the case of a probabilistic routing providing no incentive.
In [46], a dynamic probabilistic protocol based on game theory, called
forwarding game routing protocol (FGRP), was introduced for the
selection process of the forwarding nodes. In this protocol, a node
is a player of the forwarding game and takes the forwarding decision
upon the reception of a flooding packet. Each node tries to maximize
its utility by selecting an appropriate strategy. Simulations show the
benefits of FGRP in terms of end-to-end delay and packet delivery ratio.
Current works in the literature that are similar to ours are [47, 48].
In [47] the authors use game theory to design a self-optimizing algorithm
to minimize the end-to-end delay in a multi-class MANET. The approach
consists of a fully distributed algorithm based on AODV for which they
analytically prove that it reaches an optimal routing for each user in
terms of delay, and which also minimizes the overall delay in the network.
They apply a potential game that meets the principle of individual
optimization provides a global optimal configuration. They include a
numerical evaluation that shows improvement compared to AODV. In our
case, we use a multipath (instead of only one path) forwarding scheme to
transmit real video (instead of Poisson traffic) and we use several metrics
(instead of only using the delay) to arrange the paths. The work [48]
studies the optimal forwarding problem in MANETs based on a generalized
two-hop relay (the source node replicates copies of its packets to other
relaying nodes so that each packet travels at most two hops to reach its
destination) with limited packet redundancy f (f -cast, each packet can
be replicated to at most f different relaying nodes) for packet routing.
They propose a forwarding game where each node i individually decides
a probability pi to send its own traffic and helps to forward other traffic
with probability 1−pi. The payoff for a node is the achievable throughput
capacity of its own traffic. They obtain the optimal forwarding strategy
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that each node should adopt to ensure the optimum per node throughput
capacity. Similarly to us they also mathematically derive a per node
forwarding probability using game theory, although in their case it is used
by a node to send/forward or not a packet, whereas in our case it is used by
a node to decide if it sends a video frame through the best path or through
the second best one. Besides, we use different forwarding schemes.
In this present Chapter, we deal with the issue of QoS provision and leave
cooperation encouragement for future work. After analyzing the multipath routing
protocols presented in this section, for our purpose of distributing video messages
over MANETs and VANETs, the most suitable approaches as a reference are our
previous proposals Multipath Multimedia Dynamic Source Routing (MMDSR) [10]
and game-theoretical MMDSR (g-MMDSR) [49]. MMDSR is a QoS-aware self-
configured multipath routing protocol that dynamically adapts to the changing
environment, whereas g-MMDSR enhances MMDSR by including a 2-player game-
theoretical algorithm in the forwarding scheme. To the best of our knowledge, the aim to
apply together a QoS-aware multipath routing scheme and a multi-user game-theoretical
approach that includes the particular features of the video frames into the game model
to efficiently distribute video reporting messages over mobile ad hoc networks, is novel.
In this Chapter, the multipath routing scheme of MMDSR is enhanced by including
a multi-user game-theoretical algorithm so that competing nodes share the scarce
resources in a more suitable and efficient way. Our previous proposal [49] introduced
a 2-player game-theoretical routing scheme to improve MMDSR, and in this present
Chapter we will develop a general multi-player game-theoretical routing protocol. In
the next section, we summarize MMDSR in a nutshell.
3.3 Multipath Multimedia Dynamic Source Routing
(MMDSR)
In this section, we give the main features of the MMDSR routing protocol. We further
improve the routing scheme by designing a novel game-theoretical model to provide
video-streaming in MANETs. The framework is able to provide video-streaming services
over IEEE 802.11e [50] MANETs and to dynamically adapt to the changing network
conditions inherent in MANETs.
3.3.1 Basics of the General Framework
The multipath routing scheme of MMDSR is based on the DSR (Dynamic Source
Routing) protocol [12] to find available paths from source to destination. Video
is distributed using RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/Real-time Control
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Protocol) [18] over UDP as transport protocols. Our system uses a layered MPEG-2
VBR coding of the video flow, which is formed by sets of frames, usually 4 to 20 frames,
called GoP (Groups of Pictures), see Figure 3.1. A GoP has three types of frames: I, P
and B, and has a unique frame-pattern in a video repeated in each GoP. I (Intra) frames
encode spatial redundancy, they form the base layer, provide a basic video quality and
carry the most important information for the decoding process at the receiving side.
The whole GoP would be lost if the corresponding I frame were not available at decoding
time. P (Predicted) and B (Bi-directional) frames carry differential information from
preceding (P) or preceding and posterior (B) frames, respectively. Considering these
characteristics, we assign different priorities to the video frames according to their
importance within the video flow. Therefore, I frames should have the highest priority,
P frames the medium priority and B frames the lowest one.
In the MAC (Media Access Control) layer, we use the IEEE 802.11e [50] standard,
which provides QoS support. It consists of four different Access Categories (AC), each
with their own configuration parameters, i.e. contention window minimum (CWmin)
and maximum (CWmax), arbitration interframe space (AIFS) and transmission
opportunity (TxOp). The values of (CWmin), maximum (CWmax), arbitration
interframe space (AIFS) and transmission opportunity (TxOp) are shown in 2.1 of
Chapter 2. Each packet from the higher layers arrives at the MAC layer with a specific
priority value and is mapped into the proper AC. We defined the mapping of the different
packets into each one of the four ACs as follows:
• AC0: signaling.
• AC1: high priority packets (I frames).
• AC2: medium priority packets (P frames).
• AC3: low priority packets (B frames + other best effort traffic).
Figure 3.1: MPEG-2 GoP structure.
3.3.2 Multipath Routing Scheme in MMDSR
MMDSR is a previous proposal developed by member of our research group, of a
multipath routing protocol that uses the standard DSR as the engine to search for
available paths. MMDSR uses up to three paths through which the three types of video
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frames will be sent. As Figure 3.2 shows, traditionally the most important video frames
(I frames) would be sent through the best available path, P frames through the second
best path and B frames through the third best path (worst one). In our results, we
obtained that there are notable benefits in arranging two or three paths to transmit the
video frames. However, arranging more than three paths in a multipath scheme does
not provide a big improvement, while increases unnecessarily the management. Similar
results were obtained in [51].
Figure 3.2: Multipath routing scheme using three paths.
The user requirements are negotiated using QoS parameters to provide the required
image quality. We use the following parameters: minimum expected bandwidth
(BWmin), maximum percentage of packet losses (Lmax), maximum delay (Dmax) and
maximum delay jitter (Jmax).
user req ≡ {BWmin, Lmax, Dmax, Jmax} (3.1)
3.3.3 MMDSR Control Packets
Decisions such as path selection or tuning of configuration parameters are operated
from the source. MMDSR periodically discovers AP available paths between source
and destination by sending monitoring Probe Message (PM) packets. After that, a
Probe Message Reply (PMR) packet is generated at destination to carry the collected
information about the quality of the available paths. The reduced size of these packets
(around 64 bytes, depending on the number of paths found out) and the low frequency
of sending them (every 3–18 s depending on the network state, see Equation (3.4))
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makes the incurred overhead almost negligible. Figure 3.3 shows PM and PMR packets
which are periodically interchanged between source and destination.
Figure 3.3: PM and PMR packets.
Then, a score is given to each one of the paths after analyzing the feedback
information at the source node to classify them accordingly. That score is updated
continuously after the reception of each PMR packet. Looking at the QoS parameters of
the paths, the source selects three paths (if it is possible, or less if it is not) to compose
the multipath scheme. The vector path − statejk contains all the quality parameters
calculated for each one of the available paths:
path− statejk ≡ {BW,L,D, J,H,RM,MM}jk (3.2)
where j is the iteration number of the algorithm and k refers to each one of the paths
(with k ≤ AP ). The QoS parameters are: available bandwidth (BW jk ), percentage of
packet losses (Ljk), delay (D
j
k), delay jitter (J
j
k), hop distance (H
j
k), reliability metric
(RM jk) calculated from the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) of the links involved in each
path, and mobility metric MM jk calculated from the relative mobility of the neighboring
nodes within each path. The last two metrics were previously proposed in [49].
This process is repeated periodically to refresh the paths since the topology of
MANETs vary and might produce link breakages. The routing period depends on
the network state, as it is explained in section 3.3.5.
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3.3.4 Path Classification in MMDSR
Once the source has selected a set of paths that fulfil the requirements depicted in
Equation (3.1), the classification of those paths is done by checking sequentially the
qualifications of the QoS parameters, according to the following list:
1. RM jk +MM
j
k
2. Hjk
3. BW jk
4. Ljk + J
j
k
5. Djk
We first arrange the available paths looking at the metrics RM and MM, since we
prefer the most reliable RM and stable MM paths to distribute video over MANETs.
In case of draw, the decision is taken depending on the hop-count metric (H) which
decides the shortest path. In case of another draw, we consider bandwidth (BW ), then
losses (L) and delay jitter (J), and finally delay (D). Nonetheless, other alternative
algorithms to arrange the available paths could also be considered. Finally, the source
selects k paths (with k ≤ AP ) to compose the multipath routing scheme. In our case,
k = 3 paths. Notice that if only two paths were available, we still could differentiate
both paths (i.e., the best and the medium-quality path), but if only one was available
then all the packets would be sent through that single path. Notice that we arrange the
k paths dynamically through time, in each iteration j. This way, the multipath scheme
adapts to the changing environment of MANETs.
3.3.5 MMDSR Self-Configuration
Due to the highly variable network topology of MANETs, any proposed routing protocol
should be dynamic. Having this in mind, MMDSR is able to self-configure. Here, we
will just point out the basics of the self-configuration operation.
Our framework monitors the current state of the network and in case of changes, the
algorithm modifies the routing period of the algorithm and the thresholds to classify
paths. We adjust those parameters dynamically depending on a parameter called
NState, which brings information about the global network state and is updated by
the algorithm iteration by iteration. NState for iteration j is computed as follows:
NStatej = wRM ·RM j + wMM ·MM j + wBW ·BW j +
wL · Lj + wD ·Dj + wJ · Jj + wH ·Hj (3.3)
In Equation (3.3), the upper bars denote averages and the ws are the weights
assigned to each metric. When the source receives the feedback from the network
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by means of PMR packets, it calculates the NState using Equation (3.3) from the QoS
parameters of all the k paths (see Equation (3.2)) on that itereation j.
The routing period (Trouting) to refresh the multipath scheme also varies dynamically
and is calculated according to Equation (3.4), so that when the network is behaving
well (i.e., NState is high), Trouting is also high and the paths that form the multipath
scheme will be used longer. Conversely, if the network is behaving bad (i.e., NState is
low) then Trouting is low and the paths are refreshed sooner.
T j+1routing = γ ·NStatej + θ (3.4)
To obtain the previous Equation, a high number of simulations were conducted
under a wide range of network conditions where the network performance was good,
normal and bad. For the scenario under consideration (also used in the present paper),
the obtained values were γ = 10 and θ = 3.
Till now, we have summarized the basics of the QoS-aware adaptive multipath
routing protocol. Next, we introduce our novel game-theoretical routing scheme to
further improve the transmission of video over MANETs.
3.4 A Game-Theoretical Routing Protocol for MANETs
Game Theory is a branch of applied mathematics that has been used basically in
economics to model competition between companies. During the last years, Game
Theory has also been used in networking to solve routing and resource allocation
problems in a competitive environment. MANET nodes take decentralized decisions,
and resource management mechanisms can help those nodes to behave constructively
improving the network performance as a whole [52]. In our approach we apply Game
Theory in the multipath routing protocol to further improve our proposal. We assume
that each source node has a set of I, P and B video frames of a video flow to be sent;
also, we assume that each source has three paths through which those frames will be
sent. Nodes play a routing game to distribute the video flows seeking their own best
performance. The players of the game are the MANET nodes and the action of the game
is to select the proper route to forward their video-streams. In the following section, we
will introduce the game-theoretical proposal included in the multipath routing scheme.
3.4.1 The Bases of Our Proposal
Figure 3.4 shows the proposed architecture. We assume N connections (S1-D1, S2-
D2, ..., SN -DN ) and three paths. It is likewise possible to apply the proposal to any
MANET independently of the number of connections, nodes and paths.
So far, nodes always try to send the most important video frames through the best
available path obtained by the multipath routing protocol. This means that I frames,
which are the biggest ones and carry the most important video information, will be
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sent through the best path, whereas the least important frames (i.e., B frames) will
be sent through the worst one. Nevertheless, if each node sends the most important
frames through the best path, this path could get congested. As a consequence, that
best path could suffer more losses than the others, which would lead to classify it as a
worse path. This behavior could produce an oscillatory performance that might affect
the video experience of users if it happened frequently.
To cope with this issue, users could play a game such that the best two paths
(best, medium) could be selected by each player to transmit the most important video
frames (i.e., I+P frames). That is, each user could prefer to send sometimes the most
important frames through the medium-quality path. Just for simplicity, B frames are
considered always to be sent through the third path, which is the worst one. Also, I
and P frames belonging to the same video stream are going to be sent through the same
path to make more evident the inconveniences of sharing the same path, since there are
more P frames than I frames per flow.
In our game, in each iteration, users select paths for their respective video flows. As
it is shown in Figure 3.5, we have three possible situations. Without playing the game,
all users would always send the important frames through the best path (Figure 3.5(a)).
Alternatively, they could play our routing game. Notice that the second case (Figure
3.5(b)) is worse than the first case(Figure 3.5(a)) for all users since they are sending
their frames together through the medium-quality path instead of together through the
best path. Nevertheless, this should not happen often. In the third case (Figure 3.5(c)),
I+P frames will be sent through the available best path by each user with a certain
probability p and through the second best path available with a probability 1− p.
Figure 3.4: Proposed framework to send the video frames.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.5: Three possible allocation situations after playing the game. F and M
represent the number of (I+P) and B frames to be sent, respectively. All the B frames
are always sent through the worst path. (a) All the I+P frames are sent through the
best path; (b) All the I+P frames are sent through the medium-quality path; (c) I+P
frames will be sent through the best path with a certain probability p and through the
second best path with a probability 1-p. F1 and F2 represent the number of (I+P)
frames sent through the best path and through the medium-quality path, respectively,
being F = F1 + F2.
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Notice that players (users) must decide their choices (i.e., their corresponding
probability p) simultaneously and without communicating with each other. If we have
a number of I+P frames to be sent equal to F, depending on the p value, a number of
I+P frames equal to F1 will be sent through the best path and a number of I+P frames
equal to F2 will be sent through the medium-quality one, being F = F1 + F2. M is the
number of B frames to be sent, always through the worst path.
In the next section we will compute the optimal probability p (called p∗) of sending
I+P frames through the best path that produces the best outcome for each player.
3.5 Game-Theoretical Routing Scheme for Video-
Streaming in MANETs
In this section we first state the description of our basic game applied for our framework.
We the develop the game-theoretical scheme for MANETs analyzing the benefit to
transmit I+P video frames through the best path, Finally, we design the utility function
of our game-theoretical approach.
3.5.1 General basis of our game-theoretical approach
A game can be described by listing the players participating in the game, a set of
strategies for those players, and a specification of payoffs for each combination of
strategies. Let S be a finite set of N players 1, ...,N. Each player i has a finite set
of available actions Ai. Let ai ∈ Ai be each particular action chosen by player i. The
action space, A, is the cartesian product of all Ai, i.e., A = A1×A2×...AN . An N -tuple
action, a, is a point in the action space A. A pure strategy provides a complete definition
of how a player will play a game. In particular, it determines the move a player will
make for any situation it could face. A mixed strategy of player i, αi, is an assignment
of a probability, pi ∈ P = [0, 1], to each pure strategy. This allows a player to randomly
select among the set of pure strategies. Let α = (α1, α2, ..., αN ) be the mixed strategy
profile, then the probability that a particular N -tuple action, a = (a1, a2, ..., aN ), will
occur, p(a), is formed from the product of the probabilities assigned to a by α. Let ui be
the utility function of player i in the strategic form game occurring in each stage. The
utility function is a mathematical description of preferences that maps the action space
to a set of real numbers. A utility function for a given player assigns a real number for
every possible outcome of the game, so that a higher number implies that the outcome
is more preferred.
ui : A→ R (3.5)
Ui(α) is the expected utility for player i for the mixed strategy profile α, and has
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the following expression:
Ui(α) ≡
∑
a∈A
pa · ui(a) (3.6)
A strategic game G can be expressed using three primary components: the set of
players S, the action space A, and the set of individual utility functions for player i, ui.
G = (S,A, ui) (3.7)
A mixed strategies extension to G is given by the next expression, where ∆(Ai) is
the set of all probability distributions over Ai and Ui is the set of all expected utilities
to i.
G′ = (S,∆(Ai), Ui) (3.8)
A best response is a strategy which produces the most favorable outcome for a player,
taking other players’ strategies as given. A Nash Equilibrium (NE) [53] is a solution in
which each player plays a best response to the strategies of other players. Each player
is assumed to know the strategies of the other players, and no player has incentive to
unilaterally change their current strategy while the other players keep theirs unchanged.
Players are in equilibrium if a change in strategies by any one of them would lead that
player to earn less than if they remained with their current strategy. It is a mathematical
fact that every mixed extension of a strategic game has at least one mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium [53].
To define best responses more generally, we need a notation for the set of strategies
used by all players other than player i, named α−i:
α−i = (α1, ..., αi−1, αi+1, ..., αN ) (3.9)
Strategy α∗i is a best response for player i to the strategies of all players except i,
α∗−i, if:
Ui(α
∗
i , α
∗
−i) ≥ Ui(αi, α∗−i), ∀ αi ∈ ∆(Ai) (3.10)
This means that if α∗i is a best response for player i to the assumed set of strategies
α∗−i played by the other N-1 players, then it must give player i a payoff at least as large
as the player would get if they placed any other strategy αi from their set of allowed
strategies. Equivalently, a best response (BR) correspondence to player i is given by :
α∗i ∈ BRi(α−i) = argmaxαi∈∆(Ai)Ui(αi, α−i) (3.11)
Let us remark that argmaxxF (x) is the value of x for which F (x) has the largest
value. A joint strategy α∗ = (α∗1, ..., α
∗
N ) is a NE if, for each player i, α
∗
i is a best
response to α∗−i.
Remember that every finite game (finite number of players, each of which with a
finite set of strategies) has Nash equilibria in either mixed or pure strategies [54, 55].
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3.5.2 The Benefit of Using a Particular Path to Transmit I+P
Video Frames
Before defining the player’s utility of the game, we will define a parameter that evaluates
the benefit of using a particular path. As we have mentioned before, we assume that
we always have at least two available paths (best and medium-quality paths) to send
packets. Each path will have its own benefit as we describe next.
Definition: The benefit of a pathk is:
βk =
{
φk, if the path fulfills the QoS requirements (see Equation(3.1))
0, otherwise
(3.12)
where φk ∈ R∗.
Let us assign φk = φb as the benefit for the best path and φk = φm as the benefit
for the medium-quality path, where φb and φm ∈ R∗. Later, we will relate φb and φm
with the subjective QoS experienced by the users regarding the video frames received
from each path (see Equation (3.23)). Strategy αi is defined as follows:
αi =
{
Transmit using the best path.
Transmit using the medium-quality path.
(3.13)
Probability p is the probability of sending (I+P) frames through the best path and
probability (1−p) is the probability of sending those frames through the medium-quality
path.
3.5.3 Design of the Utility Function
The utility function Ui designed for our game-theoretical routing protocol aims at
achieving two goals: Minimizing the rate of (I+P) frames lost and minimizing the
delay jitter, since these two parameters are most significant in video-streaming services.
An initial short delay can be easily bearable by the user. Part of that delay would be
produced after gathering frames in the reception buffer to reorder frames before the
decoding process. The proposed utility function for player i is the following:
Ui =
(
nrb,i − nsb,i
nsb,i
)
· φb,i · p
2
i
Jb,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Best path
+
(
nrm,i − nsm,i
nsm,i
)
· φm,i · (1− pi)
2
Jm,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Medium path
(3.14)
All variables presented in Equation (3.14) are defined in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Definitions of the variables presented in Equation (3.14).
Variable Definition
i = 1, 2, 3...,N generic player, being N the number of players.
pi Player’s i probability of sending the (I+P) frames through his/her best path.
φb,i Player’s i benefit for the best path.
φm,i Player’s i benefit for the medium-quality path.
ns,i Number of (I+P) frames sent by player i through the best and the medium-quality
path.
nsb,i Number of (I+P) frames sent by player i through the best path.
nrb,i Number of (I+P) frames received from player i through the best path.
nsm,i Number of (I+P) frames sent by player i through the medium-quality path.
nrm,i Number of (I+P) frames received from player i through the medium-quality path.
Jb,i Delay jitter of player i through the best path.
Jm,i Delay jitter of player i through the medium-quality path.
Now let us relate nsb,i and nsm,i with ns,i:
nsb,i = pi · ns,i (3.15)
nsm,i = (1− pi) · ns,i (3.16)
where ns,i = nsb,i + nsm,i.
Substituting Equations (3.15) and (3.16) in Equation (3.14) we get the following:
Ui =
(
nrb,i − pi · ns,i
pi · ns,i
)
· φb,i · p
2
i
Jb,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Best path
+
(
nrm,i − (1− pi) · ns,i
(1− pi) · ns,i
)
· φm,i · (1− pi)
2
Jm,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Medium path
(3.17)
Notice that each player makes his/her own path classification, i.e., each player might
have different best and medium-quality paths.
In Equation (3.14), we have made our utility function Ui be proportional to the
negative of the amount of I+P frames losses. This way, the utility increases as the
losses decrease, for both the best and the medium-quality paths. In Equation (3.14),(
nrb,i−nsb,i
nsb,i
)
is the negative of the amount of I+P frame losses through the best path,
whereas
(
nrm,i−nsm,i
nsm,i
)
is the negative of the amount of I+P frame losses through the
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medium-quality path. In addition, Ui is a concave function so that we ensure to have a
p value that produces the maximum utility.
Besides, Ui is proportional to the benefit of the path (βk, expressed in Equation
(3.12)), that equals φb and φm for the best and the medium-quality path, respectively.
Finally, Ui is inversely proportional to the jitter delay, so that the utility increases as
the jitter delay decreases. This is reflected with the factors ( 1Jb,i ) and (
1
Jm,i
), for the
best and the medium-quality paths, respectively. We can see a numerical example of
the utility function in section (3.7.2.3).
Depending upon the values of the utilities, pure strategies may not exist, but in
that case there are always mixed strategies [54, 55]. The mixed strategy α∗i is a Nash
equilibrium (NE) if the utilities Ui(i = 1, ..., N) satisfy Equation (3.11). If there exists
a mixed Nash equilibrium, player i will have a best response. To obtain it, Ui must be
maximized:
∂Ui
∂pi
= 0 (3.18)
For the sake of a clearer writing we will omit the i index to refer the user in the
previous variables shown in Table 3.1. Thus, we will use nsb instead of nsb,i, and so on.
Then, applying Equation (3.18) in Equation (3.17) we obtain:
∂Ui
∂pi
= −2 · pi ·
(
φb
Jb
+
φm
Jm
)
+
φb
Jb
· nrb
ns
− φm
Jm
· nrm
ns
+ 2 · φm
Jm
(3.19)
To simplify the previous Equation, we assume that Jb, Jm, nsb, nsm and ns are higher
than zero. This assumption has sense since a jitter equal to zero is very improbable and
at least one frame should have been sent as well. We define the following variables:
φˆb =
φb
Jb
, φˆm =
φm
Jm
, nˆb =
nrb
ns
, nˆm =
nrm
ns
(3.20)
Next, we substitute Equation (3.20) in Equation (3.19) and we get:
∂Ui
∂pi
= −2 · pi ·
(
φˆb + φˆm
)
+ φˆb · nˆb − φˆm · nˆm + 2 · φˆm (3.21)
Then, by combining both Equations (3.18) and (3.21), we attain the solution for
the best probability of sending (I+P) frames through the best path, that gives a NE
in the utility function Ui. This is called as the best response of the game. Thus,
using p∗i to compute the probability of sending I+P frames through the best path, is
a strategy which produces the most favorable outcome for player i, taking the other
players’ strategies as given.
p∗i =
φˆb · nˆb + φˆm · (2− nˆm)
2
(
φˆb + φˆm
) (3.22)
This way, each player i will continuously update his/her best response p∗i using
Equations (3.22) and (3.20). To do so, the user easily obtains from the RTCP feedback
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packets: the number of I+P frames received so far from the best and the medium-quality
paths (nrb and nrm, respectively), the number of I+P frames sent so far (ns) and the
jitter delay through the best and the medium-quality paths (Jb and Jm, respectively).
In the next section, we explain how the user computes the benefits for the best and the
medium-quality paths.
3.5.4 Computation of the benefit of using a path
We have designed the value of the benefit of a path to be proportional to the subjective
video quality perceived by the user regarding the video frames received from that path.
In this work, we use the MOS (Mean Opinion Score) as a measure of the subjective
QoS.
Accordingly, we define the following Equations to compute the benefits of the best
and medium-quality paths, φb and φm, respectively:
φb = kb ·MOSb and φm = km ·MOSm (3.23)
where kb and km are constants, [kb , km] ∈ R∗.
Notice that kb and km cannot equal zero because in this case, φb and φm would
be zero too, which means that both paths would not satisfy the QoS parameters (see
Equation (3.12)). The first condition for a path to be used by the sources is Equation
(3.12); otherwise that path would not be taken into consideration.
Substituting Equation (3.23) in Equation (3.20), we get:
φˆb =
φb
Jb
=
kb ·MOSb
Jb
and φˆm =
φm
Jm
=
km ·MOSm
Jm
(3.24)
Next, using Equation (3.24) in Equation (3.22) we have this expression for the best
response probability, p∗i :
p∗i =
(
kb·MOSb
Jb
)
· nˆb +
(
km·MOSm
Jm
)
· (2− nˆm)
2 ·
(
kb·MOSb
Jb
+ km·MOSmJm
) (3.25)
Let kbkm = kb/m. As km is different from zero, we can divide the whole Equation
(3.25) by km. After substituting, we obtain the Nash Equilibrium strategy for player i:
p∗i (kb/m) =
(
kb/m·MOSb
Jb
)
· nˆb +
(
MOSm
Jm
)
· (2− nˆm)
2 ·
(
kb/m·MOSb
Jb
+ MOSmJm
) (3.26)
We designed Ui to be a concave function, so that there is one p
∗ value where Ui is
on its maximum value. Due to that, ∂
2Ui
∂2pi
must be less than zero. This way, deriving
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Equation (3.21) we obtain:
∂2Ui
∂2pi
= −2 ·
(
φˆb + φˆm
)
(3.27)
Since we need that ∂
2Ui
∂2pi
< 0,
φˆb + φˆm > 0 ; ∀ [φb, φm] ∈ R∗, [Jb, Jm] ∈ R∗+ (3.28)
Concluding, if player i adopts the strategy to send his/her (I+P) frames through
the best path with a certain probability that equals p∗i (see Equation (3.26)), his/her
own benefit and the whole benefit of the network will be the highest.
All the values that are needed to compute p∗i , except kb/m, can be obtained during
normal network operation from the feedback information given by the RTCP packets.
This way, users will update the probability p∗i with the current QoS parameters carried
in the last received RTCP packet. Thus, kb/m is the single pending parameter to be
obtained in Equation (3.26). In the next section, we will give a method to calculate
analytically this parameter.
3.6 A Method to calculate kb/m
MOSb and MOSm are the mean opinion score values measured in the best and the
medium-quality path, respectively. They can take any value between 1 and 5, where
5 means Excellent, 4 means Good, 3 Fair, 2 Poor and 1 Bad. After carrying out a
video-streaming test, we obtained the following results shown in Table 3.2 and Figure
3.6. Notice that these values depicted in Table 3.2 seem too high. The reason is that
we focus on video-reporting messages for emergency services in smart cities. In this
environment the goal is a fast alert of the authorities using a light and short video-
reporting messages despite the fact that the video quality is not too good. For further
information about the test please see the Appendix A.
Table 3.2: Mapping the mean opinion score (MOS) with the fraction of packet losses
(FPL) for (I+P) frames in a general MANET scenario.
MOS FPL
5-Excellent FPL<20%
4-Good 20% ≤ FPL < 30%
3-Fair 30% ≤ FPL < 40%
2-Poor 40% ≤ FPL < 50%
1-Bad FPL ≥ 50%
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Now, our goal is to calculate kb/m so we can compute the value of p
∗
i using Equation
(3.26). Three conditions will limit the computing of kb/m: 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and Ui being a
concave function. Below, we will study separately those three conditions.
Figure 3.6: Subjective video quality measured by means of the mean opinion score
(MOS) as a function of the fraction of packet losses (FPL).
3.6.1 Condition 1: pi ≥ 0
Combining Equation (3.22) with pi ≥ 0, we get that:
φˆb · nˆb + φˆm · (2− nˆm)
2
(
φˆb + φˆm
) ≥ 0 (3.29)
Remember that Equation (3.28), which is the denominator of Equation (3.29) must
also be fulfilled.
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Thus, we need:
φˆb · nˆb + φˆm · (2− nˆm) ≥ 0 (3.30)
After that, we substitute Equation (3.24) in Equation (3.30) to get the following
first condition to be fulfilled by kb/m:
kb ·MOSb · nˆb
Jb
+
km ·MOSm · (2− nˆm)
Jm
≥ 0 (3.31)
Now, if we multiply the whole inequation (3.31) by 1km (∀ km ∈ R+) and rename kbkm
by kb/m:
kb/m ·MOSb · nˆb
Jb
+
MOSm · (2− nˆm)
Jm
≥ 0 (3.32)
kb/m ·MOSb · nˆb
Jb
≥ MOSm · (nˆm − 2)
Jm
(3.33)
kb/m ≥ MOSm · Jb · (nˆm − 2)
MOSb · Jm · nˆb (3.34)
Equation (3.34) needs to be fulfilled by kb/m.
3.6.2 Condition 2: pi ≤ 1
Combining Equation (3.22) with pi ≤ 1 leads to:
φˆb · nˆb + φˆm · (2− nˆm)
2 ·
(
φˆb + φˆm
) ≤ 1 (3.35)
Looking at Equation (3.28), we can write:
φˆb · nˆb + φˆm · (2− nˆm) ≤ 2 ·
(
φˆb + φˆm
)
(3.36)
Now, we substitute Equation (3.24) in Equation (3.36) to get:
kb ·MOSb · nˆb
Jb
+
km ·MOSm · (2− nˆm)
Jm
≤ 2 ·
(
kb ·MOSb
Jb
+
km ·MOSm
Jm
)
(3.37)
Again, we multiply the whole inequation by 1km (∀ km ∈ R+) and rename kbkm by
kb/m:
kb/m ·MOSb · nˆb
Jb
+
MOSm · (2− nˆm)
Jm
≤ 2 ·
(
kb/m ·MOSb
Jb
+
MOSm
Jm
)
(3.38)
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and removing 2 ·
(
MOSm
Jm
)
from both sides of Equation (3.38), we reach to:
kb/m ·MOSb · (nˆb − 2)
Jb
≤ MOSm · nˆm
Jm
(3.39)
Now, we will find out which is the sign of the expression (nˆb − 2). nˆb was defined in
Equation (3.20) as the relation between the number of I+P frames received from the
best path (nrb) and the total number of I+P frames sent (ns).
nˆb =
nrb
ns
=
nrb
nsb + nsm
≤ 1 (3.40)
since nrb ≤ nsb (some I+P frames might have been lost through the best path) and
min(nsm) = 0 (that minimum value is obtained when no frame was sent through the
medium-quality path).
Therefore,
nˆb − 2 ≤ −1 (3.41)
Finally, the second inequation to be fulfilled by kb/m is:
kb/m ≥ MOSm · Jb · nˆm
MOSb · Jm · (nˆb − 2) (3.42)
3.6.3 Condition 3: Concave Function Ui
For Ui to be a concave function, Equation (3.28) must be fulfilled. Substituting Equation
(3.24) in Equation (3.28), we get:
kb ·MOSb
Jb
+
km ·MOSm
Jm
> 0 (3.43)
If we multiply the whole inequation by 1km (∀ km ∈ R+) and rename kbkm by kb/m,
we get:
kb/m ·MOSb
Jb
> −MOSm
Jm
(3.44)
Finally, we obtain Equation (3.45) as the third condition to be fulfilled by kb/m:
kb/m >
−MOSm · Jb
MOSb · Jm (3.45)
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3.6.4 The Three Inequations to Be Fulfilled by kb/m
We first rewrite the three inequations to be satisfied by kb/m: Equations (3.34), (3.42)
and (3.45). Besides, we will rename the thresholds of the three inequations as α0, α1
and α2, respectively.
kb/m >
−MOSm · Jb
MOSb · Jm = α0
kb/m ≥ MOSm · Jb · (nˆm − 2)
MOSb · Jm · nˆb = α1
kb/m ≥ MOSm · Jb · nˆm
MOSb · Jm · (nˆb − 2) = α2
(3.46)
We need to find a value for kb/m that satisfies the three inequations. First of all,
the range of solutions for kb/m is ]Kb/m,+∞), where Kb/m will be the maximum value
among α0, α1 and α2. The probability p
∗
i (kb/m) of sending (I+P) frames through the
best path is depicted in Figure 3.7. The limit of p∗i (kb/m) when kb/m →∞ (horizontal
asymptote) can be obtained from Equation (3.26) and it has the following value:
lim
kb/m→∞
p∗i (kb/m) =
nˆb
2
(3.47)
The vertical asymptote occurs at kb/m-value that makes the denominator zero (i.e.,
kb/m = α0). We should find a value for kb/m in the range ]Kb/m,+∞) with which
p∗i (kb/m) changes softly throughout time. This way, the transition in the selection
between the best and the medium-quality paths will be smooth producing a more stable
system. For that, we calculate the first derivative
∂p∗i (kb/m)
∂kb/m
, which represents the slope
value for each kb/m > Kb/m (i.e., Zone of interest).
∂p∗i (kb/m)
∂kb/m
=
(
nˆb·MOSb
Jb
)
·
(
2·kb/m·MOSb
Jb
+ 2·MOSmJm
)
4 ·
(
kb/m·MOSb
Jb
+ MOSmJm
)2
−
(
2·MOSb
Jb
)
·
(
kb/m·MOSb·nˆb
Jb
+ MOSm·(2−nˆm)Jm
)
4 ·
(
kb/m·MOSb
Jb
+ MOSmJm
)2 (3.48)
After simplifying the Equation, we obtain:
∂p∗i
∂kb/m
=
MOSb
Jb
· MOSmJm · (nˆb + nˆm − 2)
2 ·
(
kb/m·MOSb
Jb
+ MOSmJm
)2 (3.49)
Now, we isolate kb/m from Equation (3.49) in terms of
∂p∗i (kb/m)
∂kb/m
and we get the
following expression:
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kb/m =
±
√√√√MOSbJb ·MOSmJm ·(nˆb+nˆm−2)
2·∂p
∗
i (kb/m)
∂kb/m
− MOSmJm
MOSb
Jb
(3.50)
Here, we can see that (nˆb + nˆm − 2) ≤ 0, since nˆb = nrbns = nrbnsb+nsm ≤ 1, and
nˆm =
nrm
ns
= nrmnsb+nsm ≤ 1. Look at Equation (3.40) to see the easy justification for
both expressions.
Figure 3.7: Best response probability p∗i as a function of kb/m, see Equation (3.26).
Consequently, we need that
∂p∗i
∂kb/m
≤ 0 to compute a proper kb/m value.
The parameters of Equation (3.50) that can be calculated by the nodes themselves
during operation time are: the number of I+P frames received from the best path (nrb)
and the number of I+P frames sent through the best path (nsb) to compute nˆb =
nrb
nsb
;
the number of I+P frames received from the medium-quality path (nrm) and the number
of I+P frames sent through the medium-quality path (nsm) to compute nˆm =
nrm
nsm
; the
jitter delay through the best and the medium-quality paths (Jb and Jm, respectively)
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computed from the RTCP packets; and the MOS of the best and the medium-quality
paths, computed with Equation (A.1) presented in the Appendix A.
The only variable in Equation (3.50) that is not defined yet is
∂p∗i (kb/m)
∂kb/m
. To design a
proper value for
∂p∗i (kb/m)
∂kb/m
, we carried out a high amount of simulations under different
network conditions and with different values of
∂p∗i (kb/m)
∂kb/m
and we noticed that with a
value of
∂p∗i (kb/m)
∂kb/m
= −0.2, the variation of p∗i throughout time was soft enough without
sharp changes. From Equation (3.50), we see that we have two possible values for kb/m,
one of them is higher than Kb/m and the other one is lower than Kb/m, so we take the
one which belongs to the range ]Kb/m,+∞).
To conclude with, Algorithm 1 summarizes the methodology to compute the best
response probability p∗i for player i to send his/her I+P frames through the best path,
and with probability (1− p∗i ) through the medium-quality path.
Algorithm 1 Calculation of p∗i , the best response probability for player i that
maximizes his/her utility function Ui.
Require: Obtain updated QoS values from the periodically received RTCP packets.
1: Obtain the values of (MOSb, MOSm, Jb, Jm, nˆb, nˆm)
2: Compute the kb/m parameter designed that fulfills the requirements.
kb/m =
±
√√√√√√
MOSb
Jb
·MOSmJm ·(nˆb+nˆm−2)
2· ∂p
∗
i
∂kb/m
−MOSmJm
MOSb
Jb
3: Calculate the probability p∗i to send I+P frames through the best path, that
maximizes the utility function Ui
p∗i (kb/m) =
(
kb/m·MOSb
Jb
)
·nˆb+(MOSmJm )·(2−nˆm)
2·
(
kb/m·MOSb
Jb
+MOSmJm
)
3.7 Simulation Results
In this section, we first depict a case study in a smart city about which we will set the
NS2 simulation scenarios. The case study involves an emergency situation in MANETs
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and VANETs to transmit a multimedia reporting message to the closest emergency unit
and to alert other citizens around. After that, we present a performance evaluation in
a MANET scenario in Subsection 3.7.2, and in a VANET scenario in Subsection 3.7.3.
3.7.1 A Case Study in a Smart City
We focus this work on two realistic smart city scenarios. A mobile adhoc network
(MANET) and a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), where emergency prevention
and response are key issues. In the two scenarios under consideration, we assume
that in a given moment an accident happened. Most of the citizens nowadays carry
mobile phones or tablets. In the MANET/VANET scenario, we assume that a smart
citizen/driver witnesses the situation, makes a short video-reporting message about
the accident (the driver will just push a button that will make a small exterior car-
mounted camera shoot the video, or alternatively the sensors deployed in the car will
trigger the record of that video). The video-reporting message is sent through the
MANET/VANET to the nearest emergency unit (e.g., police, ambulances, hospitals).
Authorities will respond upon receiving the video and will take proper actions. This
way, with a video-reporting message the emergency can be evaluated much better than
with a simple text. It would be easier to ensure an accurate interpretation of the
situation and the accident could be treated with the adequate level of seriousness. The
smart citizen/driver sends a multimedia message which includes different information
regarding the incident, e.g., the GPS location, a voice message and a short video of
the incident. A suitable kind of smart-112 (911 in U.S.A) application in the citizen’s
mobile/vehicle sends the multimedia message to the smart-112 emergency center, who
manages the proper actions for that incident. For instance, ambulances and paramedical
will be sent there, traffic lights will turn to red around the accident, a green wave of
traffic lights will help the ambulances get there sooner, the nearest hospital is warned,
the doctors wait for the injuries, etc. A video of the incident facilitates a preliminary
evaluation of the wounded people as well as helps to better determine the requirements
needed to manage the dangerous situation. Our purpose in this work is to design a
game-theoretical multipath routing protocol suitable to transmit those video-reporting
messages over MANETs/VANETs in this kind of smart city scenarios. In the next
section, a detailed performance evaluation in the MANET scenario will be studied,
whereas a preliminar brief performance evaluation in a VANET scenario is done in
section 3.7.3. Two proposals specifically designed for VANETs will be presented in
Chapters 5 and 6.
3.7.2 Performance Evaluation in a MANET Scenario
We implemented our proposal in the open source network simulator NS2 [56] where
we conducted simulations to evaluate the benefits of our approach. The MANET
scenario was generated with the Bonnmotion tool [57]. The same quantity of
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interfering CBR traffic was generated in each simulation to constrain the paths.
For instance, for 2 players, we generated interfering CBR traffic at 300 Kbps,
200 Kbps for 3 players, 150 kbps for 4 players and 120 kbps for 5 players. This way,
a total interference CBR raffic of 600 Kbps was sent whatever the number of players
was. The simulation settings of the scenario are shown in Table 3.3. All the Figures
show confidence intervals (CI) of 90 percent obtained from 20 simulations per point,
each simulation with an independent Bonnmotion scenario.
The scenario used to test the proposal consists of a set of 50 mobile nodes distributed
in a MANET of 520 × 520 m2. The transmission range of the nodes is 120 m.
Nodes move with a speed up to 2 m/s. Video flows are transmitted from nodes Si
to nodes Di, 1 ≤ i ≤ N where N is the number of players (sources). The paths
discovered by the MMDSR routing protocol are classified by each user using the
MMDSR path classification described in section 3.3.4. Each source decides the path to
route packets according to the game-theoretical routing algorithm presented in section
3.5 and depicted in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.8: Average percentage of packet losses.
Figure 3.8 shows the average percentage of packet losses when using the game-
theoretical scheme for a variable p value calculated using Algorithm 1 against the case
of non using it (Non game option). We can clearly notice how including the game-
theoretical routing scheme, the average video packet losses are reduced around 10% for
N = 2 to 5 users. The average packet losses decreases due to the optimal selection of
paths based on a probability value (i.e., p∗) that optimally balances the load among
the two paths at stake (i.e., the best and the medium-quality paths). Figure 3.9 depicts
the (I+P) packet losses throughout simulation time. In this case, we see how using the
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game-theoretical model, losses are around 20% lower than non using it.
Table 3.3: Simulation settings of the MANET scenario.
Area 520 × 520 m2
Number of nodes 50
Average node speed 2 m/s
Transmission range 120 m
Mobility Pattern Random Waypoint
MAC specification IEEE 802.11e, EDCF
CWi,min, i ∈ (0,1,2,3) (7, 15, 31, 63)
CWi,max, i ∈ (0,1,2,3) (15, 31, 1023, 1023)
AIFSi, i ∈ (0,1,2,3) (34 µs, 43 µs, 52 µs, 61 µs)
(BWmin, Lmax, Dmax, Jmax) (50 Kbps, 35 %, 0.125 s, 0.004 s)
Nominal bandwidth 11 Mbps
Simulation time 1000 s
Video encoding MPEG-2 VBR
Video bit rate 150 Kbps
Video sources 2 to 5
Video sequence sent Traffic accidents [58]
Routing protocol Game-theoretical algorithm + MMDSR
Transport protocol RTP/RTCP/UDP
Maximum packet size 1500 Bytes
Multipath scheme K=3 paths
Weighting values (Equation (3.3)) 1/7
Queue sizes 50 packets
Interfering CBR traffic (300, 200, 150 and 120) Kbps
Channel noise −92 dBm
Mobility pattern generator Bonnmotion
Figure 3.10 depicts the average end-to-end packet delay. We can see that the case
including the Game scheme improves the delay compared to the Non Game case. This
is specially notable (around half a second) for a high number of sources N = 4 or 5,
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since in those cases, the amount of traffic is much higher and a smart selection of the
forwarding paths gains importance.
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Figure 3.9: Percentage of packet losses vs. time (N = 3 users).
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Figure 3.11: Delay jitter through the best path.
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Figure 3.10: Average end-to-end packet delay.
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Figure 3.12: Delay jitter through the medium-quality path.
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Figure 3.13: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR).
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 depict the average delay jitter suffered by packets through
the best and the medium-quality path, respectively. In both cases, the jitter using the
game-theoretical scheme shows a slightly better result against the Non Game case for
2 to 4 players. The improvement is notably higher for 5 sources, when the jitter is also
higher due to the high traffic that produces a higher variation in the packet delays.
Figure 3.13 depicts the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) obtained for 2, 3, 4 and
5 players. We can see that the case including the Game scheme improves the PSNR
compared to the Non Game case. Also, PSNR decreases as N increases. This is because
as N increases, the number of video frames to be sent increases, causing more packet
losses and as a result a lower PSNR.
3.7.2.1 Gain for I and P Frames
To better see separately the gain obtained for I and P frames, we define the following
parameters:
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%GainIi =
(
ILNGi − ILGi
ILNGi
)
· 100 (3.51)
%GainPi =
(
PLNGi − PLGi
PLNGi
)
· 100 (3.52)
where
• i : 2, 3, 4 and 5 sources (players).
• ILNGi: percentage of packet losses for I frames when the game-theoretical scheme is
not used.
• ILGi: percentage of packet losses for I frames when the game-theoretical scheme is used.
• PLNGi: percentage of packet losses for P frames when the game-theoretical scheme is
not used.
• PLGi: percentage of packet losses for P frames when the game-theoretical scheme is
used.
• GainIi: Gain obtained for I frames using the game-theoretical scheme with respect to
not using it.
• GainPi: Gain obtained for P frames using the game-theoretical scheme with respect to
not using it.
Figure 3.14 shows the average of all the simulation results for %GainPi and %GainIi.
We can see that when the game-theoretical scheme is applied, the gain is 11%, 18%,
25%, 32% for I packets (dark bars) and 95%, 83%, 75%, 69% for P packets (light bars),
for 2, 3, 4 and 5 players, respectively. As we can observe, %GainPi > %GainIi in all
the cases. This is because there are much more P frames than I frames (see Figure 3.1)
per player so the benefits are more noticeable for P frames. When N increases, the
difference is lower, since the number of I frames increases.
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Figure 3.14: Gain in terms of packet losses for I and P video frames using the game-
theoretical scheme with respect to not using it.
In addition, we observe a slightly increment for %GainIi (dark bars) as N increases.
This is because as N increases, the number of I frames increases and this makes
the game-theoretical scheme benefits more noticeable. On the other hand, %GainPi
decreases as N increases. The reason is that as N increases, there are too many P
frames (more collisions), higher loads to be balanced and as a result we obtain a lower
benefit. Nonetheless, %GainPi is still high (around 70% for 5 sources). This does not
affect I frames since they represent a lower number of the traffic, in this scenario.
3.7.2.2 Utility Function Values
In this section, we will compute the gain of our game-theoretical routing scheme. Let
us define UGi as the utility function for player i when the game-theoretical scheme is
used and UNGi as the utility function when it is not used. Both utility function values
will be computed using Equation (3.17). Gi is the gain obtained for player i by using
the game-theoretical scheme with respect to not using it, 0 ≤ Gi ≤ 1.
Gi =
UGi − UNGi
UGi
=
Up=p∗i − Up=1
Up=p∗i
(3.53)
Using Equation (3.17) in Equation (3.53) we obtain:
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Gi =
UGi − UNGi
UGi
= 1−
(
nrb,i−ns,i·1
ns,i·1
)
· φb,i · 1Jb,i(
nrb,i−ns,i·p∗i
ns,i·p∗i
)
· φb,i · (p
∗
i )
2
Jb,i
+
(
nrm,i−ns,i·(1−p∗i )
ns,i·(1−p∗i )
)
· φm,i · (1−p
∗
i )
2
Jm,i
(3.54)
3.7.2.3 A Numerical Example
In this section, we show a numerical example to calculate the gain obtained with our
proposal for N = 2 users using Equation (3.54), i.e., G1 and G2. To do that, we use the
values obtained during simulation from the RTCP packets. They are shown in Table
3.4.
Table 3.4: Simulation output values for N = 2 users.
Jb,1, Jb,2 (0.021067 s, 0.008867 s)
Jm,1, Jm,2 (0.011379 s, 0.010136 s)
nˆb,1, nˆb,2 (0.6, 0.45)
nˆm,1, nˆm,2 (0.2, 0.4)
MOSb,1, MOSb,2 (5, 5)
MOSm,1, MOSm,2 (4, 5)
We calculate the variables kb/m,1 and kb/m,2 for players 1 and 2 using Equation
(3.50) and the simulation output values shown in Table 3.4. Results are shown in Table
3.5.
Table 3.5: Best response probabilities p∗i for N = 2 users.
kb/m,1, kb/m,2 (0.6268, 0.7111)
p∗1, p
∗
2 (0.72, 0.54)
After that, we simplify
(
nrb,i−nsb,i
nsb,i
)
and
(
nrm,i−nsm,i
nsm,i
)
as seen in Equations (3.55)
and (3.56) in order to be easily calculated later using Table 3.4.(
nrb,i − nsb,i
nsb,i
)
=
nrb,i − ns,i · p∗i
ns,i · p∗i
=
nˆb,i
p∗i
− 1 (3.55)(
nrm,i − nsm,i
nsm,i
)
=
nrm,i − ns,i · (1− p∗i )
ns,i · (1− p∗i )
=
nˆm,i
(1− p∗i )
− 1 (3.56)
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Next, we calculate φb and φm for each player using Equation (3.23) so they can be
substituted in Equation (3.17).
φb,1 = kb,1 ·MOSb,1 = kb/m,1 · km,1 ·MOSb,1 = 3.134 · km,1 (3.57)
φb,2 = kb,2 ·MOSb,2 = kb/m,2 · km,2 ·MOSb,2 = 3.555 · km,2 (3.58)
φm,1 = km,1 ·MOSm,1 = 4 · km,1 (3.59)
φm,2 = km,2 ·MOSm,2 = 5 · km,2 (3.60)
Finally, substituting Equations (3.55) to Equation (3.60) in Equation (3.54), we
obtain that G1 ≈ 0.65 and G2 ≈ 0.85.
These values mean that for player 1 the gain is 65% more using the game-theoretical
model instead of not using it. In the same way, for player 2 the gain is 85%. Figures
3.15 and 3.16 show the utility functions U1 and U2 and their maximum values obtained
for pi = p
∗
i for players 1 and 2, computed with Equation (3.26).
Figure 3.15: Utility function graph for player 1.
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Figure 3.16: Utility function graph for player 2.
3.7.2.4 Behaviour of p∗i
It is important to analyze the behavior of p∗i when the fraction of packet losses (FPL)
through the best or through the medium-quality paths (FPLb or FPLm) changes. We
can easily guess that if the packet losses through the best path (i.e., FPLb) increases,
the probability to sent (I+P) frames through that best path p∗i should decrease, so more
(I+P) packets would be sent through the medium-quality path. On the other hand, if
the packet losses through the medium path (i.e., FPLm) increases, p
∗
i should increase,
so more (I+P) packets would be sent through the best path.
A way to check this logical behavior is to analyze an interval of time of a simulation
where jitter and losses behave almost constant in one path (best or medium-quality
path) and see how jitter and losses in the other path behave. However, it was impossible
to find such an interval. Due to that, we decided to prove it mathematically taking some
values of our simulations as inputs. This will help us to analyze the p∗i behavior when
FPLb or FPLm changes, which are shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. As we can see,
we only study the behavior of p∗i as a function of the FPL till 40% of packet losses
since above that threshold it is considered as a non interest range. We show the average
results of three different simulations.
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Figure3.17 depicts the behavior of the best response probability p∗i of sending I+P
frames through the best path for player i when the FPL through the medium-quality
path FPLm increases. It is important to mention that as FPLm increases, p
∗
i increases
as well. The reason is that when FPLm increases that means that we are loosing more
packets in the medium-quality path, so we should better send the packets through the
best path (i.e., increase p∗i ) in order to alleviate the congestion in the medium-quality
path.
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Figure 3.17: Behaviour of p∗i as the fraction of packet losses (FPL) through the medium-
quality path (FPLm) increases. Here the FPL through the best path remains quite
constant.
In the same way, Figure 3.18 depicts the behavior of the best response probability
p∗i of sending I+P frames through the best path for player i (i.e., p
∗
i ) when the FPL
through the best quality path FPLb increases. We can see that when FPLb increases,
p∗i decreases. The reason is that when FPLb increases that means that we are loosing
more packets in the best path, so we should send more packets through the medium-
quality pat (i.e., decrease p∗i ) in order to avoid congestion in the best path. For further
information about how we obtained Figures 3.17 and 3.18, please see the Appendix A.
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In the next section, we present an initial performance evaluation of our proposal in a
VANET scenario to show the benefits of our approach in this kind of vehicular scenario.
As pointed out in section 3.8, a multi-user game-theoretical geographic routing protocol
specifically designed to cope with the inherent issues of VANETs, and based on this
current work as a starting point, will be presented in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.18: Behaviour of p∗i as the fraction of packet losses (FPL) through the best
path (FPLb) increases. Here the FPL through the medium-quality path remains quite
constant.
3.7.3 Performance Evaluation in a VANET Scenario
In this subsection we introduce a brief performance evaluation of our proposal in a
VANET scenario, where we proved the MMDSR protocol improved by including the
multi-user game-theoretical forwarding algorithm described in section 4. Video flows
are transmitted from two vehicles to two access points AP1 and AP2 (see Figure 3.19),
respectively. AP1 is the Ana Torres Institute (a surgery clinic) and AP2 is the Hospital
Clinic of Barcelona, which represent two emergency units where vehicles will send their
multimedia reporting messages upon the event of a traffic accident. Each vehicle will
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send its multimedia reporting message to the closest AP. We carried out ten simulations
per point using the NS2 [56]. Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 show the results with confidence
intervals (CI) of 90 percent and 20 repitions per point using independent Simulation of
Urban MObility (SUMO) scenarios in each.
In the simulations, we used a real city area obtained from the example district
of Barcelona, Spain (see Figure 3.19). In order to simulate a realistic scenario, the
CityMob for Roadmaps (C4R) [59] simulator was used to obtain the mobility model.
C4R is a mobility generator that uses the SUMO engine [60]. Besides, C4R imports
maps directly from OpenStreetMap [61] and generates NS2 compatible files to specify
the mobility model for the vehicles through the city along the whole simulation. The
simulation settings of the VANET scenario are shown in Table 3.6.
AP2 
AP1 
Figure 3.19: Simulation scenario of Barcelona, Spain (N = 2 source vehicles out of 50
vehicles). It includes two emergency units: AP1 (Ana Torres surgery clinic) and AP2
(Hospital Clinic of Barcelona).
Figure 3.20 shows the average percentage of packet losses for N = 2 players (source
vehicles) out of 50 vehicles, when using the game-theoretical scheme (game option)
against the case of non using it (Non game option). We can see how including the
game-theoretical routing scheme, the average video packet losses are reduced from 26%
to 11%. This decrement of the average packet losses is due to the optimal selection of
paths based on a probability value (i.e., p∗) that optimally balances the load among two
paths at stake (i.e., the best and the medium-quality paths) depending on the quality
of the paths. Figure 3.21 depicts the average end-to-end packet delay. We can see that
the case including the Game scheme improves the delay compared to the Non Game
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case. It is reduced from 0.09 s to 0.04 s. Figure 3.22 depicts the average jitter delay
suffered by the packets. Here, we observe that the jitter using the game-theoretical
scheme shows slightly better result compared to the Non Game case for 2 players.
This has been a first performance evaluation of our game-theoretical routing
approach applied in vehicular ad hoc networks. Results show clear benefits after
including our game-theoretical approach in a multipath location-based routing protocol
over VANETs. Based on these incipient results, in Chapter 6 we will further develop
a multi-hop geographical routing protocol for VANETs based on a multi-user game-
theoretical approach to send video reporting messages in a smart city following a similar
work strategy made in this Chapter. The main difference with this Chapter 3 will be
the design of the game-theoretical forwarding algorithm based on a hop-by-hop strategy
instead of on an end-to-end forwarding path strategy as we did in this Chapter. We
foresee enhanced results for VANETs after including this improvement.
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Figure 3.20: Average percentage of packet losses for N = 2 players (source vehicles).
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Figure 3.21: Average end-to-end packet delay for N = 2 players (source vehicles).
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Figure 3.22: Average delay jitter for N = 2 players (source vehicles).
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Table 3.6: Simulation settings of the VANET scenario.
Map Zone Example District of Barcelona
Area 850 × 580 m2
Number of nodes 50
Transmission range 120 m
Mobility generator SUMO [60]/C4R [59]
MAC specification IEEE 802.11p
Nominal bandwidth 11 Mbps
Simulation time 250 s
Video encoding MPEG-2 VBR
Video bit rate 150 Kbps
Video sources 2
Video sequence sent Traffic accidents [58]
Routing protocol Game-theoretical algorithm + MMDSR
Transport protocol RTP/RTCP/UDP
Maximum packet size 1500 Bytes
Multipath scheme K = 3 paths
Weighting values (Equation (3.3)) 1/7
Queue sizes 50 packets
Interfering CBR traffic 100 Kbps
3.8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this Chapter, we have designed a new routing protocol for MANETs to send video-
reporting messages in a smart city. The routing protocol is based on a game-theoretical
scheme for N users. Our framework could be used in smart cities where prevention of
accidents is an important goal. We understand that with a video message, the level of
seriousness of the accident could be much better evaluated by the authorities allowing
a fast warning of the incident to emergency units, which potentially could save lives.
The users of the framework could be any dynamic sensor such as citizens with
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smart phones or tablets that could participate in the MANET to send the video to the
competent authorities. Also, smart citizens would easily be warned by other citizens
about any situation in the city, which would improve the quality of life in the smart
cities.
In our framework, the probability p of sending the most important video frames
(i.e., I+P frames) through the best available path varies depending on some network
characteristics. This way, instead of sending the I+P video frames always through the
best available path, users play a strategic routing game where these frames will be sent
through one of the two best paths according to a certain probability p∗.
Simulation results in the MANET scenario show the benefits of our proposal by
outperforming the results compared to the case of non using our game-theoretical
routing. In terms of packets losses, delay and jitter, results notably improve for N
= 2, 3, 4 and 5 users (players), due to the new way of selecting the forwarding path
based on p∗. Our proposal makes the network more efficient as well as achieves a higher
degree of satisfaction of the users by receiving much more (I+P) frames with a lower
average end-to-end delay and jitter. This definitively will improve the quality of the
video perceived by the end user. Moreover, improvements are also shown for N = 2
users in simulation results of a VANET scenario, in terms of percentage of packet losses,
average packet delay and average delay jitter. A multi-user game-theoretical geographic
routing protocol specially designed for VANETs will be presented in Chapter 6.
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Realistic environment for
VANET simulations (REVsim)
In this Chapter we present a tool named REVsim (Realistic Environment for Vanets
simulation) able to analyse the presence of obstacles in a real map. Parameters such
as α, β, road resolution and transmission range have been defined and used in our
proposed algorithm. Finally, a validation of our algorithm is shown. The content of
this Chapter has been published in [3].
4.1 Introduction
With the aim to attain realistic results in our simulations to test our proposals, we
have tackled the issue of detecting the presence of obstacles in real maps [3] so that
each time a node is going to send a packet, a previous check is done to ensure that no
obstacles are found between the current and the next forwarding node; otherwise, the
packet is dropped. This way we mimic what would happen in real life.
In this Chapter we focus on the analysis of the presence of buildings in a real map
where a VANET operates. In this part, we aimed to design an algorithm able to detect
obstacles in a real map of a city. This contribution seeks to further enhance the realism
and efficiency of our VANET simulations to attain more confident and trusted results.
In Figure 4.1, we can see that vehicle A will not be able to receive any packet from
vehicle B due to the presence of a building. In this example A and C are in Line of
Sight (LOS), whereas A and B are not. In most simulators, if vehicle B is within the
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Figure 4.1: Example of the modelling of obstacles.
transmission range of vehicle A, A can receive packets from vehicle B despite being
there a building in the middle, which in real life would block the transmission.
The rest of the Chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents a general
view about mobility model generators for VANETs. In section 4.3 we explain our
proposal to detect buildings in cities. In section 4.4 we validate our proposal and give
threshold values for our parameters. In section 4.5, we summarize how to use our
program REVsim. Finally, conclusions are given in section 4.6.
4.2 Mobility model generators for VANETs
Mobility model generators for VANETs are used to generate travel paths of vehicles in
a vehicular scenario. In most cases, the movement traces generated can be saved and
imported into a network simulator to study the performance of VANET scenarios with
the impact of specific movements of the nodes that will determine the connectivity of
the network. It is essential to generate realistic movement traces in order to obtain
correct evaluations of VANET protocols. We can find many mobility model generators,
and we will focus on two well known by the research community, VANETMOBISIM
[62] and C4R [59]. We will give a brief explanation about each one of them. For our
proposal, we employed the Citymob for Roadmaps (C4R) mobility generator able to
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Figure 4.2: Different types of communications in VANETs.
import maps directly from OpenStreetMaps [61]. We decided to use C4R because we
wanted to use Barcelona real maps taken by C4R from OpenStreetMaps (OSM).
4.2.1 C4R
The C4R simulator has been created to simulate more realistic vehicular scenarios
using real road maps from all over the world. C4R is based on the OpenStreetMap tool
[61] to download real road maps, C4R also uses SUMO [60] to generate the vehicles
and their movements within those scenarios (real maps). OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a
collaborative project creating a free editable map of the world, which is being built
largely from many collaborators, and released with an open content license. On the
other side, the Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) is an open source, microscopic,
space-continuous traffic simulator created to manage large road networks.
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4.2.2 VANETMOBISIM
VanetMobiSim [62] focuses on vehicular mobility with realistic automotive motion
models at both macroscopic and microscopic levels. The framework includes several
mobility models, as well as analysers of geographic data sources in various formats,
and a visualization module. The set of extensions provided by VanetMobiSim consists
mainly of the two following: a vehicular spatial model and a set of vehicular-oriented
mobility models. Vehicular spatial model is composed of spatial elements (such as traffic
lights or multi-lane roads), their attributes and the relationships that link these spatial
elements to describe vehicular areas. The spatial model is created from topological data
obtained in four different ways: user-defined, random, Geographic Data Files (GDF)
and based on the TIGER/line files from the U.S.A Census Bureau [63].
As we can see, VanetMobiSim can offer many possibilities and features to create
realistic scenarios. In addition, VanetMobiSim trace files can be imported into NS-2
[56], GloMoSim [64] or QualNet network simulators [65].
4.3 Detecting the presence of obstacles in real maps
In this section, we give a brief summary of the main features of our program REVsim
[3] which is able to detect obstacles at each time-stamp in real maps, e.g., taken from
the OpenStreetMaps [61].
4.3.0.1 Motivation
To trust the results of any performance evaluation of a new proposal using a network
simulator, a realistic environment should be used. Buildings as obstacles present in a
real map could attenuate or even block the signal. Due to this fact, it is extremely
important to take into account obstacles that can actually be found in any real city
map. Therefore, two nodes that belong to the same transmission range will actually be
able to communicate with each other depending on the presence or absence of obstacles
between them. Common traffic simulators do not take into account this transcendent
issue. These facts lead us to design a program called REVsim [3] to detect if two
nodes within the same transmission range could actually interchange packets or not
during simulation due to the presence of buildings. REVsim is able to detect the
presence of buildings in the cities that could avoid the communication between two
vehicles. Furthermore, this detection is done efficiently and fast, as we will explain in
the following.
4.3.0.2 Program scheme
In Figure 4.3, we illustrate the scheme used to develop REVsim. Below, we explain in
detail all the input files, the input parameters as well as the output files of our tool.
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Parameters: 
α, β, Road 
resolution and 
transmission 
range 
.tcl .net.xml 
REVsim  
 
Output.txt 
 
Figure 4.3: Proposed scheme of our REVsim tool to detect buildings efficiently in real
maps.
4.3.0.3 Input files
The program has two input files:
• A file .net.xml that contains the output format provided by the C4R simulator [59]
with the transformed coordinates of the map downloaded from OpenStreetMaps
[61]. From that file we extract different kind of objects that define a map, such as a
simple 2D point location, or a discrete line reaching a junction. These parameters
with information about the map are extracted from the file .net.xml using java
code and are saved in arrays in order to use them efficiently later by our program
REVsim.
• A file .tcl that contains the output of the C4R simulator. This file contains the
information about nodes, positions and their movements at each moment during
the simulation.
Figure 4.4 shows a simple example at a given moment. The blue line means that
vehicle B is on road 1. The green line means that any node that belongs to road 1 (e.g.,
vehicle B) can establish a communication with any vehicle from the green-color road
(e.g., vehicle C in road 2). Furthermore, vehicle B can not establish a communication
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Figure 4.4: Color code for junction and lines.
with any vehicle from the red-colour road (e.g., vehicle A in road 3) due to presence of
a building between roads 1 and 3.
4.3.1 Input Parameters
We define four parameters to help the forwarding algorithm to determine if two nodes
(i.e., two vehicles) in the same transmission range could establish a communication or
not due to the presence of buildings between them. These parameters are α, β, road
resolution and transmission range.
4.3.1.1 The α parameter of our algorithm to detect buildings
As it is depicted in Figure 4.5, the α parameter is defined as the angle that relates
two roads (road A and road B in Figure 4.5) starting from a common junction. An
obstacle is assumed to be between those roads. The α parameter is used to determine till
which angle α we can still consider that vehicles in road A can establish communication
with vehicles in road B. In this way, the visibility between two vehicles is true or false
depending on the value of α, which is calculated using Equation (4.1).
α = 180◦ − arccos
(
~U ·~V
‖~U‖·‖~V ‖
)
(4.1)
where α is the angle between the two vectors ~U and ~V that define roads A and B,
respectively. ‖ ~U ‖ is the magnitude of vector ~U and ‖ ~U ‖ · ‖ ~V ‖ is the scalar product
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Figure 4.5: The α parameter to detect if two vehicles are in line of sight or not.
of both vectors. A node in the street A can establish communication with another node
in the street B if α < αt where αt is a threshold value for α.
4.3.1.2 The β parameter of our algorithm to detect buildings
As it can be seen in Figure 4.6, the β parameter is defined to establish the relationship
between two or more lines that are part of a same curved road. In this way, we determine
the grade of curvature as a vehicle travels through the consecutive lines of a same curved
road. Besides, β is used to efficiently determine the relationship of two related curved
roads by means of the lines that compose both roads. Notice that related roads means
that any two nodes in those roads could establish communication.
Our algorithm begins analysing the value of α as a first step and then the value of
β as a second step, locating the points in the map using lines instead of roads. We
consider that roads are formed by lines so for each single point (vehicle) in the map,
its associated line is determined. That is, the algorithm determines on which line of
the road the vehicle is located. Mathematically, β is the sum of a set of small betas
obtained between two vehicles A and B (see Figure 4.7), βφ,K − βφ,J , φ ≤ J ≤ K≤ L,
being J the line number of vehicle A, being K the line number of the vehicle B and L
the total number of lines in that road. Those small betas define the curvature between
the two vehicles A and B, according to Figure 4.7. The parameter β is calculated as
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Figure 4.6: The β parameter used by the REVsim algorithm in curved roads.
seen in Equation (4.2).
β =
∑i=K
i=φ βi −
∑i=J
i=φ βi (4.2)
Two vehicles in that road can establish communication with each another if β < βt
where βt is a threshold value for β.
4.3.1.3 Road Resolution
Every line of a road is sampled into discrete points that describe that line. This raises
a trade-off between the processing time and the precision of the algorithm, knowing
that increasing the number of samples per line means a higher precision in the location
of vehicles, but also an increment in the processing time. In Figure 4.8, we show two
different values of road resolution where we can notice that the high road resolution
generates more samples than the low road resolution, so the positions of vehicles are
more accurate if the road resolution is higher.
4.3.1.4 Transmission Range
For every vehicle in the urban scenario, the algorithm only analyses the presence of
buildings in the line formed with every neighbour vehicle within its transmission range.
This way we reduce the analysis only for those vehicles with which the vehicle could
establish a communication. This is done for every simulation moment, analyzing the
snapshot of every vehicles’ location and the interaction with the buildings in the real
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Figure 4.7: An example of how the β parameter is computed between two vehicles A
and B located on a curved road.
High road resolution 
Low road resolution 
Figure 4.8: Two different road resolution.
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map. It is important to highlight that this analysis is done off-line, once we select the
piece of real map, from OpenStreetMaps [61], that will feed the NS-2 simulator.
4.3.2 The output building-aware file
As Figure 4.3 shows, after REVsim processes all its inputs, it obtains an output file
named output.txt, whose format can be seen in Table 4.1. During simulation the
forwarding algorithm will look at this file to quickly find out if two nodes are in line
of sight (LOS) or not in case of having a building between them. This will be done
each time a node needs to select a next hop among its neighbours to forward a packet
towards destination.
The first row of the output.txt file contains the trio D T N, where D signals the
beginning of the file, T is the simulation time in seconds and N is the number of nodes.
These specific header information will help us to determine each value of the file (1 or 0)
regarding each combination of two nodes in each timestamp of the simulation. Values
of b1,2,1, b1,2,2, ..., bN−1,N,T will be set to 0 or 1, where 0 means that both nodes cannot
communicate each other due to the presence of a building between them, whereas 1
means that they can communicate. For example, b1,2,3 represents the relation between
node 1 and node 2 in timestamp 3 second. If b1,2,3 = 0 means that node 2 cannot
receive any packet from node 1 in timestamp 3 second. Conversely, if b1,2,3 = 1 means
that it is possible that node 2 receives packets from node 1 in timestamp 3 second. We
can notice that b1,2,T is the last value of the relation between sender 1 and receiver 2
in the last time-stamp T (i.e., the simulation time). After b1,2,T , the file follows with
b2,3,1 and not b2,1,1 because the relation between nodes 2 and 1 in timestamp 1 (i.e.,
b2,1,1) is the same as b1,2,1 which is found above in the file, so there is no need to repeat
it again. We generate this format of output file because it allows a very fast look up
of the bi,j,k value to know if there is a building (bi,j,k = 1) or not ( bi,j,k = 0) between
vehicles i and j in the moment k.
Figure 4.1 shows a snapshot of the scenario in a given moment t in which nodes
A and C are in LOS, therefore their associated bA,C,t value for that moment is 1.
However, nodes A and B have an obstacle between them, so they cannot establish a
communication. For that reason, the associated bA,B,t value is 0 in that moment.
If the routing protocol needs to know during simulation if any two nodes can
communicate or not, the algorithm can easily calculate the position of the binary
answer of the output file output.txt using Algorithm 2 and go directly to the proper
position to read the value. Algorithm 2 explains how to compute the row where
the answer is found using simple information such as source node, destination node,
number of nodes, simulation time and the specific time-stamp we want to check.
Let us see a simple example: The simulation time is 10 seconds (T = 10), there
are 10 nodes (N = 10) and we want to know if in time-stamp 3 second node 4
can receive packets from node 1 or not. For that, we need to go to find the
value of b1,4,3. As the source is 1, we use the Equation written in line 7 which is
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Position = (Destination−Source−1) ·Simulationtime+Timestamp and as a result,
Position = 23. This means that we have to go directly to row 23 of the file output.txt
to find the binary answer b1,4,3. Depending on the binary answer, the receiver node 4
will be able to receive the packet (b1,4,3 = 1) sent by node 1 or will have to drop it
(b1,4,3 = 0). This way, we emulate what would have happened actually in real life, so
our simulations are more realistic and we can trust our results.
Moreover, using this efficient external file obtained oﬄine for the specific simulation
map, we save a lot of processing time which is an important factor when we are carrying
out many simulations. It is important to highlight that with this proposal it is not
necessary to check online during simulation if two nodes are in LOS or not, which
would add delay to the simulation. With this method, it is only necessary to make a
fast look-up to a text file previously obtained for the real map taken from OSM.
Algorithm 2 Calculate the position value of the REVsim output file for (Source,
Destination) in a specific Timestamp.
Require: Input data (Source, Destination, Total simulation time, Number of nodes,
Timestamp)
Require: i = 1, pos = 0
1: if Source > Destination then
2: tmp = Destination
3: Destination = Source
4: Source=tmp
5: end if
6: if Source = 1 then
7: Position =(Destination - Source - 1 ) * Simulation time + Timestamp
8: end if
9: while i < Source do
10: Pos = Pos + (Number of nodes -i) * Simulation time
11: Position = Pos + (Destination - Source - 1) * Simulation time + Timestamp
12: i = i+1
13: end while
To sum up, Algorithm 2 is used to compute a position in the file output.txt. That
position corresponds to the binary answer of the communication checking between nodes
Source and Destination at time Timestamp. If the positions of Source and Destination
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are not in increasing order, the algorithm interchanges the role of both nodes (lines
1 to 4). After that, the initial position, Pos, is computed for the recorded values
corresponding to node Source (line 10). Finally, the algorithm computes the offset
value Position (line 7 or 11) associated with the destination Destination node at time
Timestamp.
Table 4.1: Building-aware output file output.txt.
D T N
b1,2,1
b1,2,2
........
b1,2,T
b1,3,1
b1,3,2
........
b1,3,T
........
b1,N,T
b2,3,1
b2,3,2
........
b2,3,T
........
b2,N,T
........
........
bN−1,N,1
bN−1,N,2
........
bN−1,N,T
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Figure 4.9: The user interface of the REVsim tool to find out if every two nodes will
be in LOS or not during the whole simulation.
4.3.3 The REVsim user interface
A friendly user interface has been created using Java to provide all the user inputs, so
that any one can use the program easily. The REVsim user interface is shown in Figure
4.9. It is important to mention that the simulation time shown in the interface graph is
set by the user and it is necessary to be the same value as the simulation time used in
the mobility model C4R to generate the output tcl file that feeds the network simulator
NS-2. This will ensure the correct operation of the simulations.
4.3.4 Tuning the REVsim parameters for a generic scenario
To obtain the building-aware output file output.txt we need to tune the REVsim
parameters α, β, road resolution and transmission range, so that the program is able to
detect the presence of every building in the map that may block the signal between every
pair of vehicles during the whole simulation. To do this, we have used a representative
enough generic map from Barcelona (see Figure 4.10) that includes either curved and
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Figure 4.10: Generic map of the city of Barcelona, Spain, used in our tests.
straight roads, a highway and a Manhattan-style area with a grid of streets.
4.4 Validation and tuning of parameters
To validate our proposal, we must calculate the threshold for the alpha, beta and road
resolution parameter. Anyway, we leave to the users the option to modify each one of
them depending on their criteria. To carry out our validations, we used the mixed map
of Figure 4.10 that combines all the usual characteristics that can be found in any map
such as curves, highways and Manhattan-style areas.
In Figure 4.11(a), we took a snapshot of the scenario using αt = 10. The red
point describes the position of the vehicle in a specific time-stamp while the blue road
represents the road to which this vehicle belongs. In this specific case the threshold
for alpha is αt = 10 degrees and the real alpha between segments A and B is α = 90
degrees. This means that this red point (the vehicle) can interchange packets with any
vehicle found in the green roads F and G. These green roads F and G are considered
related to the blue road A since both angles ( ~A ] ~F ) and ( ~A ] ~G) are lower than αt.
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On the contrary, the red point (the vehicle) cannot send nor receive packets from any
vehicle found on roads B, E, C and D since all the angles ( ~A ] ~B), ( ~A ] ~E), ( ~A ] ~D)
and ( ~A ] ~C) are 90 degrees, which is higher than αt.
In Figure 4.11(b), we took a snapshot of the scenario using αt = 100. In this case,
we are making an error as we will explain later. Between roads A and B, α = 90◦, then
α < αt meaning that the red point can send or receive packets from any vehicle found
in roads B, E, C and D. However, this is an error because between roads (A and B) or
(A and E) or (A and C) or (A and G) an obstacle is found. So this αt = 100 would not
be a proper threshold value of α for this scenario.
Now, we take another piece of our mixed map where αt will take the following values:
10, 20 and 60 degrees.
In Figure 4.12(a), αt is 10 degrees. The red point represents the vehicle in a specific
time-stamp, the blue road H means that this red point belongs to this road and the
green roads G, A and E mean that any vehicle in road H can interchange packets with
any vehicle found on roads G, A and E. Notice that the angle α between roads H and D
is higher than 10 degrees and therefore, any vehicle found in road D cannot interchange
packets with any vehicle found on road H due to the presence of an obstacle which is a
true situation.
In Figure 4.12(b), αt is 20 degrees. Here, no changes happen with respect to Figure
4.12(a). However, in Figure 4.12(c), αt is 60 degrees and here we see another mistake
due to that vehicles found in roads D and B can send or receive packets to or from any
vehicle found on road H knowing that there is an obstacle between roads H and D as
well as between roads H and B.
Related to βt (β threshold), we took 2 pieces of our mixed map, one is similar to a
curve shape as in Figure 4.13 and the other is a kind of S-shaped curve which is shown
in Figure 4.14. The reason to take these special curves is that if with these kind of
curves βt is calculated showing no or little errors in detecting if two nodes in the same
transmission range and in the same road can actually see each other or not, thus for
any other simple curves with this βt no errors will be committed.
As we go increasing beta, see Figs. 4.13(a), 4.13(b) and 4.13(c), the visibility
between the red point (vehicle) and any node found in next lines will decrease.
Taking another S-shape group of curves, shown in Figs. 4.14(a), 4.14(b) and 4.14(c),
we see that as we go passing from line to line in the road, β is coming higher rapidly
due to presence of such a sharp curve.
4.4.1 Alpha threshold
To obtain which is the proper range of values for the threshold αt, we carried out many
simulations with different values of αt, using many snapshots of the vehicles’ positions in
different time-stamps. We analysed if all the vehicles in a specific road would see or not
other vehicles in other roads within their transmission range throughout simulation. For
each αt tested, we concluded if using that threshold αt the blocking buildings would be
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(a) αt = 10 degrees (b) αt = 100 degress
Figure 4.11: αt values
(a) αt = 10 degrees (b) αt = 20 degrees (c) αt = 60 degrees
Figure 4.12: αt from 10 to 60 degrees
detected or not. After many tests, αt = 20
◦ showed to be an optimal value for different
generic city maps like the one shown in Figure 4.10. Therefore, any α angle lower than
20◦ means that nodes found on those roads will be able to send and receive packets
without any problem caused by a blocking building.
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(a) βt = 40 degrees (b) βt = 50 degrees (c) βt = 60 degrees
Figure 4.13: βt from 40 to 60 degrees
(a) βt = 40 degrees (b) βt = 50 degrees (c) βt = 60 degrees
Figure 4.14: βt from 40 to 60 degrees
4.4.2 Beta Threshold
After many simulations, we obtained that βt = 60
◦ was the optimal threshold value
below which all the blocking buildings located in curved roads were detected. Basically,
β depends on how long and how curved is the road. The longer and curvier the road,
the higher the value of β should be.
4.4.3 Road Resolution
After making many tests varying the road resolution value, we got that using a road
resolution equal to 1m produced a good trade-off between precision and processing time.
4.4.4 Transmission Range
Here, we just put the transmission range value of each vehicle. This value as we have
explained before will allow us to make a pre-filter step of the number of nodes to
be analysed. The reason is that it has no sense to check nodes that are outside the
transmission range of the node under study.
Concluding this section, our REVsim [3] tool allows the forwarding algorithm to
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quickly find out which are the actual neighbours of a node with which the node is in
LOS (i.e., both nodes could actually communicate) in every moment. In the following,
we will validate our proposal.
4.5 How to use REVsim
In order to use REVsim you should follow the following steps:
1. Open C4R [59]
(a) Select a map.
(b) Add vehicles randomly, specify a simulation model, choose simulation time.
(c) Begin the simulation, C4R will give us (.tcl) file and a (.net.xml) file.
2. Open REVsim [3]
3. Select the files (.tcl and .net.xml files), browsing them from the outputs created
by C4R.
4. Specify the simulation time (must be the same as C4R)
5. Specify the values of other parameters such as αt, βt, road resolution and
transmission range.
6. Click Run
7. When it finishes, an output file (.txt file) will be created in the same file directory.
4.6 Conclusions
The importance of taking into account the presence of obstacles in VANET simulations
has become an important issue to get trusted results. In this Chapter, we present a
program named REVsim [3] able to analyse the presence of obstacles in a real map
in such a way that at each instant of time we can check if two nodes (i.e., vehicles) in
the same transmission range can establish communication between them or not (due
to the presence of an obstacle) by checking the output file generated by REVsim. Our
program depends on some parameters such as α, β, road resolution and transmission
range to take its decision.
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Chapter 5
Multimedia Multimetric
Map-Aware Routing Protocol
(3MRP)
In this Chapter we propose a multimedia multimetric map-aware routing protocol
(3MRP)[1] to provide video-reporting messages over VANETs in smart cities.
Furthermore, a realistic scenario is created by using real maps with SUMO [60]
including buildings that may interfere the signal between sender and receiver. Also,
we use our REVsim [3] tool explained in Chapter 4 that allows vehicles to be able to
prevent vehicles behind buildings to be chosen as next forwarding nodes. Simulations
show the benefits of our proposal, taking into account the mobility of the nodes and
the presence of interfering buildings.
5.1 Introduction
The special requirements and the unique characteristics of VANETs (e.g., special
mobility patterns, short life links, rapid topology changes) generate challenges for the
research community. Among these challenges, it is necessary to develop new routing
protocols specially designed for VANETs that are able to provide promising multimedia
services for smart cities. In this Chapter, a new proposal of a multimetric geographical
routing protocol for VANETs to transmit video-reporting messages is presented. Our
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proposal considers several quality of service (QoS) metrics to select the best next
forwarding vehicle for each packet in each hop towards its destination. These metrics are
properly weighted to obtain a multimetric score for each vehicle in transmission range
so that the current forwarding node can take the best next hop forwarding decision.
In addition, the weights of the QoS metrics are self-configured. We have designed an
algorithm to compute and update those weights throughout time so that nodes would
be better classified according to the current state of the environment. In this way, each
time the forwarding algorithm needs to classify nodes, a proper weight value for each
metric will be updated so that the adaptative framework is able to self-configure. Also,
with the aim to attain realistic results, we include the presence of obstacles in real
maps [3] so that each time a node is going to send a packet, a previous check is done to
ensure that no obstacles are found between the current and the next forwarding node;
otherwise, the packet is dropped. Furthermore, our forwarding algorithm is building-
aware so that the current forwarding node can avoid vehicles behind buildings to be
chosen as next forwarding nodes. Simulation results show the benefits of our protocol
in terms of average packet losses, average end-to-end delay, average jitter delay and
PSNR.
Our research focuses on two different aspects: (1) The deployment of an efficient
routing protocol to manage video-reporting messages in VANETs. This is a very
important goal because it allows a fast warning of any incident, which potentially could
alleviate possible consequences and even save lives. (2) The design of an algorithm able
to give each metric a proper weight in a multimedia multimetric geographical routing
protocol, which would help to classify nodes (i.e., vehicles) as potential forwarding
nodes in a better way. This algorithm seeks to further enhance the overall performance
of the service.
The rest of the Chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 includes some relevant
related work. In section 5.3 presents our multimedia multimetric geographical routing
protocol, the metrics, the way metrics are evaluated and how we compute the final
score for each candidate neighbour to be the next forwarding node. Section 5.4
analytically describes how to compute and update the values of the weights of the
metrics. Simulation results are shown and analyzed in section 5.5. Finally, conclusions
are given in section 5.6.
5.2 Related work
Routing in VANETs is the process of selecting the best vehicle or vehicles in the network
through which data will be forwarded. The best forwarding nodes are not necessarily
the closest ones to destination, although they usually are selected using the shortest
path. Similar proposals of routing protocols for vehicular ad hoc networks close to our
work can be classified in two categories: (a) geographical routing protocols for VANETs;
and (b) routing protocols used to transmit video over VANETs. In the following we
summarize some representative works related to our proposal in both categories.
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(a) Regarding geographical routing protocols, many protocols were designed in the
last years for VANETs. The work in [66] shows that the best routing protocols
for VANETs are based on the information of the instantaneous locations of nodes.
Geographic unicast protocols for VANETs can be classified into three categories
[67]: (i) greedy, (ii) opportunistic, (iii) trajectory based. The most common
approach in VANETs is the greedy strategy where a node forwards packets to its
neighbour located closest to destination. Opportunistic strategies use the store-
carry-and-forward technique to avoid dropping packets when no forwarding node
is available. This strategy incurs high delays, which are not suitable for video-
streaming of delay sensitive content. Using a trajectory-based strategy, a vehicle
has more chances to be selected as a forwarding node if it is moving towards
destination. On the other hand, GPSR [11] is a well-known greedy geographic
unicast protocol designed for VANETs. Nodes are assumed to know their locations
as well as the destination location. GPSR has two different modes to forward
packets: greedy mode, which is used by default, and perimeter mode used when it
is not possible to use the greedy mode. Several proposals have been presented in
the literature to improve the basic GPSR. Movement prediction routing (MOPR)
in [68] improves the routing process of GPSR by including the link stability
concept. That approach is one of the first research works that uses the link
stability idea to choose the best forwarding node for unicast communications.
Authors in [69] propose GPSR-MA (greedy perimeter stateless routing with
movement awareness), a modification of GPSR which exploits information about
movement to improve the next forwarding node selection. They use information
about position, moving direction and speed to select the next forwarding node
showing improvement compared to GPSR. Authors in [70] present the I-GPSR
(Improvement GPSR) that incorporates four metrics (distance to destination,
vehicle density (VD), moving direction and vehicle speed) used to select the
best forwarding node. In [71], authors propose MMMR that uses four metrics
in the process of selecting next forwarding nodes (distance to destination, vehicle
density, trajectory and available bandwidth). Map awareness is also achieved in
MMMR by taking into account the possible presence of obstacles in a Manhattan
scenario during the online selection process of the next forwarding node, whereas
our proposal is building-aware in a real map scenario.
(b) Regarding routing protocols used to transmit video-streaming in VANETs, only
a few studies have been proposed so far. Authors in [72] presented LIAITHON, a
location-aware multipath video unicast scheme for urban VANETs. Depending on
geographic advance, link stability and degree of closeness, the forwarding nodes
are selected. LIAITHON discovers two relatively short paths with minimum route
coupling effect using the location information. Simulations show that LIAITHON
outperforms the single path solution and the node-disjoint multipath solution.
Also, we highlight the work [73], where the authors present VIRTUS (VIdeo
Reactive Tracking-based UnicaSt), a proposal which extends the duration of the
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decision of nodes to forward packets from a single transmission moment to a
time window. In addition, that decision depends on an equilibrium between link
stability and geographic advancement, VIRTUS evaluates the suitability of a node
to relay packets, including a density-aware relaying node selection in the video
transmission process showing significant improvements. In [74], authors propose
a multipath solution for VANETs with link disjoint and node-disjoint to provide
a high quality video-streaming on VANETs. Due to the special characteristics of
VANETs and the large amount of video data, extra interference and contention
during the video-streaming are provoked by the redundancy of Forward Error
Correction (FEC). To cope with this issue, authors use the TCP protocol to
transmit the I-frames to ensure their transmissions and UDP protocol to transmit
the P and B frames to reduce the delay of the transmissions. Furthermore, authors
use the node disjoint and link disjoint algorithms to further minimize the delay by
transmitting I-frames and inter-frames (P and B frames) through separate paths.
Simulations show that the proposed multipath protocol provides a higher video
quality with an acceptable delay in comparison with other protocols.
Our multimetric routing protocol takes the three aforementioned forwarding aspects
(greedy, opportunistic and trajectory) into consideration to select the best next node to
forward video-reporting messages over VANETs. In addition, we use realistic scenarios
by considering obstacles present in real maps when a forwarding node is going to
be selected. Our proposal includes five metrics to optimize the selection of the best
forwarding node in our geographic-based routing protocol. These metrics are:
• Distance to destination: It is the distance between each candidate node and
the destination node.
• Vehicle density: It is computed as the number of vehicles in the neighbours’
list of each node I divided by pi · TR2I , being TRI the transmission range of the
candidate node I.
• Trajectory: It is computed as a comparison of the current distance of a candidate
node to the destination node with a future distance between those same two nodes.
This way we detect if the candidate node is getting closer to or going away from
the destination node.
• Available Bandwidth Estimation (ABE): ABE [75] is used to estimate the
available bandwidth in a link between two nodes. In our case we calculate ABE
between the current node and each candidate node.
• MAC layer losses: Our routing protocol uses the packet losses computed at the
MAC layer as a kind of local feedback information.
Then, we weight those five metrics into a single multimetric score using either equal
or variable weights updated with an algorithm.
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Figure 5.1: Typical MPEG-2 GoP structure with 15 frames per GoP.
To the best of our knowledge, the aim to use several metrics dynamically weighted
to distribute video reporting messages over VANETs in realistic urban scenarios, is
novel. We test our proposal in a realistic urban scenario, using the NS-2 simulator
[56], including real maps from OpenStreetMaps [61], realistic mobility patterns with
C4R [59] and a tool named REVsim [3] that we have developed to detect buildings
efficiently. In Chapter 4 we have described the REVsim operation.
5.3 Multimedia Multimetric Map-Aware Routing
Protocol (3MRP)
5.3.1 Basics of the general framework
Our novel geographical routing protocol for VANETs is based on the GPSR protocol to
find the best next forwarding node in a hop-by-hop scheme from source to destination.
Video is distributed using RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) [18] over UDP as
transport protocols. Our system uses a layered MPEG-2 VBR coding of the video
flow, which is formed by sets of frames, 15 in our case, called GoP (Groups of Pictures),
see Figure 5.1. A GoP has three types of frames: I, P and B, and has a unique frame-
pattern in a video repeated in each GoP. I (Intra) frames encode spatial redundancy,
they form the base layer, provide a basic video quality and carry the most important
information for the decoding process at the receiving side. The whole GoP would be
lost if the corresponding I frame were not available at decoding time. P (Predicted) and
B (Bi-directional) frames carry differential information from preceding (P) or preceding
and posterior (B) frames, respectively. Considering these characteristics, we assign
different priorities to the video frames according to their importance within the video
flow. Therefore, I frames should have the highest priority (AC3), P frames the medium
priority (AC2) and B frames the lowest one (AC1), as shown in Table 5.1. This table
shows the values for each access category (AC) of the minimum contention window
(CWmin) and maximum (CWmax), and the AIFS. Basically, the lower those values, the
sooner the AC tries to access the common medium so the higher is the priority.
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Table 5.1: IEEE 802.11p Access categories.
AC in 802.11p CWmin CWmax AIFS
0 15 1023 9
1 15 1023 6
2 7 15 3
3 3 7 2
5.3.2 Motivation of our routing protocol design
In a VANET, nodes are vehicles that move along roads, potentially at high speed,
following transit rules, direction of streets, respecting traffic lights and also the presence
of buildings and other vehicles. The vehicle density in VANETs constantly changes
depending on environmental conditions such as the area, the time of the day and the
day of the week. Thus, it is difficult to establish and maintain end-to-end communication
paths between sources and destinations as it is traditionally done in MANETs. Our aim
is to design a proper data forwarding mechanism to transmit video-reporting messages
considering real scenarios and the special constraints of VANETs.
In this work, we propose a new routing protocol for VANETs in realistic urban
scenarios, called 3MRP (Multimedia Multimetric Map-aware Routing Protocol). 3MRP
seeks to improve the next forwarding node decision based on five metrics: distance to
destination, vehicle density, vehicle trajectory, available bandwidth and MAC layer
losses. We weight those five metrics to finally obtain a multimetric score associated to
each neighbour node in LOS that is a candidate to be the next forwarding node. The
weight distribution is self-configured and able to adapt to the changing environment
conditions in real time.
In our proposal we can distinguish five processes: routing, signalling, evaluation of
metrics and forwarding decision. We explain each one in the following.
5.3.3 3MRP routing
Our routing proposal 3MRP includes a forwarding decision similar to the one used
in GPSR [11], although we use a multimetric score instead of just the distance
to destination. Basically, it consists on choosing the neighbour with the highest
multimetric score. Besides, it also includes new improvements so that the multimetric
score adapts to the current environment. Furthermore, we substitute the inefficient
perimeter mode of GPSR by the use of a local buffer.
First, we have included in our proposal the REVsim [3] tool described in Chapter 4.
As said in Chapter 4, REVsim tackles the important issue of checking which neighbours
cannot actually establish communication with the considered node due to any obstacle
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and excludes them from the final list of real neighbours in LOS. This avoids sending
packets to an unreachable node located behind a building. The neighbours’ list will
only include those nodes that are in LOS with the current node. When no forwarding
node is found, the packet will be stored temporarily in a local buffer during a maximum
of 2 seconds. A time-out value is set because higher delays will not be acceptable for
video-streaming of real-time content.
Afterwards, the decision of the next forwarding node is done based on the
combination of five metrics as it is detailed in section 5.3.5.
5.3.4 3MRP signalling
3MRP gathers information from the periodic interchange of hello messages (HM) that
nodes use to announce their presence to their neighbours in transmission range. To
obtain precise location information about each node, without introducing much extra
overhead, new fields were added in those HM. The format of our new hello messages
(NHM) is presented in Table 5.2, and they include these new fields, which are updated
at the moment of sending the current hello message:
• ID. It is the identifier of each node.
• Position (x,y): This field represents the x and y axis positions that represent the
geographic position of each node.
• Velocity (vx,vy): This field represents the speed vx in x axis and the speed vy
in y axis. Each node updates its own speed from two consecutive position points
taken at times tj and tj+1:
vx =
xj+1 − xj
tj+1 − tj , vy =
yj+1 − yj
tj+1 − tj , j ≥ 0 (5.1)
In our case, tj+1 − tj is equal to 1 second.
• MAC layer losses (LMAC): Each node calculates the data losses suffered in the
MAC layer and this value is sent in the hello message as a kind of local feedback
information. This value is updated every 10 seconds of simulation to track the
recent state of the neighbourhood.
• Density (ρ): This field represents the number of neighbours within transmission
range divided by pi · TR2, being TR the transmission range of that node.
Table 5.2: Format of the new hello messages (NHM).
ID x y vx vy LMAC ρ
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When a node receives a hello message from a neighbour in transmission range, the
node stores the moment of reception and updates all the values shown in Table 5.2 in
its neighbours’ list. This is done following Algorithm 3. If a hello message is received
from a neighbour, the algorithm first checks if that node is in LOS before including
or updating the information in the neighbours’ list. If the node is not in LOS, it is
discarded. To keep the neighbours’ list updated and having only nodes that actually
are in transmission range, nodes remain in a neighbours’ list during twice the interval
between consecutive hello messages, i.e., during 2 sec. Similarly, when a node receives
a hello message from a new neighbour (i.e., a neighbour not registered in its list), it
has first to check if that node is in LOS before adding it in the neighbours’ list. To do
this, a check is done using the output file output.txt from our Java program REVSim to
see if this candidate neighbour could actually receive a packet if no obstacles are found
between them. If this condition is not fulfilled, that neighbour will not be included in
the neighbours’ list.
Algorithm 3 . Updating the neighbours’ list.
Require: A new hello message received with these parameters: ID, x, y, vx, vy, LMAC ,
ρ.
1: # node is in LOS
2: if output value of REVSim == 1 then
3: if Neighbour already is in the neighbours’ list then
4: Update neighbour information
5: else
6: if Neighbour is not in the neighbours’ list then
7: Add node in the neighbours’ list
8: end if
9: end if
10: else
11: # node is not in LOS
12: Ignore hello message
13: end if
The sending period of hello messages could be smaller to obtain more accuracy in the
composition of the neighbours’ list, although a higher signaling traffic could produce an
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increase in packet collisions. By default, the sending period of NHM is set to 1 second
and the results are good.
If the output binary value bi,j,k from the tool REVsim to detect if obstacles are found
between sender and receiver is 1 (i.e., no obstacles are found between both nodes) and
the neighbour is already found in the neighbours’ list, then the algorithm updates the
neighbour information depicted in Table 5.2 (Lines 1 to 3 in Algorithm 3). If the output
binary value bi,j,k is 1 and the neighbour is not in the neighbours’ list, then we add
the node in the neighbours’ list (Lines 5 to 6). If the output binary value bi,j,k is 0,
we ignore this hello message because it means that an obstacle is found between sender
and receiver (Lines 10 to 12).
Table 5.3: Additional information per node in the neighbours’ list.
Neighbour Ngh First NHM time No. NHM Last NHM time
The neighbours’ list includes the data sent in hello messages (see Table 5.2) and
the data shown in Table 5.3. For each neighbour Ngh, we store the moment when the
last hello message arrived (Last NHM time in Table 5.3). This is done to estimate the
future position of that neighbour node, as it is explained in the next section. Also, we
store the moment when the first hello message arrived (First NHM time) and the total
number of hello messages received (No. NHM ). These values will be used to estimate
the available bandwidth using a metric explained in the next section.
5.3.5 Design of routing metrics for 3MRP
In this section we detail the design of each one of the five metrics included in our
multimedia multimetric map-aware routing protocol 3MRP, which is our proposal of
geographic routing protocol based on hop-by-hop building-aware forwarding decisions.
The use of these metrics improves the selection of the next forwarding node. The
five metrics considered are: distance to destination, trajectory of the vehicles, nodes
density, MAC losses and available bandwidth. According to the adhoc principle of
using only local information (i.e., infrastructureless operation) nodes will use those five
metrics gathered from the hello messages (NHM) of the next hop candidates in their
neighbourhood to take the decision of the best next forwarding node. The five metrics
are described in the following.
Distance: Geographic routing protocols have the goal to forward packets hop-
by-hop to their destination. In many routing protocols, the next forwarding hop
is the closest neighbour to destination. Geographic protocols use the geographic
information of every node to take forwarding decisions. We assume that all vehicles
know their own position, the destination’s position (xD, yD) as well as the positions
of all their neighbours from periodic hello messages where nodes include their own
position. Therefore, the position (xNgh, yNgh) of each neighbour Ngh can be obtained.
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The Euclidian distance d(Ngh,D) from each neighbour node Ngh to destination D can
be computed using Equation (5.2), where dNgh is the distance of each neighbour Ngh
to destination (D).
We have designed Equation (5.3) to compute the metric of the distance, udst,Ngh,
for each neighbour node Ngh. In this case, the shorter the value of the distance
d(Ngh,D), the better. That is, we prefer a neighbour as close as possible to destination.
However, all neighbours whose distance to destination (i.e., d(Ngh,D)) is lower than the
transmission range (TR), should have the maximum value of the metric because in this
case all those neighbours could be the last hop towards destination D. Due to that, we
have designed the metric of the distance udst,Ngh as shown in Figure 5.3 and described
in Equation (5.3). While d(Ngh,D) < TR, udst,Ngh = 1 and when d(Ngh,D) ≥ TR,
udst,Ngh decreases linearly till a minimum value of d(Ngh,D) = d(S,D) which means
that neighbour Ngh and source S are the same node. We can observe from Figure 5.3
that 0 ≤ udst,Ngh ≤ 1.
d(Ngh,D) = ‖~xNgh − ~xD‖ =
√
(xNgh − xD)2 + (yNgh − yD)2 (5.2)
Source 
(𝒙𝒔, 𝒚𝒔) 
Neighbor 
(𝒙𝑵𝒈𝒉, 𝒚𝑵𝒈𝒉) 
Destination 
(𝒙𝑫, 𝒚𝑫) 
S 
Ngh 
D 
Figure 5.2: Distances d(S,D) from source S to destination D, d(S,Ngh) from source
S to a neighbour Ngh and d(Ngh,D) from a neighbour Ngh to destination D.
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𝑢𝑑𝑠𝑡,𝑁𝑔ℎ 
TR  d(Ngh,D) d(S,D) 0 
1 
Figure 5.3: Distance metric udst,Ngh for node Ngh.
udst,Ngh =
{−d(Ngh,D)
d(S,D)−TR +
d(S,D)
d(S,D)−TR , if d(Ngh,D) ≥ TR
1, if d(Ngh,D) < TR
(5.3)
Trajectory: The trajectory of vehicles in VANETs is a very important metric that
might help to select a suitable next forwarding node that moves towards destination. We
compute the trajectory of a node as a function of the current and the future distances
of that node to destination using the vx and vy velocities. This helps to determine the
trajectory of that vehicle and as a consequence to detect if the node is getting closer or
going away from the destination node. The aim of this metric is to avoid that the source
could take wrong forwarding decisions based only on the distance and send packets to
vehicles that were actually going away from destination, which could make packet losses
increase as a consequence. Due to that, taking the moving direction of vehicles into
account to take forwarding decisions is an important benefit for VANETs.
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𝒗𝑵𝒈𝒉. 𝒕 
𝒅𝑵𝒈𝒉 𝒕
=  𝒙𝑵𝒈𝒉
+ 𝒗𝑵𝒈𝒉. 𝒕
− 𝒙𝑫  
𝒙𝑵𝒈𝒉 𝒙𝑫 𝒅𝑵𝒈𝒉 𝟎 =  𝒙𝑵𝒈𝒉 − 𝒙𝑫  
Figure 5.4: Trajectory of node Ngh towards the access point (AP) destination.
We obtain the trajectory metric utrj,Ngh of a candidate neighbour node Ngh using
a future distance dNgh(t) to destination of that node in the t moment and dNgh(0) = d
which is its current distance to destination. See Equation (5.4) and Figure 5.4 to see
the meaning of the trajectory metric.
The distance dNgh(t) is computed by estimating the future position of that candidate
neighbour node Ngh using its speed according to Equation (5.5).
The speed of the node, ~vNgh, helps us to give a higher score to nodes that sooner
will be closer to destination (i.e., the AP). The idea is that with a higher speed,
nodes moving towards destination may arrive sooner to destination since the distance
to destination decreases faster. We compute the utrj,Ngh metric using Equation (5.6).
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dNgh(0) 
𝑑𝑁𝑔ℎ(𝑡) 
𝑑(𝑆, 𝐷) 
𝑇𝑅 
𝑇𝑅 𝑑(𝑆, 𝐷) 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Figure 5.5: Projection of the function utrj,Ngh in (dNgh(0),dNgh(t)) plane.
dNgh(0) =‖ ~xNgh − ~xD ‖ (5.4)
dNgh(t) =‖ ~xNgh + ~vNgh · t− ~xD ‖ (5.5)
utrj,Ngh =

1, if dNgh(0) < TR
1, if dNgh(0) > TR and dNgh(t) < TR
f(dNgh(0), dNgh(t)), if dNgh(0),dNgh(t) > TR
and dNgh(0) > dNgh(t)
g(dNgh(0), dNgh(t)), if dNgh(0),dNgh(t) > TR
and dNgh(0) < dNgh(t)
(5.6)
where
f(dNgh(0), dNgh(t)) =
dNgh(t)− d(S,D)
TR− d(S,D) (5.7)
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d(S,D) = 1000m 
TR = 250m 
𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑗,𝑁𝑔ℎ 
Figure 5.6: Representation of the trajectory metric utrj,Ngh for TR = 250m and
d(S,D) = 1000m.
g(dNgh(0), dNgh(t)) =
dNgh(0)− d(S,D)
TR− d(S,D) (5.8)
dNgh(t) is an estimation of the future position of the node Ngh in the moment t, as
it is depicted in Figure 5.4. vNgh is the average speed of the evaluated neighbour Ngh
with respect to destination and computed from two consecutive positions. ~xNgh and
~xD are the neighbour and destination positions, respectively. Notice that ‖ · ‖ refers to
the module function of a vector.
The trajectory metric increases when the vehicle moves towards destination, and
decreases when the vehicle moves away from destination, as depicted in Equation (5.6).
As the distance metric, the trajectory metric utrj,Ngh has a range between 0 and 1.
Figure 5.5 is the projection of function utrj,Ngh in the (dNgh(0),dNgh(t)) plane. We can
observe that if dNgh(0) < TR, this means that the neighbour is within the transmission
range of destination and as a consequence we should give utrj,Ngh its highest value
(i.e., 1) regardless of the value of dNgh(t). In addition, if dNgh(0) > TR and dNgh(t) <
TR, this means that the future distance is within the transmission range of destination
and as a consequence we should also give utrj,Ngh its highest value (i.e., 1). Finally,
if dNgh(0) and dNgh(t) are higher than TR, we must further analyze the subcases of
dNgh(0) being higher or lower than dNgh(t). In the subcase of dNgh(0) > dNgh(t), this
means that the future distance to destination is smaller that the current distance (i.e.,
neighbour is getting closer to destination D). This subcase is better than the subcase
of dNgh(0) < dNgh(t), which means that the future distance to destination is higher
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that the current distance (i.e., the neighbour is getting far from destination D). For
these two subcases, we designed two functions f and g (see Figure 5.5) that satisfy the
conditions mentioned before.
To understand more Figure 5.5, we have plotted in Figure 5.6 a 3D graph example
for metric utrj,Ngh where TR = 250m and d(S,D) = 1000m.
Vehicles’ density: It is computed as the number of vehicles in the neighbours’ list
of each node at the moment of sending the current hello message (Nv), divided by the
area within the transmission range (pi · TR2) of that vehicle. The neighbours’ list of a
node is composed by vehicles found in its transmission range. Each node computes its
density of nodes ρNgh using Equation (5.9) and includes it in the next hello message.
The algorithm gives a higher score when the neighbour node Ngh has a higher value
of ρNgh. Nodes with a denser area in the transmission range will have more possibilities
to forward the packet to a next node. This is true until reaching a maximum nodes’
density ρmax, above which the very high number of vehicles in the surrounding area
of the node increases the collisions’ frequency. We set ρmax to 200 vehicles/km
2. The
reason is that, as mentioned before, with a vehicles’ density above 200 vehicles/km2,
the VANET is in a very high density scenario and the chance of collisions increases
exponentially as we have seen in our simulations.
We have designed a concave function for the density metric shown in Figure 5.7.
This function has its maximum at ρNgh = ρmax and above ρmax it decreases till 2ρmax
where again it reaches zero and keeps on zero for all ρNgh > 2ρmax.
Equation (5.10) describes how we calculate the vehicles’ density metric udns,Ngh as
shown in Figure 5.7. This way, we penalize those nodes whose number of neighbours in
their transmission range is above a threshold (i.e., ρNgh> ρmax). Following the same
strategy as for the previous metrics, 0 ≤ udns,Ngh ≤ 1.
ρNgh =
Nv
pi · TR2 (5.9)
udns,Ngh =
{ −1
ρ2max
· ρ2Ngh + 2ρmax · ρNgh, if ρNgh ≤ 2ρmax
0, if ρNgh > 2ρmax
(5.10)
Available bandwidth: Video-reporting messages require a given amount of
network resources (e.g., bandwidth) to achieve a good performance. To provide a certain
level of QoS, we use an estimator of the available bandwidth in VANETs based on an
approach developed for IEEE 802.11 networks called available bandwidth estimator
(ABE) [75]. We use ABE as a metric in our forwarding decision algorithm to help in
the selection of the best next forwarding node.
In the following, we briefly summarize the ABE operation to estimate the available
bandwidth in a link between two nodes. A complete explanation of the authors can be
found in [76]. Basically, each node estimates its percentage of idle time by sensing the
common wireless medium. This value is included in its hello messages. The available
bandwidth estimation of a wireless link in ABE uses the idle times of the emitter (Te)
and the receiver (Tr) of a link of capacity C. ABE computes the collision probability of
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𝑢𝑑𝑛𝑠,𝑁𝑔ℎ 
0 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑥 2𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝜌𝑁𝑔ℎ 
1 
Figure 5.7: Designed function for the vehicles density’ metric udns,Ngh.
the hello messages, named phello. The collision probability of packets of m bits, named
pm, is derived from the collision probability of the hello messages using Equation (5.11),
where N is the number of nodes in the scenario and s is the average speed of the nodes.
pm,N,s = f(m,N, s) · phello(m,N, s) (5.11)
The function f(m,N, s) is used in Equation (5.11) to estimate the packet collision
probability pm,N,s. This f(m,N, s) was obtained in [75] by computing the Lagrange
interpolating polynomial, taking pairs of values of packet losses and losses of hello
messages from many simulations of a VANET scenario. The authors of [75] obtained
the final expression for f(m,N, s), shown in Equation (5.12).
f(m,N, s) = −7.475 · 10−5 ·m− 8.983 · 10−3 ·N −
1.428 · 10−3 · s+ 1, 984 (5.12)
The additional overhead introduced by the binary exponential backoff mechanism
was derived in [76], see Equation (5.13).
K =
DIFS + backoff
Tm
(5.13)
where Tm (in sec.) is the time separating the emission of two consecutive frames,
DIFS (Distributed Coordination Function Interframe Space) [77] is a fixed interval so
that nodes can have access to the medium if it is free for a time period longer than
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DIFS. Finally, backoff is the number of backoff slots decremented on average for a
single frame. Merging the different mechanisms that impact the available bandwidth,
the sender estimates the available bandwidth ABE on each neighbour’ wireless link
using Equation (5.14) [75]. TNgh is Tr, being Ngh the receiver; and TNan is Te, being
(Nan) the node under analysis the emitter of the link.
ABENgh = (1−K) · (1− pm,N,s) · TNan · TNgh · C (5.14)
Finally, we divide ABENgh by the link capacity C, obtaining Equation (5.14) as
the available bandwidth metric. Notice that 0 ≤ uabe,Ngh ≤ 1. A high value of uabe,Ngh
means a high available bandwidth in the link formed with node Ngh.
uabe,Ngh = ABENgh/C (5.15)
MAC layer losses: To compute the losses metric, we focus on the MAC layer
instead of on the traditional routing layer since in VANETs we only manage local
information instead of end-to-end information. This is an important principle in
infrastructureless adhoc networks. We calculate the MAC layer losses and we use it in
our routing protocol as a kind of local feedback information within the neighbourhood.
Depending on this information, we can vary the decision of the best forwarding node.
Furthermore, if we find that packet losses are very high, we can stop sending P and B
frames and send only I frames, seeking to decrease the packet losses and improve the
network performance.
ulos,Ngh = 1− LMAC(Ngh) (5.16)
According to Equation (5.16), LMAC(Ngh) is the MAC layer losses in the link
formed between nodes Ngh and Nan. A value of ulos,Ngh closer to one means that a
low number of packets were lost, while a value closer to zero means that a high number
of packets were lost.
5.3.6 3MRP forwarding decision
3MRP takes hop-by-hop forwarding decisions based only on geographic information.
When a node wants to send a packet it has first to choose the optimal next forwarding
node from its list of actual neighbours.
When a sender node receives hello messages (HM) from its neighbours in transmis-
sion range, the node updates its neighbours’ list with all those nodes in LOS that sent
their HM with enough power to be considered as a neighbour. After that, the node eval-
uates and assigns a total multimetric qualification to each neighbour as a candidate for
next forwarding node. As a first step, we assign the same weights (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5)
to each metric (udst,Ngh, utrj,Ngh, udns,Ngh, uabe,Ngh, ulos,Ngh), respectively in the mul-
timetric score u¯Ngh of each neighbour Ngh.
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u¯Ngh =
5∑
i=1
ui,Ngh · wi = udst,Ngh · w1 + utrj,Ngh · w2 +
udns,Ngh · w3 + uabe,Ngh · w4 + ulos,Ngh · w5 (5.17)
We finally obtain a multimetric score for each candidate node using Equation (5.17).
The final score varies between 0 and 5. The best next forwarding node is the neighbour
with the highest multimetric value. We first give the same degree of importance to all
the metrics, i.e., wi = 1/5, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. In the next section, we propose an algorithm to
compute self-configured weights of the metrics to dynamically update the scores of the
candidate neighbour nodes.
5.4 Algorithm to update the weights of the metrics
to compute a multimetric score
5.4.1 Motivation
Several routing protocols for VANETs based on a hop-by-hop operation have been
proposed in the literature, e.g. [11, 68, 69, 70, 71]. Some of them use several metrics
to decide the next forwarding node. Usually, the weights of the metrics have the same
value (i.e., the metrics play the same importance in the calculation of the multimetric
score). Nonetheless, we claim that a better scheme could give each metric a variable
weight depending on the current network conditions. As a consequence, nodes could
be classified in a more accurate way. We foresee that since our algorithm needs to
classify nodes from best to worst each time a packet must be forwarded, the weights of
the metrics in our multimedia multimetric routing protocol could better take different
values than 15 , being 5 the number of metrics.
We propose an algorithm to update the weights dynamically (i.e., re-calculate the
multimetric score of neighbours) throughout time, so that those most decisive metrics
are highlighted (their weights increase). This way, if a metric value in the nodes differs
noticeably with respect to the average neighbours’ value in that metric, we give more
importance (i.e., a higher weight) to that metric. That is, we define as a decisive
metric when the neighbour nodes have different values in that metric. This points out
that its value may help the forwarding algorithm to better classify neighbour nodes.
Conversely, a more constant metric value (i.e., all the neighbour nodes have roughly
the same value) indicates that this metric is not so decisive to arrange the neighbour
nodes, thus our algorithm gives a lower value to its weight. We call our algorithm to
update the multimetric score of neighbours as Dynamic Self-configured Weights (DSW)
algorithm.
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5.4.2 DSW algorithm description
Each time a node needs to forward a packet, that node has to classify the nodes included
in its neighbours’ list (which are in LOS) from the best to the worst by using the
multimetric score of Equation (5.17). In Equation (5.17), the weights w1, w2, ..., w5 are
now computed by our algorithm so that they are dynamically updated depending on
the current state of the neighbourhood. The idea is to highlight those decisive metrics
that can better help the current node under analysis (Nan) to choose the best next
forwarding node among the nodes in its neighbours’ list.
As we mentioned before, we have five metrics: (u1, u2, u3, u4, u5) = (udst,Ngh, utrj,Ngh,
udns,Ngh, uabe,Ngh, ulos,Ngh) computed with Equations (5.3), (5.6), (5.10), (5.15) and
(5.16), respectively.
Let us denote Rm as the variation value for each metric m between time t1 and time
t2 where t2 > t1, defined as:
R =

R1 =
[u1(t2)−A1(t2)]− [u1(t1)−A1(t1)]
2
R2 =
[u2(t2)−A2(t2)]− [u2(t1)−A2(t1)]
2
...
R5 =
[u5(t2)−A5(t2)]− [u5(t1)−A5(t1)]
2
(5.18)
where 0 ≤ um(t1),um(t2) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ Am(t1),Am(t2) ≤ 1; m ∈ [1, 5]. um(t1)
and um(t2) are the current scores of each metric m for times t1 and t2 respectively.
Am(t1) and Am(t2) are the average score values of each metric m computed for all the
neighbours of the forwarding node. Now, if Rm ≤ 0; this means that metric m is getting
worst in the period of (t2-t1). As a consequence, Rm should be equal to zero.
This way, we will have a vector R = [R1, R2, ..., R5]. Suppose that the maximum
value found in vector R is Rmax = Rx where x ∈ [1, 5]. Now, we normalize vector R to
be between 0 and 1 (i.e., 0 ≤ R ≤ 1) and this new vector is named S.
S =

S1 =
R1
Rx
S2 =
R2
Rx
...
Sx =
Rx
Rx
= 1
...
S5 =
R5
Rx
(5.19)
To be sure that the sum of weights of all the metrics is equal to one, we calculate
the parameter ξ value using Equation (5.20)
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ξ =
1∑5
i=1 Si
(5.20)
Next, the new normalized vector of weights W is:
W =

W1 = S1 · ξ
W2 = S2 · ξ
...
Wx = Sx · ξ = ξ
...
W5 = S5 · ξ
(5.21)
Thus, instead of using equal weights (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5) in Equation (5.17), with
wi = 1/5, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, we use dynamic weights (W1, W2, W3, W4, W5) computed as
depicted in Equation (5.21).
Finally, we must mention that in case that all the metrics for a specific node are
getting worst, no preferences could be given to any metric and as a consequence we give
all of them equal weights Wi =
1
5 . The probability for this special case to happen is
very low.
5.5 Simulation results
We implemented our proposal in the open source network simulator NS-2 [56] where
we conducted simulations to evaluate the benefits of our approach. In the simulations,
we used a real city area obtained from the example district of Barcelona, Spain (see
Figure 6.6). In order to simulate a realistic scenario, the CityMob for Roadmaps (C4R)
[59] simulator was used to obtain the mobility model of the vehicles. C4R is a mobility
generator that uses the Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) engine [60]. Besides,
C4R imports maps directly from OpenStreetMap [61] and generates NS-2 compatible
files to specify the mobility model for the vehicles through the city along the whole
simulation. Video flows are transmitted from a vehicle that suffers an accident to an
access point (AP), set at the Hospital Clinic of Barcelona. The AP represents an
emergency unit where the vehicle sends its video-reporting message upon the event of
the traffic accident. A crashed vehicle sends its video-reporting message to the closest
AP in the city. The simulation settings of the scenario are shown in Table 6.2. All the
Figures show confidence intervals (CI) of 90 percent obtained from 20 simulations per
point, each simulation with an independent mobility scenario.
We analyse the performance of our multimetric algorithm 3MRP compared to
GPSR [11]. The simulation area is 1700 m x 580 m. We consider two densities of
vehicles, 50 vehicles/km2 (scenario 1) and 100 vehicles/km2 (scenario 2) which are
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randomly positioned. The average speed of the vehicles is 50 km/h while the maximum
speed is 120 km/h. The multimetric score used in the forwarding scheme of our proposed
routing protocol, has equal weights (3MRP) or dynamic weights (3MRP+DSW). There
is one fixed destination, an access point (AP), through which vehicles connect to the
network to report traffic information, in this case a video-reporting message about a
traffic accident.
Table 5.4: Simulation settings of the VANET scenario.
Map Zone Example District of Barcelona
Area 1700 × 580 m2
Density of vehicles 50 vehicle/km2 (scenario 1),
100 vehicle/km2 (scenario 2)
Number of nodes 50 and 100 vehicles
Transmission range 250 m
Mobility generator SUMO [60]/C4R [59]
MAC specification IEEE 802.11p
Nominal bandwidth 12 Mbps
Simulation time 300 s
Video encoding MPEG-2 VBR
Video bit rate 150 Kbps
Video sources 1
Video sequence sent Traffic accidents [58]
Routing protocol GPSR, 3MRP, 3MRP + DSW
Transport protocol RTP/UDP
Maximum packet size 1500 Bytes
Weighting metric values 1/5 or dynamic
Queue sizes 50 packets
Figure 5.9 shows the average percentage of packet losses using our routing
protocol (3MRP) with equal weights and using our dynamic self-configured weights
(3MRP+DSW) scheme. We compare both proposals to GPSR and we present results
for low and medium vehicles density. We can clearly notice how 3MRP+DSW obtains
the best results in both scenarios reducing losses around 10%. This is due to the optimal
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Figure 5.8: Simulation scenario of Barcelona. It includes one emergency unit in the
Hospital Clinic of Barcelona, named access point (AP) in the map.
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Figure 5.9: Average percentage of packet losses.
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Figure 5.10: Average end-to-end packet delay (sec).
selection of the next forwarding node based on the five proposed metrics with dynamic
self-configured weights.
Figure 5.10 shows the results of the average packet delay. The delay is calculated
based on those packets that successfully arrived at destination. Since GPSR takes
the forwarding decision considering only distance, it obtains the lowest packet delay
in both scenarios. However, GPSR shows the highest losses (see Figure 5.9). This is
because with GPSR, a lower number of packets arrived at destination and much of the
lost packets traveled through a considerable number of hops before being dropped.
Conversely, our proposal 3MRP is able to reduce packet losses although the delay
slightly increases in about 0.3 seconds. Nonetheless, 3MRP+DSW even reduces more
the packet losses with a lower delay than the previous 3MRP.
Figure 5.11 depicts the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) obtained for GPSR, 3MRP
and 3MRP+DSW. Both versions of 3MRP clearly outperform GPSR in more than 4
dB. We can see that the case including the five metrics and the dynamic metric weigh
distribution (3MRP+DSW) improves the PSNR in 2 dB compared to the case of using
equal weights in 3MRP. This is because 3MRP+DSW selects the best forwarding node
based on special characteristics for VANETs and also it uses a dynamic metric weigh
distribution that classifies nodes in a better way giving each metric its importance
depending on the current environment conditions.
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Figure 5.11: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR).
5.5.0.1 Gain for I, P and B video frames
To better see separately the benefits of our proposal obtained for I, P and B video
frames, we define the following parameters:
%GainI =
(
ILGPSR − IL3MRP+DSW
ILGPSR
)
· 100 (5.22)
%GainP =
(
PLGPSR − PL3MRP+DSW
PLGPSR
)
· 100 (5.23)
%GainB =
(
BLGPSR −BL3MRP+DSW
BLGPSR
)
· 100 (5.24)
where:
• ILGPSR: percentage of packet losses for I frames when GPSR is used.
• IL3MRP+DSW : percentage of packet losses for I frames when 3MRP+DSW is
used.
• PLGPSR: percentage of packet losses for P frames when GPSR is used.
• PL3MRP+DSW : percentage of packet losses for P frames when 3MRP+DSW is
used.
• BLGPSR: percentage of packet losses for B frames when GPSR is used.
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• BL3MRP+DSW : percentage of packet losses for B frames when 3MRP+DSW is
used.
• GainI: Gain obtained for I frames using 3MRP+DSW with respect to GPSR.
• GainP : Gain obtained for P frames using 3MRP+DSW with respect to GPSR.
• GainB: Gain obtained for B frames using 3MRP+DSW with respect to GPSR.
Figure 5.12 shows the average of all the simulation results for %GainI, %GainP and
%GainB. We can see that using 3MRP+DSW, the gain is 7% (9%) for I packets, 21%
(24%) for P packets and 22% (26%) for B packets, for 50 vehicles scenario (100 vehicles
scenario) with respect to GPSR. As we can observe, %GainB > %GainP > %GainI
in all the cases. The improvement is higher for the high density scenario, since there
are more vehicles to choose the best candidates to forward packets according to our
multimetric algorithm. Besides, the gain is much noticeable for P and B frames than
for I frames. We impute this fact to the higher size of I frames, which makes it more
difficult to enhance the performance so notably as with smaller P and B frames.
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Figure 5.12: Average percentage gain for I, P and B frames.
5.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we have presented a new routing protocol named (3MRP) for VANETs
to send video-reporting messages in urban scenarios. Our framework could be used in
smart cities where prevention and management of accidents is an important goal. We
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understand that with a video message, the level of seriousness of the accident could
be much better evaluated by the authorities (e.g., hospitals, paramedics, ambulances)
allowing a fast warning of the incident to emergency units, which potentially could save
lives. Besides, the transport unit in charge of the traffic information services would
quickly be warned by the vehicles immediately after the event of any incident (e.g.,
traffic jam or traffic accident). Furthermore, vehicles would instantaneously warn other
vehicles about any accident in the roads. That would improve the quality of life in the
smart cities. That would require the design of a proper dissemination protocol, which
we will start in a future work. All theses actions would improve the quality of life in
the smart cities and even avoid accidents and save lives.
3RMP includes five metrics (distance, trajectory, density, available bandwidth and
MAC layer losses) to take local forwarding decisions. Moreover, the proposal is building-
aware, which avoids to select those nodes in transmission range located behind a
building. This feature allows the network simulator to send packets only to nodes
that are not behind buildings, thus mimicking what happens in reality which makes
our simulations more realistic. The reason is that in real life buildings would block the
signal and packets would be dropped if the receiver was behind a building. For that
purpose, we have developed a program named REVSim [3] in Chapter 4 that gives the
state (i.e., in LOS or not) of any neighbour with respect to the current forwarding node
in order to see if that neighbour can be a candidate as next forwarding node. Otherwise,
this neighbour node will be deleted from the neighbour list, since it is behind a building.
In addition, a local buffer is used to temporarily store those packets when the routing
protocol fails in finding a proper next forwarding node. A timer is activated and if the
timer expires over 3 seconds, the packet is dropped since the video frame would reach
destination too late for the decoding process.
The multimetric forwarding algorithm computes a global score value used to select
the best next forwarding node among all the neighbours in LOS within the transmission
range. In addition, we have developed an algorithm able to update the weights of the
metrics dynamically (i.e., updating the multimetric score of neighbours) throughout
time, so that most decisive metrics are highlighted. This helps the overall protocol to
give each metric its importance at each moment and as a consequence we attain better
results compared to giving fixed weights to all the metrics. We evaluated our proposal
compared to GPSR in two scenarios with low and medium vehicles’ density. In terms
of packet losses and throughput, 3MRP+DSW improves both 3MRP and GPSR, due
to the new way of selecting the next forwarding node and the dynamic scheme to give
each metric its corresponding weight. We conclude that 3MRP+DSW performs better
in both scenarios with low and medium vehicles’ density. Our proposal makes the
network more efficient as well as achieves a higher degree of satisfaction of the users by
receiving much more frames with a good average end-to-end delay. This definitively will
improve the quality of the video perceived by the end user as the PSNR value shows.
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A Game-theoretical
Multimedia Multimetric
Map-Aware Routing Protocol
(G-3MRP)
In this Chapter we propose a geographical routing protocol for VANETs to provide
video-reporting messages in urban scenarios based on a novel game-theoretical scheme
[2]. The REVsim [3] tool that was explained in Chapter 4 is included in our proposal in
order to detect the presence of buildings. Finally, simulations show the benefits of our
proposal, taking into account the mobility of the nodes and the presence of interfering
obstacles.
6.1 Introduction
Recently, game theory is considered one of the most interesting theoretical framework to
analyze and optimize resource allocation problems in digital communication scenarios
[78]. For example, a shared wireless environment can be defined as a game where
each node (each player) competes with the others for the access to the channel [79].
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Nonetheless, some recent works in the literature show that the game theory analysis
can also be employed for other purposes, such as wireless channels modeling [80] and
distributed optimization [81]. In addition, the effectiveness of the video transmission
depends on how packets are routed and transmitted as it is shown in some experimental
results [82, 83, 84, 85]. For this purpose, we think that game theory (GT) may
provide some help in the way that packets of video-reporting messages can be sent over
VANETs enhancing the overall performance. Our research in this Chapter focuses on
the deployment of an efficient geographical routing protocol based on a game-theoretical
approach to forward video-reporting messages over VANETs. This contribution seeks
to further enhance the overall performance of the network. As a starting point, we use
our geographical routing protocol 3MRP presented in Chapter 5.
6.2 Related Work
During the last years, game theory was taken into account in several approaches to
optimize video transmission across heterogeneous channels [86, 87] or across ad hoc
networks [49, 23]. Here in this section, we report some of the most recent works
that employ game theory, which has been recently an active topic in communications.
Regarding these works, several distributed resource allocation strategies between
multiple competing users were implemented using game theory. For example, authors in
[88] proposed a distributed algorithm to optimize data rate of a multihomed video which
is transmitted via several streams. Every time the sender needs to provide multiple QoS
levels, different bandwidth allocations also need to be negotiated: In [89], the authors
introduced a cross-layer optimization framework so that the optimal resource allocation
can be done to each path of the multipath routed video source over wireless networks.
This allocation scheme maximizes the total weighted QoE of multiple video streams that
are transmitted over a wireless environment. A scalable video codec architecture at the
video source coding level gives us the opportunity to specify different quality levels.
Regarding this case, an important role was played by game theory in minimizing the
playout delays [90] or shaping the bit rate [91]. Normally, the approaches based on game
theory are focused on noncooperative games to model contention or conflicts in resource
allocation. We can also find some collaborative strategies that aim at maximizing
the final performance via a synergetic cooperation between nodes, e.g. [92] and [93].
Furthermore, authors in [94] propose a cross-layer distributed classification algorithm
based on game theory that runs independently on each uploading node of a distributed
content delivery network. Packets are scheduled into multiple QoS classes via a non
cooperative game that aims at minimizing the channel distortion which affects each
stream as well as the final reconstructed sequence.
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6.3 A Game-Theoretical Routing Protocol for VANETs
In this Chapter, we apply game theory in our multimetric routing protocol with the
dynamic self-configured weights (3MRP+DSM) that we have presented in Chapter 5
to further improve the overall performance of VANETs. We assume that each source
node has a set of I, P and B video frames of a video flow to be transmitted. Also, we
assume that each source has three forwarding nodes classified as (i.e., excellent (E),
good (G) and bad (B) nodes through which those frames could be sent. Nodes play
a routing game to distribute the video flows seeking their own best performance. The
players of the game are the VANET nodes and the action of the game is to select the
proper forwarding node to forward their video-streams. In the following section, we
will introduce the game-theoretical proposal included in the our geographical routing
scheme 3MRP+DSW.
6.3.1 The Bases of Our Proposal
Figure 6.1 shows the proposed architecture. We assume N connections (S1-D1, S2-D2,
..., SN -DN ) and three selecting forwarding nodes. It is likewise possible to apply the
same proposal to any VANET independently of the number of connections and nodes.
Figure 6.1: Proposed framework to send the video frames. E represents the excellent
node, G the good node and B the bad node.
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Figure 6.2: All the F(I+P) frames are sent through the excellent forwarding node (E).
Figure 6.3: All the F(I+P) frames are sent through the good-quality forwarding node
(G).
By default, nodes always would try to send the most important video frames through
the best available node obtained by the 3MRP+DSW. This means that I frames,
which are the biggest ones and carry the most important video information, would
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be sent through the excellent forwarding node (E); P frames would be sent through
the good-quality node (G); whereas the least important frames (i.e., B frames) would
be sent through the bad one (B). Nevertheless, if each node sent the most important
frames through the excellent forwarding node (E), this node could get congested. As a
consequence, that excellent forwarding node could suffer more losses than the others,
which would lead to classify it as a worse node. This behavior could produce an
oscillatory performance that might affect the video experience of users if it happened
frequently.
Figure 6.4: I+P frames will be sent through the excellent forwarding node with a certain
probability p and through the good-quality forwarding node with a probability 1-p. F1
and F2 represent the number of (I+P) frames sent through the excellent forwarding
node and through the good-quality forwarding node, respectively, being F = F1 + F2.
To cope with this issue, users could play a game such that the best two nodes
(excellent, good) could be selected by each player to transmit the most important video
frames (i.e., I+P frames). That is, each user could prefer to send sometimes the most
important frames through the good-quality node. Just for simplicity, B frames are
considered always to be sent through the third node, which is the bad one. Also, I and
P frames belonging to the same video stream are going to be sent through the same
node to make more evident the inconveniences of sharing the same node, since there
are more P frames than I frames per flow. We follow this same design option as we did
for MANETs in Chapter 3.
In our game, in each iteration, users select nodes for their respective video flows. As
it is shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, we have three possible situations. Without playing
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the game, all users would always send the important frames through the excellent
forwarding node (Figure 6.2). Alternatively, they could play our game-theoretical
routing game. Notice that case (Figure 6.3) is worse than (Figure 6.2) for all users
since they are sending their frames together through the good-quality node instead of
through the excellent node (this should not happen often). In the third case (Figure
6.4), I+P frames will be sent through the excellent available forwarding node by each
user with a certain probability p and through the good-quality node available with a
probability 1− p.
Notice that players (users) must decide their choices (i.e., their corresponding p
value) simultaneously and without communicating with each other. If we have a number
of I+P frames equal to F to be sent, depending on the p value, a number of I+P frames
equal to F1 will be sent through the excellent forwarding node (E) and a number of I+P
frames equal to F2 will be sent through the good-quality one (G), being F = F1 + F2.
M represents the number of B frames to be sent, always through the bad node.
In the next section we will compute the optimal probability p (called p∗) of sending
I+P frames through the best path that produces the best outcome for each player.
6.4 Game-Theoretical Routing Scheme for Video-
Streaming in VANETs
Here we refer to the reader to section 3.5.1 where the general basis of our game-
theoretical approach were stayed,
6.4.1 The benefit of using a particular node to transmit the I+P
video frames
Before defining the player’s utility of the game, we will define a parameter that evaluates
the benefit of using a particular node. As we have mentioned before, we assume that
we always have at least two available nodes (excellent and medium-quality nodes) to
send packets. Each node will have its own benefit.
Let us assign φE as the benefit for the excellent forwarding node and φG as the
benefit for the medium-quality node, where φE and φG ∈ R∗. Later, we will relate φE
and φG with the global score obtained from 3MRP. Strategy αi is defined as follows:
αi =
{
Transmit using the excellent forwarding node (E).
Transmit using the good-quality forwarding node (G).
(6.1)
Probability p is the probability of sending (I+P) frames through the excellent
forwarding node and probability (1 − p) is the probability of sending those frames
through the medium-quality forwarding node.
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6.4.2 Design of the Utility Function
The utility function Ui designed for our game-theoretical routing protocol aims at
achieving a goal which is to minimize the percentage of (I+P) frames lost, since this
parameter is the most significant in video-streaming services. The proposed utility
function for player i is the following:
Ui =
(
nrE,i − nsE,i
nsE,i
)
· φE,i · p2i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Excellent forwarding node
+
(
nrG,i − nsG,i
nsG,i
)
· φG,i · (1− pi)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Good forwarding node
(6.2)
All variables presented in Equation (6.2) are defined in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Definitions of the variables presented in Equation (6.2).
Variable Definition
i = 1, 2, 3...,N i is a generic player, being N the number of players
pi Player’s i probability of sending the (I+P) frames through his/her excellent node
φE,i Player’s i benefit if selecting the excellent node
φG,i player’s i benefit if selecting the good-quality node
ns,i Number of (I+P) frames sent by player i through the excellent and the good-quality
node.
nsE,i Number of (I+P) frames sent by player i through the excellent node
nrE,i Number of (I+P) frames received from player i through the excellent node
nsG,i Number of (I+P) frames sent by player i through the good-quality node
nrG,i Number of (I+P) frames received from player i through the good-quality node
Now, let us relate nsE,i and nsG,i with ns,i:
nsE,i = pi · ns,i (6.3)
nsG,i = (1− pi) · ns,i (6.4)
where ns,i = nsE,i + nsG,i.
Substituting Equations (6.3) and (6.4) in Equation (6.2) we get the following
expression for the utility function Ui:
Ui =
(
nrE,i − pi · ns,i
pi · ns,i
)
· φE,i · p2i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Excellent forwarding node
+
(
nrG,i − (1− pi) · ns,i
(1− pi) · ns,i
)
· φG,i · (1− pi)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Good forwarding node
(6.5)
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Notice that each player makes his/her own nodes classification, i.e., each player
might have different excellent and good-quality nodes.
In Equation (6.2), we have designed our utility function Ui to be proportional to the
negative of the I+P frames losses. This way, the utility increases as the losses decrease,
for both the excellent and the good-quality nodes. Besides, Ui is a concave function so
that we ensure to have a p value that produces the maximum utility. In Equation (6.2),(
nrE,i−nsE,i
nsE,i
)
is the negative of the I+P frame losses through the excellent forwarding
node and
(
nrG,i−nsG,i
nsG,i
)
is the negative of the I+P frame losses through the good-quality
node.
Besides, Ui is proportional to the benefit of the excellent and good forwarding nodes
φE and φG, respectively. We can see a numerical example of the utility function in
section (6.6.2.2).
Depending upon the values of the utilities, pure strategies may not exist, but in
that case there are always mixed strategies [54, 55]. The mixed strategy α∗i is a (NE)
if the utilities Ui(i = 1, ..., N), satisfy Equation (3.11). If there exists a mixed Nash
equilibrium, player i will have a best response. To obtain it, Ui must be maximized:
∂Ui
∂pi
= 0 (6.6)
For the sake of a simpler writing we will omit the i index to refer the user in the
previous variables shown in Table 6.1. Thus, we will use nsE instead of nsE,i, and so
on.
Then, applying Equation (6.6) in Equation (6.5) we obtain:
∂Ui
∂pi
= −2 · pi · (φE + φG) + φE · nrE
ns
− φG · nrG
ns
+ 2 · φG (6.7)
To simplify the previous Equation, we assume that nsE , nsG and ns are higher than
zero. This assumption has sense since at least one frame should have been sent as well.
We define the following variables:
nˆE =
nrE
ns
, nˆG =
nrG
ns
(6.8)
Next, we substitute Equation (6.8) in Equation (6.7) and we get:
∂Ui
∂pi
= −2 · pi · (φE + φG) + φE · nˆE − φG · nˆG + 2 · φG (6.9)
Then, by combining both Equations (6.6) and (6.9), we attain the solution for the
best probability of sending (I+P) frames through the excellent forwarding node, that
gives a NE in the utility function Ui. This is called as the best response of the game.
Thus, using p∗i to compute the probability of sending I+P frames through the excellent
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forwarding node, is a strategy which produces the most favorable outcome for player i,
taking the other players’ strategies as given.
p∗i =
φE · nˆb + φG · (2− nˆG)
2 (φb + φm)
(6.10)
This way, each player i will continuously update his/her best response p∗i using
Equation (6.10). To do so, the user easily obtains this feedback information from the
hello messages of 3MRP+DWS: the number of I+P frames received so far through the
excellent and the good-quality nodes (nrE and nrG, respectively) and the number of
I+P frames sent so far (ns). In the next section, we explain how the user computes the
benefits for the excellent and the good-quality forwarding nodes.
6.4.3 Nodes’ Benefits Computation
We have designed the value of the benefit of a node to be proportional to the global
score obtained from our routing protocol 3MRP+DSW. As the global score takes into
account five metrics (i.e., distance, trajectory, vehicles’ density, available bandwidth
estimation and MAC layer losses) it can be considered as a global measure of the QoS.
Accordingly, we define the following Equations to compute the benefits of the
excellent and good-quality nodes, φE and φG, respectively:
φE = kE · SE and φG = kG · SG (6.11)
where kE and kG are constants, [kE , kG] ∈ R∗.
Next, using Equation (6.11) in Equation (6.10) we have this expression for the best
response probability, p∗i :
p∗i =
kE · SE · nˆE + (kG · SG) · (2− nˆG)
2 · (kE · SE + kG · SG) (6.12)
Let kEkG = kE/G. As kG is different from zero, we can divide the whole Equation
(6.12) by kG. After substituting, we obtain the Nash Equilibrium strategy for player i:
p∗i (kE/G) =
kE/G · SE · nˆE + SG · (2− nˆG)
2 · (kE/G · SE + SG) (6.13)
We have designed in Equation (6.5) Ui to be a concave function, so that there is one
p∗ value where Ui is on its maximum value. Due to that, ∂
2Ui
∂2pi
must be less than zero.
This way, deriving Equation (6.9) we obtain:
∂2Ui
∂2pi
= −2 · (φE + φG) (6.14)
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As we need that ∂
2Ui
∂2pi
< 0,
φE + φG > 0 ; ∀ [φE , φG] ∈ R∗ (6.15)
Concluding, if player i adopts the strategy to send his/her (I+P) frames through
the excellent forwarding node with a certain probability that equals p∗i (see Equation
(6.13)), his/her own benefit and the whole benefit of the network will be the highest.
All values needed to compute p∗i , except kE/G, can be obtained during normal
network operation from the local information given by the hello messages. This way,
users will update the probability p∗i with the current QoS parameters carried in the
last received hello message packet. Thus, kE/G is the single pending parameter to be
obtained in Equation (6.13). In the next section, we will give a method to calculate
analytically this parameter.
6.5 A Method to Calculate kE/G
SE and SG are the global score values measured in the excellent (E) and the good-
quality forwarding node (G), respectively. They can take any value between 0 and 5 as
shown in Chapter 5.
Now, our goal is to calculate kE/G so we can compute the value of p
∗
i using Equation
(6.13). Three conditions will limit the computing of kE/G: 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and Ui being a
concave function. Below, we will study separately those three conditions.
6.5.1 Condition 1: pi ≥ 0
Combining Equation (6.10) with pi ≥ 0, we get that:
kE/G · SE · nˆE + SG · (2− nˆG)
2 · (kE/G · SE + SG) ≥ 0 (6.16)
Remember that Equation (6.15), which is the denominator of Equation (6.16) must
also be fulfilled.
Thus, we need:
kE/G · SE · nˆE + SG · (2− nˆG) ≥ 0 (6.17)
Now, we multiply the whole inequation (6.17) by 1SE ·nˆE (∀ SE , nˆE ∈ R+):
kE/G ≥ SG · (nˆG − 2)
SE · nˆE (6.18)
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6.5.2 Condition 2: pi ≤ 1
Combining Equation (6.10) with pi ≤ 1 leads to:
kE/G · SE · nˆE + SG · (2− nˆG)
2 · (kE/G · SE + SG) ≤ 1 (6.19)
Looking at Equation (6.15), we can write:
kE/G · SE · nˆE + SG · (2− nˆG) ≤ 2 ·
(
kE/G · SE + SG
)
(6.20)
and solving Equation (6.20), we reach to:
kE/G · SE · (2− nˆE) ≥ −SG · nˆG (6.21)
Now, before we continue we will find out which is the sign of the expression (2− nˆE).
nˆE was defined in Equation (6.8) as the relation between the number of I+P frames
received in the excellent forwarding node (nrE) and the total number of I+P frames
sent (ns).
nˆE =
nrE
ns
≤ 1 (6.22)
Therefore,
2ˆ− nE ≥ −1 ≥ 0 (6.23)
Finally, the second inequation to be fulfilled by kb/m is:
kE/G ≥ SG · nˆG
SE · (nˆE − 2) (6.24)
6.5.3 Condition 3: Concave Function Ui
For Ui to be a concave function, Equation (6.15) must be fulfilled such that:
φE + φG = kE · SE + kG · SG > 0 (6.25)
If we multiply the whole inequation by 1kG (∀ km ∈ R+) and rename kEkG by kE/G,
we get:
kE/G · SE > −SG (6.26)
Finally, we obtain Equation (6.27) as the third condition to be fulfilled by kb/m:
kE/G >
−SG
SE
(6.27)
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6.5.4 The Three Inequations to Be Fulfilled by kE/G
We first rewrite the three inequations to be satisfied by kE/G: Equations (6.18), (6.24)
and (6.27). Besides, we will rename the thresholds of the three inequations as α0, α1
and α2, respectively.
kE/G >
−SG
SE
= α0
kE/G ≥ SG · (nˆG − 2)
SE · nˆE = α1
kE/G ≥ SG · nˆG
SE · (nˆE − 2) = α2
(6.28)
We need to find a value for kE/G that satisfies the three inequations. First of all,
the range of solutions for kE/G is ]KE/G,+∞), where KE/G will be the maximum value
among α0, α1 and α2. The probability p
∗
i (kE/G) of sending (I+P) frames through
the excellent forwarding node is depicted in Figure 6.5. The limit of p∗i (kE/G) when
kE/G →∞ (horizontal asymptote) can be obtained from Equation (6.13) and it has the
following value:
lim
kE/G→∞
p∗i (kE/G) =
nˆE
2
(6.29)
The vertical asymptote occurs at kE/G-value that makes the denominator zero (i.e.,
kE/G = α0). We should find a value for kE/G in the range ]KE/G,+∞) with which
p∗i (kE/G) changes softly throughout time. This way, the transition in the selection
between the excellent and the good-quality nodes will be smooth producing a more
stable system. For that, we calculate the first derivative
∂p∗i (kE/G)
∂kE/G
, which represents
the slope value for each kE/G > KE/G (i.e., zone of interest).
∂p∗i (kE/G)
∂kE/G
=
nˆE · SE ·
(
2 · kE/G · SE + 2 · SG
)
4 · (kE/G · SE + SG)2 −
2 · SE ·
(·kE/G · SE · nˆE + ·SG · (2− nˆG))
4 · (kE/G · SE + SG)2 (6.30)
After simplifying the Equation, we obtain:
∂p∗i
∂kE/G
=
SE · SG · (nˆE + nˆG − 2)
2 · (kE/G · SE + SG)2 (6.31)
Now, we isolate kE/G from Equation (6.31) in terms of
∂p∗i (kE/G)
∂kE/G
and we get the
following expression:
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kE/G =
±
√
SG·SE ·(nˆE+nˆG−2)
2· ∂p
∗
i
(kE/G)
∂kE/G
− SG
SE
(6.32)
Here, we can see that (nˆE + nˆG − 2) ≤ 0, since nˆE = nrEns ≤ 1, and nˆG = nrGns ≤ 1.
We refer the reader to Equation (6.22) to see the easy justification for both expressions.
Figure 6.5: Best response probability p∗i as a function of kE/G, see Equation (6.13).
Consequently, we need that
∂p∗i
∂kE/G
≤ 0 to compute a proper kE/G value.
The parameters of Equation (6.32) that can be calculated during operation time
are: the number of I+P frames received in the excellent forwarding node (nrE) and the
number of I+P frames sent through the excellent forwarding node (nsE) to compute
nˆE =
nrE
ns
; the number of I+P frames received in the medium-quality forwarding node
(nrG) and the number of I+P frames sent through the medium-quality forwarding node
(nsG) to compute nˆG =
nrG
ns
obtained from the hello message packets; and the global
score of the excellent and the medium-quality forwarding nodes, computed from the
3MRP routing protocol.
The only variable in Equation (6.32) that is not defined yet is
∂p∗i (kE/G)
∂kE/G
. To design a
proper value for
∂p∗i (kE/G)
∂kE/G
, we carried out a high amount of simulations under different
network conditions and with different values of
∂p∗i (kE/G)
∂kE/G
and we noticed that with a
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value of
∂p∗i (kE/G)
∂kE/G
= −0.655, the variation of p∗i throughout time was soft without sharp
changes. From Equation (6.32), we see that we have two possible values for kE/G, one
of them is higher than KE/G and the other one is lower than KE/G, so we take the one
which belongs to the range ]KE/G,+∞).
To conclude with, Algorithm 4 summarizes the methodology to compute the best
response probability p∗i for player i to send his/her I+P frames through the excellent
forwarding node.
Algorithm 4 Calculation of p∗i , the best response probability for player i that
maximizes his/her utility function Ui.
Require: Obtain updated QoS values from periodically received hello messages
packets.
1: Obtain the values of (SE , SG, nˆE , nˆG)
2: Compute the kE/G parameter designed that fulfills the requirements.
kE/G =
±
√√√√SG·SE ·(nˆE+nˆG−2)
2·
∂p∗
i
(kE/G)
∂kE/G
−SG
SE
3: Calculate the probability p∗i to send I+P frames through the best path, that
maximizes the utility function Ui
p∗i (kE/G) =
kE/G·SE ·nˆE+SG·(2−nˆG)
2·(kE/G·SE+SG)
6.6 Simulation Results
In this section, we first depict a case study in a smart city that involves an emergency
situation in VANETs to transmit a video-reporting message to the closest emergency
unit and also to the emergencies services (e.g., 112 or 911) so that they can alert other
citizens around. Simulations are done using the NS2 [56] simulator.
6.6.1 A Case Study in a Smart City
In this Chapter, we focus on a realistic smart city VANET scenario, where emergency
prevention and response are key issues. In this scenario under consideration, we assume
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that in a given moment an accident happened. In the VANET scenario, we assume that
a smart driver witnesses the situation, makes a short video-reporting message (the driver
will just push a button that will make a small exterior car-mounted camera shoot the
video) about the accident and sends it through the VANET to the nearest emergency
unit (e.g., police, ambulances, hospitals). Authorities will respond upon receiving the
video and will take proper actions. As explained before, with a video-reporting message
the emergency can be evaluated much better than with a simple text. It would be easier
to ensure an accurate interpretation of the situation and the accident could be treated
with the adequate level of seriousness. The smart driver sends a multimedia message
which includes different information regarding the incident, e.g., the GPS location, a
voice message and a short video of the incident. A suitable kind of smart-112 (911 in
U.S.A) application in the citizen’s vehicle sends the multimedia message to the smart-
112 emergency center, who manages the proper actions for that incident. For instance,
ambulances and paramedical will be sent there, traffic lights will turn to red around the
accident, a green wave of traffic lights will help the ambulances get there sooner, the
nearest hospital is warned, the doctors wait for the injuries, etc. A video of the incident
facilitates a preliminary evaluation of the wounded people as well as helps to better
determine the requirements needed to manage the dangerous situation. Our purpose
in this Chapter is to design a game-theoretical geographical routing protocol suitable
to transmit those video-reporting messages over VANETs in this kind of smart city
scenario. In the next section, a detailed performance evaluation of our proposal in a
VANET scenario is done.
6.6.2 Performance Evaluation in a VANET Scenario
In this subsection we introduce a performance evaluation of our proposal in a VANET
scenario, where we proved the 3MRP+DSW protocol including also the multi-user
game-theoretical approach described in section 6.4. Video flows are transmitted from
two vehicles to two access points AP1 and AP2 (see Figure 6.6), respectively. AP1 is
the Ana Torres Institute (a surgery clinic) and AP2 is the Hospital Clinic of Barcelona,
which represent two emergency units where vehicles will send their multimedia reporting
messages upon the event of a traffic accident. Each vehicle will send its multimedia
reporting message to the closest AP. We carried out ten simulations per point using
the NS2 [56]. Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show the results with confidence intervals (CI)
of 90 percent using a different scenario in each repetition. We considered two densities
of vehicles, 50 vehicles/km2 (scenario 1) and 100 vehicles/km2 (scenario 2) which were
randomly positioned. In the simulations, we used a real city area obtained from the
example district of Barcelona, Spain (see Figure 6.6). In order to simulate a realistic
scenario, the CityMob for Roadmaps (C4R) [59] simulator was used to obtain the
mobility model. C4R is a mobility generator that uses the Simulation of Urban MObility
(SUMO) engine [60]. Besides, C4R imports maps directly from OpenStreetMap [61] and
generates NS2 compatible files to specify the mobility model for the vehicles through the
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city along the whole simulation. Furthermore, we included in our proposal the REVsim
[3] tool described in Chapter 4 to detect obstacles and in this way our proposal can
be easily building-aware. The simulation settings of the VANET scenario are shown in
Table 6.2.
AP2 
AP1 
Figure 6.6: Simulation scenario of Barcelona, Spain (N = 2 users). It includes
two emergency units: AP1 (Ana Torres surgery clinic) and AP2 (Hospital Clinic of
Barcelona).
Figure 6.7 shows the average percentage of packet losses for N = 2 users when using
the game-theoretical scheme against the case of non using it (Non game option). We
can see how including the game-theoretical routing scheme, the average video packet
losses are reduced from 53% to 45% in a 50 vehicles scenario and from 37% to 28% in a
100 vehicles scenario. This decrement of the average packet losses is due to the optimal
selection of nodes based on a probability value (i.e., p∗) that balances the load among
the two nodes at stake (i.e., the excellent and the medium-quality nodes) depending on
the current quality of the nodes. Figure 6.8 depicts the average end-to-end packet delay.
We can see that the case including the Game scheme improves the delay compared to
the Non Game case for both 50 and 100 vehicles scenario.
Figure 6.9 depicts the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) obtained for 2 players. Also,
we can see that the case including the Game scheme improves the PSNR compared to
the Non Game case in both scenarios.
Results of this performance evaluation show clear benefits after including our game-
theoretical approach in our multimetric geographical routing protocol 3MRP+DSW
over VANETs.
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Table 6.2: Simulation settings of the VANET scenario.
Map Zone Example District of Barcelona
Area 1700 × 580 m2
Density of vehicles 50 vehicle/km2 (scenario 1) and 100 vehicle/km2 (scenario 2)
Number of nodes 50 and 100 vehicles
Video sources 2
Transmission range 250 m
Mobility generator SUMO [60]/C4R [59]
MAC specification IEEE 802.11p
Nominal bandwidth 11 Mbps
Simulation time 300 s
Video encoding MPEG-2 VBR
Video bit rate 150 Kbps
Video sequence sent Traffic accidents [58]
Routing protocol 3MRP + DSW, 3MRP + DSW+ GT
Transport protocol RTP/UDP
Maximum packet size 1500 Bytes
Weighting values dynamic
Queue sizes 50 packets
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Figure 6.7: Average percentage of packet losses for N = 2 users.
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Figure 6.8: Average end-to-end packet delay for N = 2 users.
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Figure 6.9: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) for N = 2 users.
6.6.2.1 Utility Function Values
In this section, we will compute the gain of our game-theoretical routing scheme. Let
us define UGi as the utility function for player i when the game-theoretical scheme is
used and UNGi as the utility function when it is not used. Both utility function values
will be computed using Equation (6.5). Gi is the gain obtained for player i by using
the game-theoretical scheme with respect to not using it, 0 ≤ Gi ≤ 1.
Gi =
UGi − UNGi
UGi
=
Up=p∗i − Up=1
Up=p∗i
(6.33)
Using Equation (6.5) in Equation (6.33) we obtain:
Gi =
UGi − UNGi
UGi
= 1−
(
nrE,i−ns,i·1
ns,i·1
)
· φE,i · 1(
nrE,i−ns,i·p∗i
ns,i·p∗i
)
· φE,i · (p∗i )2 +
(
nrG,i−ns,i·(1−p∗i )
ns,i·(1−p∗i )
)
· φG,i · (1− p∗i )2
(6.34)
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6.6.2.2 A Numerical Example
In this section, we show a numerical example to calculate the gain obtained with our
proposal for N = 2 users using Equation (6.34), i.e., G1 and G2. To do that, we use
the values obtained during simulation. They are shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Simulation output values for N = 2 users.
nˆE,1, nˆE,2 (0.8, 0.75)
nˆG,1, nˆG,2 (0.55, 0.5)
SE,1, SE,2 (4.5, 4.2)
SG,1, SG,2 (3.8, 3.6)
We calculate the variable kE/G,1 and kE/G,2 for players 1 and 2 using Equation
(6.32) and the simulation output values shown in Table 6.3. Results are shown in Table
6.4.
Table 6.4: Best response probabilities p∗i for N = 2 users.
kE/G,1, kE/G,2 (-0.197, -0.157)
p∗1, p
∗
2 (0.82, 0.84)
After that, we simplify
(
nrE,i−nsE,i
nsE,i
)
and
(
nrG,i−nsG,i
nsG,i
)
as seen in Equations (6.35)
and (6.36) in order to be easily calculated later using Table 6.3.(
nrE,i − nsE,i
nsE,i
)
=
nrE,i − ns,i · p∗i
ns,i · p∗i
=
nˆE,i
p∗i
− 1 (6.35)(
nrG,i − nsG,i
nsG,i
)
=
nrG,i − ns,i · (1− p∗i )
ns,i · (1− p∗i )
=
nˆG,i
(1− p∗i )
− 1 (6.36)
Next, we calculate φb and φm for each player using Equation (6.11) so they can be
substituted in Equation (6.5).
φE,1 = kE,1 · SE,1 = kE/G,1 · kG,1 · SE,1 = −0.886 · kG,1 (6.37)
φE,2 = kE,2 · SE,2 = kE/G,2 · kG,2 · SE,2 = −0.659 · kG,2 (6.38)
φG,1 = kG,1 · SG,1 = 3.8 · kG,1 (6.39)
φG,2 = kG,2 · SG,2 = 3.6 · kG,2 (6.40)
Finally, substituting Equations (6.35) to Equation (6.40) in Equation (6.34), we
obtain that G1 ≈ 0.95 and G2 ≈ 0.8.
These values mean that for player 1 the gain is 95% more using the game-theoretical
model instead of not using it. In the same way, for player 2 the gain is 80%.
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6.7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this Chapter, we have designed a new routing protocol for VANETs to transmit
video-reporting messages in a smart city. The geographical routing protocol is based
on a game-theoretical scheme for N users. Our framework could be used in smart
cities where prevention and fast management of accidents is an important goal. We
understand that with a video message, the level of seriousness of the accident could
be much better evaluated by the authorities allowing a fast warning of the incident to
emergency units, which potentially could save lives.
The users of the framework could be any vehicle that could participate in the VANET
by transmitting a video-reporting message to the competent authorities. In this way,
other vehicles would easily be warned about any situation in the city, which would
improve the quality of life in the smart cities.
In our framework, the probability p of sending the most important video frames (i.e.,
I+P frames) through the most excellent available forwarding node varies depending on
some network characteristics. This way, instead of sending the I+P video frames always
through the excellent forwarding node, users play a strategic routing game where these
frames will be sent through one of the two available best nodes according to a certain
probability p∗.
Simulation results in the VANET scenario show the benefits of our proposal that
outperforms the results compared to the case of non using our game-theoretical routing.
In terms of packets losses, delay and PSNR, results notably improve due to the new way
of selecting the next forwarding node based on p∗. Our proposal makes the network
more efficient as well as achieves a higher degree of satisfaction of the users by receiving
much more (I+P) frames with a lower average end-to-end delay. This definitively will
improve the quality of the video perceived by the end user.
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7.1 Conclusions
Throughout the research work of this thesis, our main focus has been the design and the
implementation of a useful framework to transmit video-reporting messages over both
MANETs and VANETs in urban environments. This thesis aims to provide a basis
for smart city services that require video-streaming, for instance to transmit video-
reporting messages in case of an accident in order to fast alert the emergencies services
(e.g., 112 or 911).
We have tackled the issue of the design of a realistic scenario for VANETs to be able
to test our proposals using simulations as close to real life as possible. For that purpose,
we have developed a tool named REVSim [3] that helps us to attain realistic simulation
results by taking into account the presence of buildings in real maps. Basically, REVsim
avoids forwarding a packet to those neighbours behind a building. The tool gives
the state (i.e., to be in line of sight or not) of any neighbour with respect to the
current forwarding node to see if that neighbour under check can be a candidate as
next forwarding node. If not, this means that this neighbour is behind a building and
as a consequence it will be deleted from the neighbour list. Furthermore, instead of
a time-consuming checking during simulation, we provide a fast way to look up the
corresponding information from our output file provided by REVsim with the real map,
so simulation time is almost not affected by our building-aware scheme.
In the coming years significant improvements are expected in the VANETs field as
manufactures start to introduce them in brand new vehicles. We have analysed the main
issues related to VANETs in urban environments about the service of video-reporting
messages. As a consequence, several characteristics of the behaviour of the vehicles
were taken into consideration to enhance the communications such as the high speed
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of the nodes and the quickly change of neighbours. After that, we found the pertinent
convenience to develop a multi-metric routing protocol for VANETs to transmit video-
reporting messages in urban scenarios that includes several improvements to reduce the
packet losses and increase the PSNR. Such improvements are: including five metrics
(distance, trajectory, vehicles’ density, available bandwidth and MAC layer losses) to
select the best forwarding node to transmit packets. In vehicular networks, forwarding
decisions are taken hop-by-hop due to the few seconds that a communication link lasts
between two nodes. Due to that, we chose the geographical protocol GPSR (Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing) [11] as a starting point to develop our approaches. We
have focused our efforts in the design of suitable forwarding decision to help in having
a high number of packets delivered to destination.
As a result of our research work, we have developed several proposals. We list the
main contributions of this PhD thesis as follows:
• Firstly, we have designed a new routing protocol for MANETs to transmit video-
reporting messages in a smart city based on a game-theoretical scheme for N
users. This framework could be used in smart cities where one of the important
goals is to prevent accidents and to warn quickly the emergency units after the
occurrence of an incident. In our framework, instead of sending the I+P video
frames always through the best available path, users play a strategic routing game
where those video frames will be sent through one of the two best available paths
according to a certain probability p∗. Simulation results in MANETs scenarios
show the benefits of our proposal when compared to the case of non using our
game-theoretical routing and also compared to other traditional routing protocols.
Results notably improve in terms of packets losses, delay and jitter due to the new
way of selecting the forwarding path based on p∗. Our proposal also outperforms
the quality of the video perceived by the end user. Besides, improvements are also
shown in preliminary simulation results of a VANET scenario for N = 2 source
vehicles, in terms of percentage of packet losses, average packet delay and average
delay jitter.
• Secondly, it is very important to take into account the presence of obstacles
(mainly buildings in cities) in real map scenarios for VANET simulations to obtain
trusted results. The reason is that in real life buildings would block the signal and
packets would be dropped if a next forwarding node was behind a building. For
that purpose, we have developed a program named REVSim [3] that gives the state
of any neighbour (i.e., in line of sight or not) with respect to the current forwarding
node in order to see if a neighbour can be a candidate as next forwarding node.
If the candidate node is not in line of sight, this neighbour node is considered
behind a building and will be deleted from the actual neighbour list.
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• Thirdly, we have presented a new routing protocol named 3MRP (Multimedia
Multimetric Map-Aware Routing Protocol) [1] for VANETs to transmit video-
reporting messages in urban scenarios. This framework could be used in smart
cities where prevention and management of accidents is an important goal. A
video-reporting message allows a better evaluation of the situation. Due to that,
lives could be saved by allowing a fast warning of the emergency units. Further-
more, our proposal is building-aware, avoiding to select those nodes in transmis-
sion range but located behind a building. In this way, our simulations are more
realistic since our network simulator sends packets only to those nodes that are
not behind buildings. For that task, we have used our program named REVSim
[3] explained in Chapter 4. In addition, when the routing protocol fails to find
a proper next forwarding node, a local buffer is used to temporarily store those
packets and a timer is activated. If the timer expires above a timeout, the packet
is dropped since the video frame would reach destination too late for the decod-
ing process. Five metrics (distance, trajectory, density, available bandwidth and
MAC layer losses) are considered in 3RMP. Furthermore, we have developed an
algorithm able to give each metric a proper weight depending on a suitable relative
current value and on the previous average value of that metric in all the neighbour
nodes. This helps the overall protocol to give each metric its importance at each
moment and as a consequence a better performance is obtained, compared to the
case of giving fixed weights to all the metrics. We have evaluated our proposal
compared to GPSR in two different scenarios with low and medium vehicles’ den-
sity. Regarding results, 3MRP+DSW improves both 3MRP and GPSR in terms of
packets losses and throughput, due to the new way of selecting the next forwarding
node as well as the new way to give each metric a dynamic weight. We also show
that the quality of the video perceived by the end user improves in terms of PSNR.
• Finally, we have designed a new routing protocol for VANETs to send video-
reporting messages in a smart city based on a game-theoretical scheme for N
users. Our program REVSim [3] is also used to avoid selecting those nodes in
transmission range that are located behind a building. In our framework, instead
of sending I+P video frames always through the best forwarding node, nodes
play a strategic routing game where those frames will be sent through one of the
two best available nodes according to a certain probability p∗. The benefits of our
proposal are shown with simulation results in the VANET scenario and the results
improve the case of non using our game-theoretical routing. Notable advances are
achieved in terms of packets losses and delay, due to the new way of sending the
I+P video frames through the best forwarding node based on p∗. Definitively, a
better quality of the video is perceived by the end user in terms of PSNR.
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7.3 Future work
During the development of this thesis, several issues have arisen which we think
that deserve further research in the future. Some potential research directions and
improvements are summarized below:
• Development of a new way to design the output file of the building-aware tool
REVsim, so that the NS2 simulator can access to it even faster than the current
design.
• Development of an approach to improve vehicular positioning based on the
cooperation of vehicles. Typically, the GPS nominal accuracy is about 15
meter, which is not sufficient for active safety and advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS). This will help all vehicles to correct their positioning and as
a consequence have a better estimation about their neighbours’ positions. It is
worthy to mention that there are several proposals in the literature that treat this
issue and we would like to make our contribution in this aspect.
• A data dissemination model could be designed to tackle the issue of smart
dissemination of video-reporting messages to reduce accidents and increase road
safety, by warning drivers near the accidents.
• Development of an anonymity communications scheme for vehicular ad hoc
networks. Some smart services require privacy of the sender, so this requirement
is of paramount importance for the users.
• Test all our proposals employing Scalable Video Coding (H.264/SVC) instead of
the basic MPEG-2 video format that we have used here. H.264/SVC is composed
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of a base layer (lowest representation) and one or more enhancements layers that
increase video quality when they are added to the base layer. We can employ a
cross layer design where the sender can adapt the bit rate of the video by adding or
removing SVC layers depending on the value of the available bandwidth computed
in this thesis.
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Appendix A
A.1 A.1 Video tests to score the MOS
In this appendix, we describe the test that we made to attain Figure 3.6. We followed
the ITU-T recommendation P.800 (1996) to make our test.
In this test, ten people, 7 men and 3 women, aged 25–50 from the department of
Telematics Engineering of the Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya (UPC) participated.
We asked them to give their mean opinion score (MOS) value to a video received
through a MANET urban scenario (see Table 3.3) when the fraction of packet losses
(FPL) increased. The video sequence used in the tests was the “Traffic accidents” [58]
sequence. Users took into consideration that they were in a MANET scenario, were
nodes move, links break often and the network topology is dynamic. The average of
the results are shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6.
A.2 A.2 Relation between MOS and FPL
To compute p∗i with Equations (3.26) and (3.50) and to attain Figures 3.17 and 3.18,
we designed a expression to relate the MOS with the FPL. To do that, we used all
the values obtained from the video test depicted in the Appendix A, see Figure 3.6, and
we applied a lineal regression method to derive an Equation to approximate the graph
shown in Figure 3.6.
MOS ' c · FPL+ d (A.1)
where c = −8.1081 and d = +5.2703.
To draw Figure 3.17, we made constant all the parameters of Equation (3.26) except
FPLm. These constant values were taken from simulations. To evaluate the behaviour
of p∗i when FPLm increases, we used Equation (A.1) to be substituted in Equation
(3.26). Similarly, to draw Figure 3.18, we made constant all parameters of Equation
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(3.26) except FPLb. Now, to evaluate the behaviour of p
∗
i when FPLb increases, we
used Equation (A.1) to be substituted in Equation (3.26).
For all these methods, the perceptual video quality ratings obtained from the
evaluators are averaged to obtain the Mean Opinion Score (MOS).
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